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FOREWORD
The campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections is a non-partisan initiative co-run by the
Human Rights Center “Viasna” and the Belarusian Helsinki Committee.
It does not intend to support political parties and politicians. The entire election process is assessed
solely on the basis of the principles of free, democratic and transparent elections, which can enable
the people of Belarus to fully exercise their constitutional right to participate in the government of
the country.
The campaign aims to observe the elections of all levels, assessing the electoral process from
the viewpoint of Belarusian electoral legislation and international standards of free and democratic
elections, disseminating information on the results of observation both in Belarus and abroad.
The observation was carried out by members of the Human Rights Center “Viasna” and the
Belarusian Helsinki Committee in strict adherence to the country’s legislation.
The campaign involved 55 long-term observers, who were accredited with the DECs to cover
more than 70% of the country’s voters. The results of processing the observers’ weekly reports were
disseminated through the campaign’s weekly reports and milestone reports on separate stages of the
elections.
During early voting, observation was carried out in 182 PECs, and on Election Day the observation
covered 350 PECs across the country. Reports were processed on a daily basis, which allowed to
identify the general trends in the organization of the electoral process and assess the level of electoral
violations.
The campaign’s analytical report on the results of observation and recommendations on further
improvement of the electoral legislation were forwarded to the Central Election Commission, the
House of Representatives of the Belarusian Parliament, the Supreme Court, international observation
missions of the OSCE ODIHR, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, and the
Commonwealth of Independent States.
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CONCLUSIONS
The parliamentary elections of 2016 were called against the backdrop of a complicated geopolitical
situation in the world and Europe, in particular, which was primarily due to the Russian-Ukrainian
crisis. Despite the fact that the vote was accompanied by unfavorable trends in the social and economic
spheres, the campaign took place against a more favorable internal political background as compared
to earlier elections.
It should be noted that the Belarusian authorities have not abandoned the repressive practices
against their political opponents: peaceful protesters are still subjected to administrative liability,
other civil and political rights are restricted, the country has new political prisoners. The Belarusian
authorities have not made any measures aimed at systemic and qualitative changes in the field of
human rights, especially at the legislative level.
The elections were marked by a number of positive trends: absence of significant constraints on
the part of the authorities in the collection of signatures for nominating candidates and conducting
campaign activities, a small percentage of refusals to register nominations groups and candidates.
However, the Belarusian authorities did not take into account the recommendations of the OSCE
ODIHR and the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, which were developed on the basis
of observation of earlier campaigns, while the few, but widely announced changes were obviously
unable to contribute to a qualitative change in the nature of the elections towards greater democracy
and transparency.
The elections did not meet a number of key international standards for democratic and free
elections, as well as the country’s electoral legislation. First of all, the findings are due to the lack
of equal access to state media for all candidates, lack of impartiality of election commissions, facts
of abuse of administrative resources in favor of the pro-government candidates, numerous facts
of forcing voters to participate in early voting, non-transparency of some election procedures for
observers.
Traditionally, greatest criticism is caused by the opaque vote count procedures, which gives rise to
serious doubts about the conformity of the results of this calculation to the actual will of the voters.

Election commissions
— formation of the TECs and the DECs took place against the backdrop of widely announced
new approaches to selection procedures: the possibility for observers (including international ones)
to attend the meetings of bodies in charge of forming election commissions, discussing business and
political qualities of the nominated candidates, and a separate vote for each nominee;
- these approaches were often applied in the formation of the TECs and the DECs, however, most
PECs were formed as a result of approving lists of candidates, without presenting and discussing the
nominees;
— the absence of legislatively fixed criteria for selecting candidates to election commissions
still resulted in a highly partial approach to the personal composition of these commissions; the
CEC’s Decree No. 18 failed to contribute to greater political pluralism: as in the earlier elections, the
formation of the PECs was based on a bias in favor of representatives of the pro-government political
parties and public associations;
— the proportion of representatives of political parties on the TECs, DECs and PECs remained
extremely low (24.2%, 13.6% and 5.2%, respectively), as compared to the representation of public
associations (51%, 54.3% and 44.1%, respectively);
— as before, the main administrators of the elections were representatives of the five largest progovernment associations — Belaya Rus, Belarusian Republican Youth Union, the Belarusian Women’s
Union, the Belarusian Public Association of Veterans, and the Belarusian Federation of Trade Unions.
The total percentage of their representatives in the composition of the TECs and DECs was 40% and
42.3%, respectively;
— the formation of the election commissions was still based on a discriminatory approach
towards the representatives of the opposition parties: the percentage of their admission to the
commissions was traditionally low: 31.2% of the total number of candidates nominated to the TECs,
19.4% — to the DECs and 10.3% — to the PECs; the overall percentage of their representation in the
composition of the TECs, DECs and PECs was insignificant (5.4%, 1.8% and 0.08%, respectively);
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during the parliamentary elections of 2012, the proportion of representatives of opposition parties
in the composition of the DECs was 3%; in the elections of 2008 — 2.2%; the PECs had even less
members of the opposition parties: 0.01% in the elections of 2012 and 0.07% in the elections of
2008;
— a small number of representatives of political parties in the composition of the commissions
reflects the specifics of the Belarusian political model, in which the main political actors in the election
campaigns are representatives of the pro-governmental public organizations and labor collectives.

Nomination and registration of candidates
— the nomination and registration of candidates were not marked by any major differences
from the previous parliamentary election campaigns, the collection of signatures was held in a calm
atmosphere and without significant obstacles to the nomination groups;
— there were some facts of abusing administrative resources in favor of the pro-government
candidates, pressure on members of the opposition candidates’ nomination groups;
— in a number of DECs (27%), verification of signatures submitted for the nomination of
candidates was sufficiently transparent, the observers were able to monitor the process, including the
procedure of selecting signatures for verification; the observers regard this as a positive practice. A
negative factor of the elections was that in the majority of the DECs (73%), as before, the observers
of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections were denied the right to observe the signature
verification procedure;
— the election campaign was marked by a larger number of nominations as compared to previous
campaigns (365 in 2008, 464 in 2012, 630 in 2016) and fewer refusals to register the candidates
(23% in 2008, 24.7% in 2012, 14.8% in 2016).

Election campaigning
— the election campaign did not become a significant social and political phenomenon in the
Belarusian society and failed to attract much public attention;
— in most regions, decisions of local authorities regarding the places for authorized campaigning
activities and campaign advertising were improved as compared to the elections of 2012 and 2015;
some regions preserved the negative practices of earlier campaigns;
— the candidates were not provided with equal rights; pro-government candidates enjoyed better
conditions for campaigning: they made extensive use of the administrative resources, including
electronic and print media; there were cases of pro-government candidates’ meetings with voters
during working hours, reporting inaccurate or false information about the schedule of meetings on
the websites of local governments;
— there were instances of censorship of candidates’ speeches and platforms, as well as obstacles
in the publication of campaign materials (unauthorized editing etc.), although the current legislation
does not provide for approving electoral texts by printing companies and does not impose such
duties on the candidates themselves; there were facts of discrediting the opposition and independent
candidates.

Early voting
— 31.29% of voters took part in early voting, which exceeds voter turnout of the previous
parliamentary elections in 2012 (25.9%); in fact, early voting has become commonplace, despite the
fact that it does not comply with the Electoral Code;
— the observers reported numerous cases of coercion of citizens to participate in early voting.
The illegal measures were practiced by the administrations of government-owned enterprises and
universities (at up to 18% of the polling stations). The trend repeated the negative practices of
previous election campaigns;
— the official data on voter turnout significantly exceeded the calculations of the campaign’s
observers. These violations were documented throughout the five days of early voting; the total
percentage of discrepancies in the data during the five days of early voting was 14%. During the 2012
parliamentary elections, the total percentage of overstated turnout was 10.4%;
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— early voting remains one of the systemic problems of the country’s electoral process and
creates opportunities for the use of administrative resources and other manipulations. In this regard,
the OSCE ODIHR recommendations regarding changes to early voting procedures remain relevant.

Mobile voting
Existing procedures for mobile voting provide space for manipulation. Observers cannot check
whether the voters really applied for mobile voting, which in practice allows to organize such a vote
without any applications (86.4%).
In some polling stations, the observers reported an abnormally high number of voters who voted
by a mobile ballot box.

Voting at the polling stations and vote count
The Electoral Code does not provide a description of the ballots counting process. The election
authorities failed to take into account the recommendations and proposals of the OSCE ODIHR
and the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, that were expected to settle the procedure
through a decision of the CEC.
As during previous election campaigns, the PECs counted the ballots jointly and simultaneously,
without announcing the voter’s choice and displaying each ballot. Such a procedure of vote counting
is not transparent and does not allow to refer the results of observation of the counting of votes to the
data reflected in the protocols on voting results. 95.31% of observers noted that the vote-counting
procedure wore extremely non-transparent. During the observation of the parliamentary elections in
2012, this figure was 92.3%.
During the observation of the counting procedures, the campaign’s observers reported other
violations of the counting procedures: 32% of the observed PECs failed to announce the results of
separate counting of the votes, 42% of the observed PECs failed to secure a separate ballot counting
for each candidate, in 61% of the PECs, the observers were forced to monitor the vote-counting
procedure from a distance that prevented them to actually see the counting.

Complaints and appeals
According to official data of the Central Election Commission, the number of complaints and
appeals submitted during the preparation and conduct of this year’s parliamentary elections has
increased in comparison with previous elections by 82% (938 complaints during the elections of
2012 and 1,716 during the current campaign).
Despite the CEC’s Decree No. 22 June 8, 2016 “On informing the citizens about the work on
the preparation and holding of elections to the House of Representatives of the National Assembly
of the sixth convocation”, according to which the executive committees are required to publish the
decisions of election commissions on their websites, in practice, most of these decisions were not
made public.
As during previous election campaigns, this year’s elections were marked by facts of arbitrary
application of provisions of the Electoral Code on the terms for the submission of complaints, which
did not allow the candidates to exercise their right to appeal against illegal decisions.
The courts did not meet a single appeal against decisions on the formation of election
commissions.
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT,
HUMAN RIGHTS SITUATION
The elections took place against a difficult geopolitical background. The internal situation was
adversely affected by the Russian-Ukrainian conflict and an economic crisis, including falling incomes
and rising unemployment in the country.
The period that preceded the parliamentary campaign was marked by certain improvement
in Belarus’ relations with the EU and US. In August 2015, the Belarusian authorities released all
the six political prisoners, who at that time were in prison on political charges. This was the key
factor that prompted the EU’s decision to freeze and later lift its sanctions against Belarus. The
outcome of the parliamentary elections largely determined the fate of a dialogue between Belarus
and the West, with the EU spokespersons repeatedly stating that the 2016 vote will be a test for
Minsk. This statement, in particular, was made on July 11 by EU Commissioner for European
Neighborhood Policy Johannes Hahn after the seventh informal dialogue of Eastern Partnership
countries in Kyiv. “It looks obvious that, at a time like this, we must confirm strong support of the
European Union for our neighbors from the East. I think there have been some positive moments
in Belarus’ development. Of course we haven’t reached the desired level yet, but we do realize the
difficulties and the challenges we need to overcome. However, this is very important for us how
the elections will go. It is also an opportunity to see how they are prepared and how they will be
conducted. Still, generally, I am totally convinced that at present moment we can continue such
careful process of evolution of our relations.”
Under these circumstances, the Belarusian authorities had incentives to arrange a non-violent
election, as a standard procedure for the appointment of representatives to the legislature, the
personal composition of which is predetermined in advance. The authorities made every effort
to keep the campaign low-profile, inconspicuous and unattractive for the Belarusian public.
Government-owned media provided little coverage of the election campaign, largely limited to
reports on the activity of election commissions and public authorities during the preparation of
the elections. They also published official documents provided by the CEC, including invitations
to come to the polls. According to the state-controlled media, the election process looked like a
strictly regulated technical process in the framework of the government’s personnel policy, rather
than a struggle of political forces and ideas. Undoubtedly, this coverage of the campaign in the media
reduced the opportunities for voters to make an informed choice when voting. At the same time,
state media actively covered the preparation and holding of the 5th Belarusian People’s Assembly
(held on June 22-23 in Minsk), representing it as the highest form of democracy. The Assembly
was organized by the executive authorities, which excluded the possibility of participation of
representatives of the opposition.
The visibility of the campaign was somewhat increased by a wide representation of candidates
from opposition parties and movements. Despite the widely announced idea of a boycott ahead of
the elections, the vast majority of the opposition chose to join the campaign, noting, however, the
rigged nature of the electoral process. Their participation in the campaign was primarily aimed at
highlighting the true essence of the process and to prevent the recognition of the vote results by the
OSCE election observers. In general, the opposition’s actions were aimed at using the parliamentary
campaign for approaching a broad range of voters, advertising party platforms in the community and
increasing the number of their supporters. With little hope for winning any parliament seats, many
party leaders chose not to run in the elections. Part of the parties applied an independent strategy,
without joining any coalitions (the Party of the Belarusian Popular Front, the Belarusian Party of
the Left Fair World, campaign Tell the Truth and others), while Movement For Freedom, the United
Civil Party and the organizing committee of the Belarusian Christian Democracy were united in a
center-right coalition. Meanwhile, the opposition forces did not have any common strategy for the
elections.
Compared with the previous election campaign of 2012, the 2016 elections took place against a
better, but by no means favorable domestic political background.
The Belarusian authorities were not able to completely abandon the politically-motivated
policy of harassment, and at the beginning of the election campaign in June 2016 the country’s
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prisons still held one political prisoner, Mikhail Zhamchuzhny, with two more persons in custody
on political charges: Dzmitry Paliyenka for participating in a peaceful rally, and blogger Eduard
Palchys, who was later recognized a political prisoner by the Belarusian human rights organizations.
In July, the compulsory psychiatric treatment was ordered by the court for a 80-year-old critic
of the regime Aliaksandr Lapitski, who was found guilty of defamation offenses (insulting the
President, government officials, and judges). Uladzimir Kondrus, a participant in the post-election
protests of 2010, was taken into custody and immediately recognized a political prisoner by the
human rights activists.
Despite the fact that the period before the elections was marked by an overall decrease in the
level of repression in the country, the Belarusian authorities continued to use negative practices
against their political opponents. In September, there were cases of arbitrary detention of political
activists, while this kind of persecution had not been applied by the authorities of Belarus since
August 2015. Administrative arrests against peaceful protesters, which used to be practiced in the
past, were not applied before and during the elections, however, there was a widespread practice
of bringing them to administrative responsibility resulting in heavy fines. Since the beginning of
2016, there were 284 documented cases of detention and bringing to administrative responsibility
of civil society and political activists. In 235 cases, the participants of peaceful assemblies were
fined a total of USD 80,000. During the three months of the campaign, there were 77 cases of
detentions and administrative penalties imposed on protesters for their involvement in events that
were not related to the electoral process. 55 administrative trials were held, which resulted in fines
totaling over USD 18,000. Twenty activists and politicians were fined a total of USD 9,000 for
participation in a protest against rigged voting results held on the day after Election Day1. Thus, it
is clear that the authorities used the tactics of suppression of political activity through economic
sanctions.
The election campaign took place against a backdrop of numerous violations of the right to
freedom of assembly and freedom of expression. Both legislation and practice allowed banning
peaceful assemblies without valid reasons. Conducting unauthorized events entailed administrative
prosecution of their participants.
The authorities still prosecuted journalists working with foreign media without accreditation
for alleged “illicit manufacture and distribution of media products.” At the same time, obtaining
accreditation was still blocked by the Foreign Ministry of Belarus. Extensive pressure from the
Belarusian security services and associated smear campaigns in a number of state-run media forced
IISEPS (Independent Institute for Sociological, Economic and Political Research) to stop its activities
in Belarus. The human rights community said the harassment was linked to the parliamentary
elections, as well as attempts to limit the right to receive and impart information — the results of
independent sociological studies on various aspects of political and social life.
There were no positive changes in the sphere of freedom of association. Independent organizations
were still refused to be registered by the Ministry of Justice, thus running the risk if being charged
under Article 193.1 of the Criminal Code, which provides for responsibility for activity on behalf of
an unregistered organization. This practice was used in relation to political parties and associations
of political orientation, including several active participants in the election campaign (Belarusian
Christian Democracy and Tell the Truth). The absence of official registration prevented political parties
from fully participating in the electoral process, including nominating their candidates through
party nomination, delegating representatives to the election commissions etc. Restrictions on the
nomination of their representatives to the election commissions were experienced by political parties
and public associations, which had not been allowed to register their local branches. The authorities
have not registered a single political organization since 2000.
Thus, human rights activists stress that the elections were still marred by systemic and systematic
violations of human rights. Possibilities of exercising one’s civil and political rights, as guaranteed by
the Constitution of Belarus and international standards, were still extremely limited.
Evaluating the election process in Belarus, Miklós Haraszti, UN Special Rapporteur on the human
rights situation in Belarus, stressed that “the smooth-looking conduct of parliamentary elections in
Belarus on 11 September 2016 should not eclipse the underlying systemic violations.” “The elections
proved a clear lack of political will to promote and protect human rights in Belarus,” said Mr. Haraszti.
1

https://spring96.org/persecution
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“I commend the absence of violence so far, and the somewhat extended opportunities allowed for
candidates to hold their meetings. I also welcome the elections of one member of an opposition
party and one independent cultural activist, after two decades of total absence of any opposition
in parliament. However, citizens’ right to a free and fair election continued to be abused in the grip
of entrenched repressive laws and institutions, just as in previous parliamentary or presidential
elections.” According to the UN expert, “even the election of the opposition candidate exhibited the
fully guided character of the electoral process.” “It is regrettable that Belarus did not take into account
real changes towards equal media access, verifiable turnout, honest vote count, and a pluralistic
parliament,” said he in a statement.
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK
The legal framework of the country’s electoral system is made up by the Constitution, the Electoral
Code and other legislative acts, as well as decisions of the Central Election Commission.
The elections to the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the sixth convocation
were preceded by several amendments in the Electoral Code, the latest of which was made by Law
No. 268-3 of 4 June 2015. The Act specified and expanded the scope of bans on foreign funding of
the electoral process.
Earlier, Law No. 72-3 of 25 November 2013 amended the Electoral Code to affect the procedure
for state funding of campaigning activities, introducing the accreditation of observers and providing
for the creation of regional and Minsk city territorial election commissions, which, inter alia, were
tasked to supervise the activities of the district and precinct election commissions, to consider appeals
against their decisions, to determine the results of elections of deputies in the territory of the region
and the city of Minsk. It also provided for the right of political parties, which have nominated their
candidates for Parliament, to delegate their members to these commissions in an advisory capacity.
Campaigning for a boycott of the elections was prohibited under the threat of administrative
responsibility. The changes specified the scope of reasons for refusing registration to a candidate.
Unlike previous elections, the 2016 vote consisted of only one round. Under the rule, the candidate
who receives the majority of votes wins a Parliament seat.
These changes, unfortunately, failed to take into account the OSCE recommendations made on
the basis of observation of the parliamentary elections in 2012. In addition, some new provisions of
the Electoral Code further worsened the situation as compared to earlier regulations.
On 4 January 2014, Belarus acceded to the Convention on Standards for Democratic Elections
and Electoral Rights and Freedoms in CIS Member States, which was signed on 7 October 2002 in
Chișinău. The new rules banning campaigning for a boycott of the elections clearly contradict the
CIS Convention, which stipulates that a boycott or calls for a boycott of the elections are forms of
the free exercise of citizens’ electoral rights and freedoms, while all obstacles to the exercise of these
rights should be prosecuted.
As during earlier parliamentary and presidential elections, the Central Election Commission
retained the practice of selective publication of its decisions, which is not consistent with the principle
of transparency of elections (24 out of 55 CEC decisions had been published by Election Day).
These decisions of the CEC introduced a number of new standards, which, according to the CEC
members, took into account the proposals to improve the electoral processes developed by OSCE
ODIHR following its observation of the 2015 presidential election. An interdepartmental expert
group was set up on February 12 on the orders of Aliaksandr Lukashenka with a view to consider
their possible implementation in the electoral process. As a result, the CEC took into account two of
the group’s thirty proposals.
The CEC’s Decree No. 18 of 8 June 2016 “On clarifying the application of the provisions of the
Electoral Code of Belarus regulating the procedure of formation of election commissions during
the elections of deputies of the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic
of Belarus of the sixth convocation” said that the meetings of local executive committees in charge
of forming the election commissions of all levels should consider the issue of business and political
qualities of nominated persons, and if the number of candidates exceeds the necessary amount, each
candidacy should be discussed and put on a separate vote. It also provided that the meetings could
be attended by representatives of political parties and public associations, whose observers have been
accredited by the CEC.
The Regulation specified the rights of national and international observers. In the period of early
voting and on Election Day observers have the right to receive from the PECs information on the
number of citizens registered on voter lists and the number of voters who have cast their ballots. In
addition, observers accredited by the corresponding DEC have the right to observe the transfer of
protocols from the PECs. The websites of local executive committees should publish court decisions
on electoral disputes, which, according to the CEC chairperson, met the ODIHR recommendations
and increased the transparency of the elections.
An important step to improve the transparency of the electoral process was the CEC’s Resolution
No. 22 of 8 June 2016 “On informing citizens about the work for the preparation and holding of the
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elections to the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus of the
sixth convocation”. According to the decision, during the preparation and conduct of the parliamentary
elections the progress of the election campaign should be covered in newspapers run by regional,
Minsk city, district, city in the cities of regional subordination executive committees and posted on
the official websites of these executive committees and the websites of district administrations in the
cities in the specially created category “Elections-2016”. The Resolution regulates in detail the content
of these posts and the terms of their publication by the executive bodies. Executive authorities are
expected to publish information about every meeting of the election commissions and the decisions
they take. The advantage of this Regulation is the mandatory nature of information that the executive
authorities should provide to citizens within the prescribed period. On the other hand, the executive
bodies are not required to publish full texts of the documents that approved a decision, but can only
publish excerpts or even just announce a decision.
It is worth noting that the most sensitive point of the election campaign, which has always sparked
particular criticism of observers, namely, the procedure of the vote count, still lacks clarification
either in the above-mentioned guidelines or in any of the CEC decisions. This aspect shows the
CEC’s unwillingness to secure a truly transparent vote count.
According to the Belarusian Constitution (Arts. 84, 91) and the Electoral Code (Art. 56),
“elections to the House of Representatives of the new convocation are appointed by the President
of the Republic of Belarus not later than four months and held no later than 30 days prior to the
expiration of the powers of the House of Representatives of the current convocation.”
The date of elections, September 11, was appointed by President’s Decree No. 190, which was
signed on 6 June 2016. The elections to Parliament’s lower house were held in 110 single-member
electoral districts and were administered by 110 district and 6,149 precinct election commissions
(including 49 commissions located abroad).
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ELECTION COMMISSIONS
1. Legal framework
The process of formation of election commissions during the parliamentary elections of 2016 was
regulated by the Electoral Code, as amended by Act № 268-W of 4 June 2015, and Resolution No. 18
of the Central Election Commission of 8 June 2016 “On clarifying the application of the provisions of
the Electoral Code of Belarus regulating the procedure of formation of election commissions during
the elections of deputies of the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic
of Belarus of the sixth convocation.”
According to Art. 28 of the Code, preparation and conduct of parliamentary elections are
administered by regional, Minsk city territorial election commissions, district and precinct election
commissions.

2. Formation of Territorial and District Election Commissions
Amendments introduced to the Electoral Code in 2013 added a new level of election
commissions during the parliamentary elections, which are known as territorial election
commissions (TECs, regional and Minsk city territorial election commissions). Thus, for the first
time ever the parliamentary elections were administered by regional and Minsk city territorial
election commissions. Powers of the commissions are laid down in Art. 39.1 of the Electoral
Code. These commissions supervise the activities of district and precinct election commissions.
An important function of the territorial commissions is their ability to consider complaints and
appeals against decisions and actions of district and precinct election commissions. This provision
relieved the CEC from the necessity to consider such petitions and complaints, which allows the
CEC to spend more on other functions.
TECs and DECs (district elections commissions) are an important mechanism of the electoral
process, which significantly affects the holding of free and democratic elections.
According to Art. 34 of the Code, regional, Minsk city territorial and district commissions are
formed by the presidiums of Regional and Minsk City Councils of Deputies and regional, Minsk city
executive committees. The commissions are composed of the representatives of political parties and
other public associations, labor collectives, as well as representatives of citizens nominated to the
commission by submitting an application, comprising 9-13 members no later than 75 days before the
election.
Political parties and other nation-wide public association, labor collectives, staff of a structural
unit, a group of voters have the right to nominate only one representative to regional, Minsk city,
district and precinct election commission.
According to a general rule, at least one third of the commission are representatives of political
parties and other public associations. The commission may not include judges, prosecutors, heads of
local executive and administrative bodies. Representation of civil servants cannot exceed one third
of the commission. Meetings of bodies in charge of forming the commissions can be attended by
representatives of political parties and other public associations, labor collectives and citizens who
nominated their representatives to the commission.
The decision on the formation of the commission should be published in the press within seven
days from the date of its adoption. The decision may be appealed within three days from the date
of its adoption, respectively, to the regional, Minsk city, district or city court by the entities that
nominated their representatives to the commission. The court shall consider the appeal within three
days, its decision is final.
Formation of the TECs and DECs took place against the backdrop of widely announced new
approaches to selection procedures: the possibility of observers (including international ones) to
attend the meetings of bodies in charge of forming the election commissions, discussing business
and political qualities of the nominated candidates. In cases where the amount of nominees exceeds
the stipulated quota, information on each nominee should be considered and a separate vote should
be carried out. These approaches were provided by the CEC’s Decree No. 18 of 8 June 2016. The
Decree also provided for the observers’ right to attend the meetings of the bodies responsible for the
formation of the election commissions.
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Analysts of the campaign Human Rights Defenders For Free Elections wrote to the Central Election
Commission with a request to explain the term of ‘political qualities’, which was introduced by the
above Decree. A reply signed by the CEC chair Lidziya Yarmoshyna said that “the electoral law does
not contain any legal interpretation of such concepts as business and political qualities of the person
selected to the election commission.” She further admits that the concept of ‘political qualities’ has
been replaced by the term of ‘political beliefs’: “The political qualities include political views, the
level of representation of public associations and political parties in the region, their recognizability
and credibility among the population.”
The campaign’s expert, Pavel Sapelka, again wrote to the Central Election Commission urging
Ms. Yarmoshyna to remove the term of ‘political qualities’ from the CEC’s document before the
formation of the commissions, as the practice of formation of the TECs and DECs showed that it
was the “assessment of the political views of persons nominated to these commissions that was the
primary cause of politically motivated selective approach to address the issue of their membership.
Persons who hold political views that do not coincide with the official policy of the current
government and belong to the opposition political parties were widely denied membership in the
election commissions, while representatives of loyal political parties and organizations received
much more seats.” Such concepts as the recognizability and credibility of a particular political party
or association require further study of the issue by means of public opinion polls, which is a hard task
in the short period allocated for the formation of election commissions, but otherwise, opinions of
the representatives of local authorities in charge of forming the commissions may not coincide with
the actual opinions of citizens, said the expert.
In her answer to the appeal, the CEC head said that “the Central Election Commission sees no
reasons to adjust the said decision and to remove the term of ‘political quality’ from it, which, in
your opinion, provokes different interpretations.” Lidziya Yarmoshyna further shares her personal
opinion: “The Resolution of the Central Election Commission, which obliges the authorities in
charge of forming the election commission to carry out this procedure in an open and transparent
manner and based on the discussion of applicants for the commissions, does not limit the participants
in these discussions in the approach to assessment of both business and political qualities of these
individuals.”
The use of such vague wordings gave ample room for interpretation and, therefore, for the selective,
arbitrary refusal to include certain candidates in the commissions. It should be noted that the absence of
legislatively fixed criteria for selecting commission members and the lack of guarantees of representation
of all the political actors involved in the electoral process remained an issue of great concern.

2.1 Nomination to TECs and DECs
In accordance with the Election Schedule approved by the Central Election Commission’s
Resolution No. 14 of 8 June 2016, nomination of representatives to the district election commissions
and the submission of their applications were completed by 24 June 2016.
144 people were nominated to the seven territorial (six regions and the city of Minsk) election
commissions (TECs)2, 14 of which were delegated by two entities. One of the fourteen was
nominated by citizens through submission of applications and by two public associations. This
method of nomination was extremely popular in the Hrodna region, where 12 of the 16 candidates
to the TEC were nominated by two entities, one of which was a pro-government union (trade union,
Peace Foundation, organization of Soviet-Afghan War veterans, the Belarusian Union of Women).
This method of nomination is not contrary to the law, but has a significant effect on the statistics.
A total of 37 representatives were nominated to the TECs by political parties (26% of the total
amount), including 16 persons from the opposition parties (43% of the total amount nominated by
the parties).
Public associations nominated 62 people (43% of 144). As in the previous elections, progovernment public associations nominated numerous representatives: the Federation of Trade
Unions of Belarus — 16 persons (11.1%), Belarusian Public Association of Veterans — 5 (3.5%),
Youth Union — 7 people (4.9%), Belaya Rus — 7 (4.9%), Belarusian Union of Women — 7 (4.9%).
These five associations provided 31% of the total amount nominated to the TECs and 68% of the
amount delegated by public and other associations, respectively.
2

http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6-Elect1.pdf
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Representatives to the TECs were also sent by the Movement For Freedom (4 persons) and the
BPF Adradzhennie – 1 person.
The average competition (with the maximum number of 13 members) in the territorial
commissions was 1.6 persons per seat. In Hrodna, one seat was contested by an average of 1.2
persons, therefore some commissions were formed without any competition. In the Mahilioŭ region,
26 people applied for membership in the commission (2 persons per seat). A total of 7 commissions
were formed, as a result.

NUMBER OF NOMINATIONS TO TECs BY VARIOUS ENTITIES

2,014 persons were nominated to the district election commissions3, including 353 nominees
from political parties (18% of the total amount). 134 people were delegated by the opposition parties
(38% of all the total number nominated by political parties).
Regular citizens nominated 639 people (35%), labor groups —145 people (6.6%), public
organizations and associations — 925 people (46% of the total amount).
Active participants in the electoral process were the local branches of the Federation of Trade
Unions, which nominated 249 people to the DECs (12.3%). Apart from that, the Belarusian Public
Association of Veterans nominated 94 people (4.7%), the Youth Union and Belaya Rus — 110 people
each (5.5%), the Belarusian Union of Women – 100 persons (5%). These five associations nominated
663 people, i.e. 33% of the total amount nominated to the TECs and 72% of the total number
delegated by the public and other associations, respectively.
Representatives of pro-democratic groups were also nominated to the DECs: Movement For
Freedom (44 people) and the BPF Adradzhennie – 13 people.
Most candidates to the district commissions of the Hrodna region, as well as the territorial
ones, were nominated by two entities: 158 of 195 — by pro-government public associations and
groups of citizens. It is not typical of the other regions: in three regions such an alternative method
of nomination was never used, while in Minsk two subjects nominated 12 people; in the Viciebsk
region — 4 persons.
Opposition parties were quite active in nominating their representatives to the commissions:
the Belarusian Left Party Fair World — 72 people, the Belarusian Popular Front — 28 people, the
Belarusian Social Democratic Party Hramada — 17 people. Thus, all opposition political parties
nominated 150 people to the commissions.
The figures in the general context: during the 2016 elections, the opposition parties nominated
134 representative to the DECs, i.e. 43% of the representatives of all parties; during the elections
of 2008, the opposition parties nominated 118 people, accounting for 31.9% of all the candidates
from political parties. In 2012, the opposition parties nominated 199 persons, or 49.75% of the total
3
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number of candidates from the political parties. Thus, despite the absence of favorable conditions,
opposition political parties preserved certain activity during the campaign.
The average competition (with the maximum number of 13 members) in the district commissions
was 1.4 persons per seat. In the Hrodna region, the competition was 1.15, and in the Mahilioŭ
region — 1.6 persons per seat.
A total of 110 district commissions were formed, including 20 in Minsk, 17 in the Minsk and
Homieĺ regions each, 16 in the Brest region, 14 in the Viciebsk region, and 13 in the Hrodna region.

NUMBER OF NOMINATIONS TO DECs BY VARIOUS ENTITIES

Almost every entity had an opportunity to submit its application to the respective authority.
However, there were exceptions: in the Brest region the Movement For Freedom submitted its
applications by post within the stipulated period, but the body failed to consider three nominations.
As a result, For Freedom filed a complaint with the Brest Regional Court, which was, however,
eventually rejected.
In Minsk, candidates for the commissions were invited for an interview at the organizational
and personnel department of the city executive committee, where they were interviewed about their
qualifications. At the same time, representatives of parties that announced their intention to attend
the joint meetings were ordered to prepare information about their candidates to the commissions.

2.2 Meetings of bodies in charge of forming the election commissions
Joint meetings of the presidiums of the Regional and Minsk City Councils of Deputies and the
regional and Minsk city executive committees were held no later than 27 June 2016.
Paragraph 6 of the CEC’s Resolution No. 18 of 8 June 2016 provided for the opportunity to allow
observers (including international ones) to attend the meetings of bodies in charge of forming the
commissions. It is worth noting that in earlier elections this, in some cases, constituted an obstacle in
monitoring the procedures for the formation of election commissions.
The observers reported the presence of a quorum during these meetings. All representatives of the
entities that nominated their representatives to the TECs and DECs had the opportunity to attend
meetings of the bodies in charge of their formation.
The observers noted that there were different practices of forming the commissions in various
regions of Belarus.
According to para. 6 of the CEC’s Resolution No. 18, before deciding on the composition of the
commission the question of the business and political qualities of the nominated persons should
be discussed by the meeting. If the amount of nominated candidates exceeds the number of seats
provided by the law, information on each nominee should be announced and a separate vote should
be held.
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Due to the fact that the CEC failed to provide any additional clarification as to what business
and political qualities should the nominees possess, in each case different information was taken into
account: previous convictions, earlier experience of working on the commission, a permanent job,
reference from the employer, political views and beliefs and others.
Artsiom Tsuran, head of the organizational and personnel department of the Minsk city executive
committee, noted that “the peculiarity of the current election campaign is that for the first time the
meetings will include the discussion of the candidates before the vote and approval of the composition
of the commission, their political beliefs, personal and business qualities will be discussed”.4 Before
the meeting, the candidates were invited for an interview at the organizational and personnel
department of the Minsk city executive committee.
At the beginning of the meeting at the Hrodna regional executive committee, Siarhei Patsevich,
head of the committee’s organizational and personnel department, called the selection criteria for
the candidates: experience of work on the election commissions, positive characteristics based on
personal record and a reference from the employer. As for the representatives of the democratic
parties, the officials also took into account references provided by the district police officer. It was
emphasized that the representatives of the Belarusian Republican Youth Union, Belaya Rus, Belarusian
Union of Women, Veterans’ Union, Soviet-Afghan War Veterans’ NGO, which are numerous and
widespread public associations, represent the interests of the majority of citizens. It was stated that a
representative of the BPF Party Edvard Dmukhouski had been repeatedly brought to administrative
responsibility, he was unemployed, while a representative of the Belarusian Left Party Fair World had
been brought to administrative and criminal responsibility. Another contender representing Fair World
(a cook by profession) was also characterized by Siarhei Patsevich in a negative tone. The remaining
candidates that were not included in the commission were presented as individuals without relevant
experience and were not recommended by the official.
Before the beginning of the joint meeting of the Homieĺ regional executive committee and
the Regional Council, the floor was given to D. Razhkou, head of the Committee’s organizational
department, who stressed that the presidium of the executive committee and the Regional Council
were not obliged to justify their decision to include or not to include candidates in the commissions
and were not bound by any criteria and quotas. He read out the list of candidates to the commission,
gave a brief description of them and announced a rating-based vote. However, his speech suggested that
the selection was based on a definite criterion — previous experience of work on the commissions.
The formation of the Mahilioŭ regional TEC was based on a list proposed by a working group,
which was headed by Henadz Herasimenka, head of the organizational and personnel department
of the regional executive committee. Local activist Barys Bukhel, who had been nominated through
collection of signatures, was not proposed by the working group. In response to the activist’s protest,
Uladzimir Damaneuski, chairman of the meeting and head of the regional executive committee, told
Barys Bukhel to refer the matter to the working group later, assuring the human rights activist that all
of his questions would be answered. The members of the executive committee and the presidium of
the Regional Council supported the chairman’s proposal.
Bukhel appealed against the decision. The CEC admitted in its reply that requirements of the
CEC’s Decree were not observed during the formation of commissions in the Mahilioŭ region: “The
Central Election Commission of Belarus examined your complaint about violation of paragraph 6
of Decree No. 18 of the Central Election Commission of 8 June 2016, which provides for a personal
vote on the candidacies to the election commissions, during the formation of the Mahilioŭ regional
election commission and the district commissions in the Mahilioŭ region. The provided facts do
not point to a violation of the electoral law, but are evidence of a failure to follow the clarification
by the Central Election Commission. In this regard, the Mahilioŭ regional executive committee
was instructed to strictly comply with regulations of the Central Election Commission during the
preparation and conduct of elections.”
During a joint meeting of the regional executive committee and the Regional Council in Viciebsk,
representatives of political parties and public associations, which had nominated their representatives
to the TECs and DECs, were given three minutes to present their candidates. Thus, for example, the
Movement For Freedom nominated 15 persons in the region, and only 12 seconds were allocated to
represent each of the candidates.
4
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In Brest, the meeting lasted for more than three hours. The candidates’ place of work and methods of
nomination were announced. The officials voted for a list of candidates. The vote was unanimous. Relevant
experience was always taken into account. The selection of candidates to the election commissions was
administered by so called ‘working groups’, whose function was to “examine the business and political
qualities of the persons nominated to the district commissions”. An order on the creation of ‘working
groups’ was issued on June 20 by Chairman of the Brest regional executive committee Anatol Lis. Heads
of the working groups were ordered to provide information on each nominee with recommendations
on the formation of the district election commission before 10 am, June 27.
During the formation of the district election commissions in the Minsk region at a joint meeting
of the Presidium of the Minsk Regional Council of Deputies and the Minsk regional executive
committee, officials voted for a pre-arranged list. The voting was virtually identical, with either almost
all for or against. No reasons for a refusal to vote for a candidate were announced. In Salihorsk, all
the 13 seats in the district commissions had been filled when the list for discussion still had three
candidates. As a result, all the nominees were rejected and Uladzimir Shyla, a representative of the
Movement For Freedom, was not included in the commission.
In general, the observers reported that voting in the majority of cases was of a formal nature,
although it was accompanied by a discussion of the nominated candidates. Representatives of progovernment political parties and public associations were supported almost unanimously, while
representatives of opposition parties rarely received a vote in support of them.
The fact that the composition of the commissions had been determined in advance was confirmed
by the case of a BPF party activist Yauhen Sitsko, who was nominated to district election commission
No. 1 in Ivacevičy. On the morning of June 27, he received a phone call from the executive committee
and was invited to the first meeting of the district election commission scheduled for June 29.
Meanwhile, the composition of the district election commissions in Brest region had been approved
at a joint meeting of the executive committee and the Regional Council of Deputies, which began at
2 pm the same day and lasted about three hours. Thus, the executive committee knew the names of
election commissioners even before the implementation of all the necessary procedures.

2.3 Composition of formed commissions
A total of 7 territorial commissions were created (in six regions and the city of Minsk) with
91 people included in them5. Simultaneously, 110 district election commissions were formed with
1,4306 people in their composition.
The proportion of representatives of political parties on the TECs and DECs remained extremely
low (24.2% and 13.6%, respectively), as compared to the representation of public associations (51%
and 54.3%, respectively).

REPRESENTATION OF POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE TECs

5
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REPRESENTATION OF POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE DECs

As in earlier elections, the main administrators of elections were representatives of the five largest
pro-government associations — Belaya Rus, Belarusian Republican Youth Union, the Belarusian
Women’s Union, the Belarusian Public Association of Veterans and the Federation of Trade Unions.
In total, these NGOs nominated 42 people to the TECs and 663 to the DECs, of which 37 were
elected TEC members (88% of the nominated candidates) and 605 — DEC members (91.2% of
the total amount). The total percentage of their representatives in the composition of the TECs and
DECs was 40% and 42.3%, respectively.
The representation of opposition parties was still extremely low: 31.2% of the nominated amount
in the TECs and 19.4% — in the DECs. The total percentage of their representation in the TECs and
DECs was insignificant (5.4% and 1.8%, respectively).
Thus, there was an apparent discriminatory treatment of those citizens who had been nominated
to the commission by the opposition parties. A similar trend was documented during earlier elections:
during the parliamentary elections of 2012, the proportion of representatives of opposition parties
in the composition of the DECs was 3% (24% of the total number of nominations by the opposition
parties), in the elections of 2008 — 2.2% (32%).

REPRESENTATION OF VARIOUS ENTITIES IN THE TECs
AGAINST TOTAL NUMBER OF NOMINATED CANDIDATES
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REPRESENTATION OF VARIOUS ENTITIES IN THE DECs
AGAINST TOTAL NUMBER OF NOMINATED CANDIDATES

It was impossible to control the implementation of a legal provision limiting the participation of
civil servants in the election commissions, as in most districts the lists of members of the TECs and
the DECs were published without indicating their place of work and positions — only the type of
nomination. However, the general trend can be seen in the data documented in the regions where
such information was available.
One of these trends was nominating representatives of the power vertical and civil servants under
the guise of members of political parties, public associations and labor collectives, as well as nominees
from citizens. Another clear trend was the continuity of the commissioners from the previous
elections. It was also reported that key positions in the territorial and district commissions were still
occupied by employees of the executive committees and managers of state-owned enterprises and
institutions.
An analysis of the composition of the district election commissions (chairpersons, deputy
chairpersons, secretaries) in the Homieĺ region showed that virtually all the top positions were
taken by the deputy chairpersons for ideology at local executive committees. These people have
been members of various election commissions during numerous campaigns. For example, deputy
head of the administration of Homieĺ’s Čyhunačny district Natallia Kavaliova chaired DEC No. 31,
deputy head of the administration of Centraĺny district Volha Datsenka — DEC No. 33, deputy
head of the administration of Saviecki district Alena Herashchanka — DEC No. 34, deputy head
of the administration of Navabielicki district Vasil Zubets — DEC No. 36. Similarly, chairpersons
of district election commissions were Ihar Paluyan, deputy head of the Homieĺ regional executive
committee; Leanid Valatauski, deputy head of the Žytkavičy district executive committee; Viktar
Kastsiaikou, deputy head of the Žlobin district executive committee; Aleh Makushynski, deputy
head of the Kalinkavičy district executive committee; Kanstantsin Piatrouski, deputy head of the
Svietlahorsk district executive committee; Zhanna Charniauskaya, deputy head of the Chojniki
district executive committee. All of them were nominated by trade unions, citizens, the Belarusian
Union of Women, and so on. Most DECs had heads of department of organizational and personnel
work of the executive committees, either as secretaries or deputy chairpersons. In particular, Piotr
Shutski of the Mazyr district executive committee chaired DEC No. 43, while the Rečyca commission
was headed by Ryhor Yakushau of the district executive committee. Viachaslau Kirylenka of the
Buda-Kašaliova district executive committee headed the district election commission. The Homieĺbased district commission No. 32 was chaired by Andrei Laushuk, deputy head for ideology at
the Siaĺmašaŭskaje enterprise, and his deputy was Mikalai Kavalevich, Deputy CEO at Homsieĺmaš.
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Thus, the two high-ranking ideology official were delegated to ensure the transparency of electoral
procedures.
The Babrujsk-based DEC No. 78 included Valiantsina Afanasenka, who was nominated by the
National Trade Union of Government Employees, while in reality she is head of the department
of organizational and personnel work of the Lieninski district administration. She has repeatedly
been a member and secretary of election commissions, during the parliamentary election of 2016
Ms. Afanasenka became secretary of the commission. Sviatlana Babko was nominated by the
Belarusian Peace Foundation, while she is an employee of the same administration. Iryna Yepifanava
was nominated by the trade union of consumer industry workers, while she is chairperson of the
official trade union at the Slavianka factory. The Communist Party of Belarus nominated head of
kindergarten No. 74, acting member of the City Council Valiantsina Maksimava. Vasil Krasnikau
was nominated by the employees of the department of education, sports and tourism of the
Lieninski district administration. Aliaksandr Melnik used to be a commissioner in 2015; last year
he was nominated by the voters. Inna Novikava was nominated by the Belarusian Union of Women;
she is head of a territorial center of social security. Valiantsina Seliazniova was member of election
commissions both in earlier parliamentary and presidential elections. Now she was nominated by
the voters, being in fact an employee of the Mahilioŭ regional department of the National Center
for rehabilitation and sanatorium treatment. She took the position of deputy chairperson of the
commission. Natallia Smyslava has extensive experience of work in many elections; now she was
nominated by Belaya Rus as head of the NGO’s regional branch. Tamara Turtsevich was nominated
by the Belarusian Public Association of Veterans.
Viktar Harbaniou, director of a construction vocational college, has been for many years chairman
of the Babrujsk-based election commission No. 79; he was again nominated by citizens. Henadz
Chuburkou, who was nominated by Belaya Rus and works as an engineer at the Babrujskahramaš
enterprise, was again among the commissioners. The same applies to head of a library Sviatlana
Bialiak, who was nominated by the voters. Similarly, Tatsiana Haurylenka was nominated by the
Belarusian Union of Women. Varvara Haleyeva, chairperson of BRSM’s Pieršamajski district
branch, again became a member of the election commission. Vadzim Kulikou was nominated by
the Belarusian Peace Foundation. Aliaksandr Adzinochanka was nominated by voters, while he
is an employee of the Pieršamajski district administration. This official was a commissioner in
the previous election, when he was nominated by Belaya Rus. Larysa Razhkova was nominated
by the employees of an art school, where she works as a teacher. Katsiaryna Shyrokaya has a
wide experience as a secretary of the commission; she was now nominated by the trade union
of government employees. Tatsiana Shchus had worked in several recent elections, traditionally
nominated by the citizens.
Iryna Staravoitava was elected chairperson of the Babrujsk-based electoral district No. 80. She
earlier worked as a commissioner during parliamentary elections and is the chief accountant of
the district executive committee nominated by the labor collective. Deputy chairperson of the
district election commission, Natallia Yakimava, took a similar position in the past; she is an
employee of the district executive committee nominated by the Belarusian Union of Women. The
secretary of the commission was Sviatlana Semianchukova, an employee of the Babrujsk district
executive committee nominated by the trade union of workers of education and science. She also
has experience in the elections to the House of Representatives.
Alena Belavusava was again selected to work on an election commission; she was nominated
by the voters, working at the district executive committee. Tatsiana Artsiukhova, member of
the Kiraŭsk District Council, works as head of kindergarten No. 4; she was nominated by the
voters. Yauheniya Dounar has experience of chairing election commissions; she is chairperson
of the district branch of the Belarusian Public Association of Veterans, which nominated her to
the commission. Alina Kalashmanava, chief accountant of the ideology department of the district
executive committee, was nominated by the Belarusian Peace Foundation. Veranika Padaliak has
experience of work in election commissions; she is the first secretary of the Babrujsk District
Committee of the Belarusian Republican Youth Union; she was nominated by her organization.
Another experienced member of the commission, Tatsiana Tarasevich, works as director of the
regional center of social services; she was nominated by Belaya Rus. Vital Tokarau was nominated
by the voters; he works as head of the Kiraŭsk branch of the Mahilioŭabldarbud enterprise. Siarhei
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Fedneu, former member of the District Council, was nominated by the trade union of workers
of agriculture, where he holds the post of chairman. Iryna Bobr has repeatedly been member
of election commissions; she was earlier nominated by Belaya Rus, now by the voters. She is an
employee at the Kiraŭsk district executive committee.
Sviatlana Yurchyk, an employee at the Maladziečna district executive committee, became chair
of district election commission No. 73. Her deputy was Aliaksandr Ulanchyk, an employee of the
Valogyn district executive committee. Both were nominated through the collection of signatures.
Official publications failed to mention their positions.
Ihar Baranau was elected chairman of the Mazyr-based district election commission No.
42, Veranika Baikova — deputy chairman, Sviatlana Lauruk — secretary. Veranika Baikova, an
employee of the district executive committee, was nominated by Belaya Rus in the last election, now
she represented a trade union. Head physician of the local hospital Ihar Baranau was nominated
by a trade union, while in the last election he represented Belaya Rus. Piotr Zykun, head manager
of the Kolor company, was also nominated by a trade union, just like CEO of Mazyrahrapramsnab
Viachaslau Patarocha. The Belarusian Union of Women delegated Larysa Chornaya, editor-in-chief
of a local government-owned newspaper, to work on an election commission.
Aliaksandr Huryn, a representative of the Communist Party of Belarus, became chairman
of district election commission No. 90 in Škloŭ; he is chairman of the regional trade union of
workers of education and science. Aliaksandr Huryn chaired the district election commission
during the presidential elections of 2015; he was then nominated by the Communist Party
and became a member of the district commission in the parliamentary elections of 2012. The
commission’s deputy chairperson was Halina Marfel of the Belarusian Public Association of
Veterans; she works as head teacher at State Vocational Lyceum No. 12. In the parliamentary
elections of 2012, Marfel was a member of the district election commission as a nominee of
this school, during the presidential elections of 2015 she also worked as deputy chairperson
as a representative of the Belarusian Union of Women. Alena Pekert became secretary of the
district election commission; she was nominated by the National Trade Union of government
employees. She worked as a nominee of the same trade union in the district election commission
during the presidential election of 2015. The official is head of the department of organizational
and personnel work at the Škloŭ district executive committee. Six of the thirteen members of the
DEC worked on the same commission in 2012, others were members of election commissions
during the presidential and local elections.
Alena Zdanovich, director of a consumer services center, was elected chairperson of the
Kryčaŭ-based constituency No. 83; she was nominated by the Belarusian Peace Foundation.
During the presidential election in 2015, Ms. Zdanovich also worked in the election commission,
but was nominated by Belaya Rus. Mikhail Miashkura, head of the organizational and personnel
department of the Kryčaŭ district executive committee, became deputy chairman of the district
election commission; he was nominated by the voters. Another official employed at the executive
committee, Natallia Tkachenka, became Secretary of the commission. She was nominated by
Belaya Rus, in 2015 — from the trade union of government employees, previously working in the
department of ideology at the Kryčaŭ district executive committee.
The Salihorsk-based district election commission No. 68 was headed by Sviatlana Radziuk,
who chaired the same TEC during the last presidential election. In 2008, she was nominated to
the district commission from the executive committee; in 2010, she represented the union of
government employees; this time she was delegated by the Belarusian Union of Women. Anatol
Makhlai, a nominee of Belaya Rus, was deputy chairman of the district election commission. Mr.
Makhlai is the chief ideology official at the potash giant JSC Belaruskali. He is considered the
shadow administrator of all elections in Salihorsk district. Zhanna Staver became secretary of the
commission; she was officially nominated by the voters, but in fact is an employee of the education
department at the Salihorsk district executive committee. Among other officials, the commission
included Yury Chukhrou, director of the city’s capital construction management; Yauheniya
Siamak, lawyer of the executive committee; Hanna Nosava, employee of the department of
culture; Sviatlana Viaryha, employee of the education department. The commission also included
two former deputy chairpersons of the district executive committee, Aliaksandr Lazuka and Iryna
Zubarevich.
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A similar pattern could be observed in DECs No. 69 in Salihorsk and No. 67 in Sluck. The
former was headed by Hanna Yermalinskaya, head teacher at Salihorsk high school No. 1, managing
the work of election commissions of different levels during previous election campaigns. The Sluck
DEC was for the third consecutive time chaired by head of the Ahraservis state-owned enterprise
and chairman of Belaya Rus’s local branch Andrei Kuntsevich. His deputy was director of the local
branch of another state-owned enterprise, Minablpaliva, Aliaksandr Andrushkevich, who from
1994 to 2014 was chairman of the local DEC and TEC in the elections at all levels.
Aliaksandr Nelipovich was elected chairman of the Biaroza-based election district No. 9; he
is head teacher of the local Construction Lyceum and a former employee of the district executive
committee, who has repeatedly been chairman and deputy chairman of the DEC and TEC in earlier
elections. His deputy was deputy chief of the ideological department of the district executive
committee Aliaksandr Krahel. The secretary was Alena Muratava, an employee of the organizational
and personnel work of the district executive committee. These officials chaired the Biaroza district
election commission during the presidential elections of 2010 and 2015.
The Bychaŭ-based district election commission No. 81 was chaired by Viktar Ahnetau, his
deputy was Mikhail Kazlou, commission secretary — Tatsiana Yermalitskaya. Viktar Ahnetau,
who was nominated by Belaya Rus, is a top official at the district executive committee. Tatsiana
Yermalitskaya is a representative of the National trade union of government employees, also
working in the district executive committee. Mikhail Kazlou is a nominee of the Communist
Party of Belarus and headed before retirement the district executive committee’s department of
education. Other members of the district election commission have repeatedly been included in
the composition of election commissions of different levels, many of them work in a variety of
local government bodies. In particular, a nominee of the Belarusian Republican Youth Union,
Aliaksandr Zhelabkevich, is head of the Bychaŭ district inspection of natural resources and
environmental protection. Natallia Bryzgalava, who was nominated to the commission by an
application from the voters, is an employee of the district executive committee’s department of
education. Another nominee from the voters, Tatsiana Babichava, works in the Slaŭharad district
executive committee.

3. Formation of Precinct Election Commissions
In accordance with Art. 28 of the Electoral Code, the preparation and conduct of the elections
of deputies of the House of Representatives are administered by the regional election commissions,
the Minsk city territorial election commissions (TECs), and the precinct election commissions
(PECs). It is the PECs who organize the voting, counting and the announcement of voting results
at the polling stations, which makes them one of the key mechanisms of the electoral process. At
the stage of election campaigning, PECs send information about the candidates to voters; control
the rules of placing campaign materials at polling stations. PECs consider complaints and appeals
dealing with the preparation of elections, organization of voting, counting of votes and announce
their decisions.
As with the territorial election commissions, PECs are composed of representatives of political
parties and other public associations, labor collectives, as well as representatives of citizens
nominated to the commissions by collecting signatures.
The procedure for sending representatives to the PECs is governed by the CEC’s Decree No.
18 of 8 June 2016.
Political parties and public associations, labor collectives, collectives of their structural units
and voters can nominate their representatives to the PECs in the following order:
The governing bodies of the regional branches — to the PECs formed in the territory of the
region; the governing body of the Minsk city branch — to the PECs formed on the territory of
Minsk; district, city, city district branches — to the PECs formed in the respective district, city,
district of the city; the primary organization of a political party and other public association has
the right to nominate a representative to the local commission of the polling station on whose
territory it is situated;
Assemblies of labor collectives of organizations or their structural units having not less than 10
employees located on the territory of the district, city, district of the city, town, village council;
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Voters in the amount of at least 10 people — to the PEC of the polling station, in whose
territory they reside;
All of the above entities have the right to nominate only one representative.
The PECs are formed by the district and city executive committees, and in cities with district
division — by a group of 5-19 members of local governments.
The entities who have put forward a representative to the commission have the right to appeal
against the decision of the authority in charge to the district or city court.
Opportunities of nominating representatives by political parties and other public associations,
as before, are limited by the requirement to have local branches. Thus, national public associations
that do not have any organizational structures in the regions are deprived of the opportunity to
nominate their representatives to the precinct election commissions.
In contrast to previous elections, the CEC’s Decree No. 18 provided for the right of observers
(including international ones) to attend the meetings of the executive committees and district
administrations (in cities with district division) during the formation of the PECs.
In addition, according to para. 6 of the Decree, the business and political qualities of the persons
who have been nominated to the election commission should be discussed before deciding on the
formation of the PEC, and if the number of nominees exceeds the stipulated quota, information on
each nominee should be considered and a separate vote should be carried out.
In the absence of an explanation of the notion of ‘political quality’ in the current legislation,
experts of the Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections campaign requested clarification from the
CEC.
The CEC said in response that the electoral legislation does not contain an explanation of the
concepts of business and political qualities of a person nominated to the election commission. The
CEC interprets the concept as “political views, level of representation of public associations and
political parties in the region, their recognizability and credibility among the population.”
In this regard, on July 7, representatives of Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections wrote to the
CEC asking the election authorities to remove the term of ‘political quality’ from para. 6 of the
CEC’s Decree No. 18 in the absence of official interpretation of this term in the law, which is of
extremely controversial nature and promotes the practice of a biased and selective approach in the
formation of election commissions on the basis of the nominees’ political views. The human rights
activists asked to amend the Decree before the start of the formation of the PECs.
The CEC said in its reply on July 12 that there were no reasons to adjust the said decision or
remove the notion of ‘political quality’.

3.1 Nomination of representatives to precinct election commissions
According to the Election Schedule, nomination of representatives to the precinct election
commissions and submitting nomination documents were completed before July 24; the formation
of PECs — before July 27. Within 7 days after the decision on the formation of the PECs, the
bodies that formed them were expected to publish their decisions.
According to the Central Election Commission7, a total of 73,278 persons were nominated
to 5,971 precinct election commissions, including through citizens’ applications — 27,428
representatives (37.5%), from labor collectives — 9,257 (12.6%), political parties — 4,272 (5.8%)
and other public associations — 32,321 representatives (44.1%).
As in previous elections, the greatest number of nominations was submitted by the progovernment associations: the Federation of Trade Unions of Belarus — 9,350 applicants (12.8%),
Belaya Rus — 4,626 (6.3%), Belarusian Republican Youth Union (BRSM) — 4,066 (5%),
Belarusian Union of Women — 4,344 (5.9%), and the Belarusian Public Association of Veterans —
3,160 nominations (4.3%). For example, in the Hrodna region, these entities nominated 91% of
applicants from public associations, or 42.9% of the total number of nominated candidates. The
activity of the pro-governmental organizations has increased as compared to earlier elections.
Five of them nominated 34.5% of the total amount nominated to the PECs and 79% of the total
amount sent by the public and other associations, respectively. In the current election campaign,
the proportion of representatives of political parties and public organizations has increased from
47% (2012) to 49.9%.
7

http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6-Elect10.pdf
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NUMBER OF NOMINATIONS TO PECs BY VARIOUS ENTITIES

According to information provided by the Viciebsk regional executive committee, other nominees
were sent by the Belarusian Red Cross Society (342 representatives), the Belarusian Peace Foundation —
208, the Belarusian Union of Officers — 66, and the Belarusian Union of Soviet-Afghan War Veterans —
28 representatives. Four more representatives were delegated by unknown associations. Eight members
were nominated by the opposition association Local Government and Society. Thus, at least 4,619 of the
4,631 nominees were put forward by the pro-government associations.
Ten political parties out of 15 registered nominated their representatives to the PECs. At the same
time, pro-government political parties and public associations increased their activity. For example,
the Republican Party of Labor and Justice nominated 1,141 applicants (in 2012 — 832).
Out of 4,272 representatives of the parties, 514 (12% of the total number nominated by the
parties, or 0.7% of the total number of nominations) were delegated by the opposition parties.
Compared with the parliamentary campaign of 2012, the activity of the opposition parties slightly
declined: in the 2012 elections, 664 candidates from five opposition parties accounted for about
0.8% of the total number of nominees. Approximately the same numbers were reported during the
presidential campaign of 2015, when the opposition parties nominated 515 out of 3,877 applicants
from all parties. According to the Central Election Commission, the Belarusian Party of the Left Fair
World nominated 169 people, the Belarusian Social Democratic Party Hramada — 42, UCP — 223,
and the BPF Party — 80 candidates.
All the entities who nominated their representatives to the PECs were generally provided with
the opportunity to submit the necessary documents to the authorities responsible for the formation
of commissions. However, observers reported a case when an employee of the executive committee
prevented the documents from being submitted for consideration. Uladzimir Siakerka, head of the
Homieĺ regional branch of the Party of the Left Fair World, said that several of the party members
were not included in the local PECs due to the fact that their nomination documents were allegedly
received late: a registered letter only arrived seven days after sending, when the formation of the
election commissions had been over. This happened because an employee of the executive committee
failed to pick up the letters from the post-office in due time. Therefore, none of the 24 candidates
nominated by Fair World was included in the local PECs. The party filed an appeal with the court
requesting to cancel the decision of the executive committee. However, the court rejected the appeal,
saying that the executive committee could not be blamed for receiving the documents late.

3.2 Meetings of bodies in charge of forming the commissions
The meetings of the district and city executive committees, and in cities with district division —
local administrations — were held on July 25-27 to form the precinct election commissions.
Observers and representatives of entities that nominated their candidates to the PECs did not
encounter major obstacles to attending the meetings.
The meetings lasted for an average of 2 hours. However, in some cases, executive committees
formed commissions in 55 minutes (the Smarhoń executive committee, the administration of
the Kastryčnicki district of Mahilioŭ), and in some cases the meetings lasted for 6-8 hours (the
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Sluck district executive committee, the administration of the Lieninski district of Mahilioŭ, the
administration of the Saviecki district of Minsk).
Most of the nominated representatives were selected as PEC members by the bodies that formed
the commissions. At the majority of meetings, those present voted for a list of candidates, without
discussing the nominations.
All the 426 candidates were included in the commissions at a meeting of the Smarhoń district
executive committee. The following information was announced: number of the commission, name
of each candidate nominated to the commission. No remarks were made. Then those present voted for
the approval of the commission members. However, at the beginning the officials discussed the CEC’s
requirement to discuss each candidate separately. The speaker noted that such consideration would take
a long time, so an earlier vote approved the above-described way of selecting election commissioners.
After the vote, observer Aliaksandr Dzerhachou asked why many commissions included only
representatives of the same organization headed by its manager, which deprived the commission of any
independence. In response, an official said that it was not contrary to the law, while the independence
of election commissions should be guaranteed by the integrity of the commissioners.
At a meeting that formed the precinct election commissions in Kryčaŭ district, the district
executive committee chairman Vasil Sysoyeu told the audience that the Central Election Commission
recommended to discuss each candidate to the precinct commission. However, citing the absence
of alternative candidates and the harvest underway in the district, he proposed to vote on the
composition of election commissions without any discussion. The proposal was supported by the
officials. As a result, only the names of the PEC members were read out and the commissioners were
approved by a single vote.
68 election commissions were formed at a meeting of the Kastryčnicki district administration of
Mahilioŭ. In six of them, where the seats were contested by more than one candidate, a separate vote
was held. The speaker read out the names, place of work, party membership (if applicable), type of
nomination and previous experience of work on the commission. There was no discussion, and only
those who used to work as election officials in previous elections were selected. Two representatives of
the Fair World party were unanimously rejected without any explanation. The remaining commissions
were approved without discussing or even announcing the names of the candidates.
About a quarter of the meetings included the discussion of a part of the nominees, including their
business and political qualities, which was requested by the CEC’s Decree No. 18 of 8 June 2016.
However, observers noted that the notion of ‘business and political quality’ was interpreted
differently by various executive bodies that formed the PECs. In particular, the administration of the
Frunzienski district of Minsk rejected all candidates who were unemployed. The Partyzanski district
administration of Minsk said that the main criteria for inclusion in the commission were social
and political activities, organizational skills, ability to work with people and to hear them. When
reviewing the documents received in the administration of the Maskoŭski district of Minsk, head
of the department for organizational and personnel work, Ms. Yurhelevich noted that commission
members should work quickly rather than create debate clubs. The PECs in the Salihorsk-based
election district No. 68 included only loyal persons, the vast majority of whom were members of the
precinct election commissions in earlier elections.
Among valid criteria for PEC membership, representatives of executive committees also named
corporate activity and support of the government’s policy. These criteria have traditionally been the
main cause of bans on admitting applicants nominated by the opposition parties. It should be noted
that the term of ‘political quality’ mentioned in Decree No. 18, in most cases, was understood as
support for the government’s policy.
In Hrodna, a meeting of the Lieninski district administration, which lasted half an hour,
formed 65 precinct commissions. None of the 21 nominated representatives of pro-democratic
parties (16 representatives of the United Civil Party, 4 — the Belarusian Popular Front, and one
member of the Belarusian Social Democratic Party) was selected to the commissions. 73 precinct
election commissions were formed in the territory of the city’s Kastryčnicki district. None of the
representatives of democratic parties was included in the commissions. Meanwhile, the democratic
forces had nominated 10 people: 7 — from the United Civil Party, 2 — from Fair World, and 1 —
from the Belarusian Social Democratic Party. It was stated that the nomination documents from
these parties were not properly submitted. Both meetings only announced the names of persons
recommended by the district administration, after which there was a vote for the composition of
certain commissions. The key selection criteria were as follows: experience of work on the commissions
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during previous election campaigns, communication skills, membership in major organizations and
active participation in public life.
The personal info of each candidate was announced at a meeting of the Maladziečna district
executive committee. If the number of candidates matched the approved composition of the
commission, there was a vote for a list of candidates. And where there was a contest, each nominee
was considered and put on a vote. Key characteristics included ‘ideologically literate’, ‘with active
citizenship’ etc. Young persons were generally rejected. An exception was a local representative of
the Belarusian Christian Democracy Mikhail Martsinkevich, whose nomination received opposing
remarks. As a result, however, Martsinkevich was not included in the precinct commission.
In some cases, applicants were summoned for an interview to the bodies in charge of forming the
commissions. In particular, the administration of the Centraĺny district of Minsk interviewed a member
of the United Civil Party, former deputy of the Soviet Union’s Supreme Soviet and the Supreme Soviet
of the Republic of Belarus Aliaksandr Dabravolski. During the interview, administration officials
tested the politician’s knowledge of the rules of the Electoral Code. It is unknown, however, if similar
tests were conducted for the candidates nominated from the pro-governmental public organizations,
political parties, or representatives of labor collectives.
Prior to the formation of the PECs, the CEC head Lidziya Yarmoshyna stressed that no formal
approaches should be applied to the formation of the PECs. According to her, if there is no
competition for the commission seats, each candidate should receive a brief description, then the list
of candidates should be put on a vote. In case a seat is contested by more than one candidate, both
brief description and a separate vote for each candidate should be provided. However, as evidenced
by the campaign’s observers, the formation of the PECs was not always based on the approach voiced
by the CEC chairperson.

3.3 Composition of formed commissions
A total of 5,971 PECs were formed, which included 65,856 commissioners. Thus, 89.8% of the
total number of applicants (73,293)8 were selected as commission members.

REPRESENTATIVES IN THE PECs BY TYPE OF NOMINATION

The highest representation rate (89% of the total number) was demonstrated by the candidates
from the seven pro-government parties. Out of 3,773 persons nominated by the pro-government
parties, 3,358 persons were included in the PECs.
A traditionally high representation in the PECs was claimed by representatives of the five largest
pro-government associations. The representation of Belaya Rus, the Belarusian Republican Youth
Union, the Federation of Trade Unions, the Belarusian Union of Women and the Belarusian Public
Association of Veterans was significantly above average: out of 27,080 representatives nominated by
them, 25,546 people (94 %) were included in the PECs.
The formation of the PECs was accompanied by an obvious discriminatory approach of executive
committees towards representatives of the opposition parties: only 53 people (10.3% of the total
number of opposition nominees) were included in the PECs out of 514 proposed candidates. As
a result, the opposition parties were represented in the PECs by as few as 53 people or 0.08% of
8

http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6-Elect11.pdf
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the total composition, which is less than in the parliamentary elections of 2012 (61 people or 0.1%
of the total composition of the PECs) and approximately equal to the number of members of the
opposition on the PECs in the 2008 parliamentary elections (48 or 0.07%).
Thus, as in previous election campaigns, the main organizers of the elections in the country
were representatives of the five largest pro-government organizations: Belaya Rus, the Belarusian
Republican Youth Union, the Federation of Trade Unions, the Belarusian Union of Women and the
Belarusian Public Association of Veterans. These organizations had 25,546 of their members on the
PECs, which was 38.7% of the total number of PEC members.
24,106 persons were included in the PECs through submitting applications by the citizens, which
was 36.6% of the total number of PEC members. For comparison, the percentage of representatives
of all political parties in the composition of the PECs was only 5.2%.

BALANCE BETWEEN NOMINATED
AND INCLUDED CANDIDATES FROM VARIOUS ENTITIES

The results of the formation of the PECs showed that the absence of legislatively fixed criteria for
candidates to election commissions still entailed a highly partial approach to the personal composition
of these commissions; the CEC’s Decree No. 18 failed to contribute to greater political pluralism: as
in the earlier elections, the formation of the PECs was based on a bias in favor of representatives of
the pro-government political parties and public associations.
An analysis of the personal composition of the PECs, where it was possible, found the same trend,
which was reported during the formation of the TECs and DECs: in order to fulfill the requirements of the
Electoral Code on the limitation by one third of the number of civil servants on the commissions, and in
order to simulate the ‘broad public representation’, a significant part of civil servants were nominated to
the precinct commissions by public associations and through the collection of signatures. This explains
the reluctance to report the workplace of PEC members: only the names of the commissioners and
information on the process of nomination were published in the local press and on the websites of city
and district executive committees. This information was not published also because each commission
in the vast majority of cases included employees of the same organization.
Another strong trend was that the vast majority of individuals who were included in the PECs
used to work as election officials in earlier elections.
In order to confirm these findings, we cite data on the composition of the six precinct election
commissions in Baranavičy: three PECs in electoral district No. 5 and three PECs in electoral
district No. 6. A comparative analysis was made by observer Siarhei Housha (inaccuracies in possible
positions are within 1%).
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Comparative composition of PECs:
Parliamentary elections (2016) — Presidential election (2015) —
Presidential election (2010)
Baranavičy electoral district No. 5, polling station No. 19 (No. 47 — in 2015).
Secondary school No. 16

Position

Was
on the election
commission
in 2015?

Was
on the election
commission
in 2010?

Name

Nominated by

Place
of
employment

Viachaslau
Dziauho

Employees
of secondary
school No. 16

School No. 16

Principal
(PEC
chairperson)

Yes

No

Sviatlana
Abramchyk

Belaya Rus

School No. 16

Psychologist
(PEC
Secretary)

Yes

Yes

Alena
Askaldovich

Peace
Foundation

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

Yes

Iryna
Valasevich

Collection
of signatures

School No. 16

Headteacher
(PEC deputy
chairperson)

Yes

No

5.

Siarhei
Varabei

Collection
of signatures

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

Yes

6.

Natallia
Karabanava

BRSM

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

No

7.

Natallia
Shved

Collection
of signatures

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

Yes

8.

Sviatlana
Kazhamiakina

Collection
of signatures

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

Yes

9.

Sviatlana
Kiryk

Collection
of signatures

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

No

10.

Sviatlana
Lahvinenka

Red Cross

School No. 16

teacher

No

Yes

Tamara
Nikanovich

Trade union
of secondary
school No. 16

School No. 16

teacher

No

Yes

Iryna Alesik

Collection
of signatures

School No. 16

teacher

Yes

No

No.
1.

2.

3.
4.

11.

12.
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Baranavičy electoral district No. 5, polling station No. 6. Lyceum No. 1

Position

Was
on the election
commission
in 2015?

Was
on the election
commission
in 2010?

No.

Name

Nominated by

Place
of employment

1.

Aliaksei
Bychkouski

Employees
of Lyceum No. 1

Lyceum No. 1

Principal
(PEC
chairperson)

Yes

Yes

2.

Volha
Kozich

Collection
of signatures

Lyceum No. 1

Headteacher
(PEC deputy
chairperson)

Yes

Yes

3.

Sviatlana
Hrytsevich

Belaya Rus

Lyceum No. 1

teacher
(PEC
Secretary)

Yes

Yes

4.

Raisa
Danzhurava

Collection
of signatures

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

No

5.

Ala
Dolmat

Collection
of signatures

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

No

6.

Henadz
Kahitsin

Red Cross

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

Yes

7.

Tatsiana
Kadzevich

Red Cross

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

Yes

8.

Siarhei
Kardash

Collection
of signatures

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

No

9.

Maryna
Lisina

Women’s Union

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

Yes

10.

Aliona
Mishkevich

Collection
of signatures

Lyceum No. 1

laboratory
assistant

Yes

Yes

11.

Sviatlana
Razantsava

Trade union
of employees
in the sphere
of science
and education

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

Yes

12.

Volha
Stromskaya

Collection
of signatures

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

Yes

No

13.

Aliaksandr
Shastak

BRSM

Lyceum No. 1

teacher

No

No
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Baranavičy electoral district No. 5, polling station No. 20 (No. 48 — in 2015).
Baranavičy Automobile Units Plant

No.

Name

Nominated by
Trade union
of Automobile
Units Plant
(AUP)

Was
Was
on the election on the election
commission
commission
in 2015?
in 2010?

Place
of employment

Position

AUP

Plant
manager
(PEC
chairperson)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1.

Vital
Yurkevich

2.

Aliaksandr
Parﬁankou

AUP
employees

AUP

Trade union
leader
(PEC deputy
chairperson)

3.

Inha
Krytskaya

Women’s
Union

AUP

technician

Yes

Yes

4.

Vital
Vinnichak

Belaya Rus

AUP

Plant
manager
assistant

Yes

Yes

5.

Aliaksandr
Zhykh

AUP
employees

AUP

Head
of external
cooperation
department

Yes

No

6.

Volha
Kustsinskaya

AUP
employees

AUP

engineer

Yes

No

7.

Sviatlana
Misiun

AUP
employees

AUP

accountant

Yes

No

8.

Sviatlana
Petrushkevich

AUP
employees

AUP

accountant

Yes

No

9.

Liliya
Salikhava

AUP
employees

AUP

accountant

Yes

Yes

10.

Aliaksandr
Sevastsyianchyk

AUP
employees

AUP

security
ofﬁcer

Yes

No

11.

Valiantsina
Ushakova

Veterans’
Union

AUP

technician

Yes

Yes

12.

Aliaksandr
Shalamitski

AUP
employees

AUP

engineer

No

No
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Baranavičy electoral district No. 6, polling station No. 14 (No. 26 — in 2015).
Secondary school No. 20

No.

Name

Position

Was
on the election
commission
in 2015?

Was
on the election
commission
in 2010?

school No. 20

Principal
(PEC
chairperson)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nominated by

Place
of employment

Employees
of secondary
school No. 20

1.

Mikhail
Mishyn

2.

Aliona
Kudruk

Belaya Rus

school No. 20

Deputy
principal
(PEC deputy
chairperson)

3.

Zoya
Hulko

Veterans’ Union

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

4.

Sviatlana
Danilovich

Collection
of signatures

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

5.

Ala
Daryina

Women’s Union

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

6.

Iryna
Dzekhtsiar

Collection of
signatures

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

No

7.

Ala
Korshun

Collection
of signatures

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

8.

Ihar
Kudruk

Collection
of signatures

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

9.

Aliona
Mazol

Red Cross

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

10.

Sviatlana
Urbanovich

Collection
of signatures

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

Yes

11.

Natallia
Tsaryk

Trade union
of school No. 20

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

No

12.

Tatsiana
Bukrei

Collection
of signatures

school No. 20

teacher

Yes

не

13.

Vasil
Shpak

Collection
of signatures

school No. 20

technician

Yes

Yes
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Baranavičy electoral district No. 6, polling station No. 28 (No. 40 — in 2015).
Zonal Center for Hygiene and Epidemiology
Was
Was
on the election
on the election
commission
commission
in 2015?
in 2010?

No.

Name

Nominated by

Place
of employment

Position

1.

Siarhei
Pleskatsevich

Employees
of Hygiene
and Epidemiology
Center (HEC)

HEC

manager
(PEC
chairperson)

Yes

Yes

2.

Mikalai
Syrytsa

HEC employees

HEC

Deputy
manager
(PEC deputy
chairperson)

Yes

No

3.

Natallia
Zhyhadla

HEC employees

HEC

technician

Yes

Yes

4.

Tatsiana
Kaliukha

HEC employees

HEC

laboratory
asssistant

Yes

No

5.

Zhanna
Maslava

Red Cross

HEC

Secretary
to head
physician

Yes

Yes

6.

Anatol
Rubets

Belaya Rus

HEC

Department
head

Yes

No

7.

Sviatlana
Sauchyk

Collection
of signatures

HEC

Statistician

Yes

Yes

8.

Maryna
Shpakava

HEC employees

HEC

Assistant to
physician

Yes

Yes

9.

Natallia
Bokach

Collection
of signatures

HEC

technician

No

No

10.

Darya
Dzerman

BRSM

HEC

technician

No

No

11.

Siarhei
Petrashevich

HEC trade union

HEC

technician

No

No

12.

Natallia
Usiukevich

HEC employees

HEC

technician

No

No
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Baranavičy electoral district No. 6, polling station No. 12 (No. 24 — in 2015).
Secondary school No. 17

Position

Was
on the election
commission
in 2015?

Was
on the election
commission
in 2010?

Name

Nominated by

Place
of employment

1.

Aliona
Marozava

Employees
of secondary
school No. 17

school No. 17

Principal
(PEC
chairperson)

Yes

Yes

2.

Siarhei
Shoda

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

Deputy
principal

Yes

Yes

3.

Halina
Karpava

Trade union
of employees
in the sphere
of science
and education

school No. 17

Laboratory
assistant

Yes

Yes

4.

Anton
Valynets

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

No

5.

Siarhei
Dziamyianau

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

Yes

6.

Volha
Barbarych

Belaya Rus

school No. 17

Deputy
principal

Yes

No

7.

Sviatlana
Liukhta

Women’s
Union

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

No

8.

Vital
Lukashevich

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

Yes

9.

Natallia
Morkhat

Peace
Foundation

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

Yes

10.

Tatsiana
Novik

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

Yes

11.

Zhanna
Rohatsen

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

No

12.

Viktar
Sabaleuski

Collection
of signatures

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

Yes

13.

Sviatlana
Shkurko

Red Cross

school No. 17

teacher

Yes

Yes

No.

As a result of the formation of the PECs, it can be concluded that, despite some changes in the
process of their formation, the outcome was not affected. Both from the point of view of national law
and formally, the PECs were formed without major violations, yet they cannot be viewed as impartial
and independent election management bodies.
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NOMINATION AND REGISTRATION
OF CANDIDATES
In accordance with the Electoral Code and the Election Schedule, the nomination of candidates
for deputies of the House of Representatives starts 70 days before and ends 40 days before Election
Day (from July 3 to August 1 inclusive); the registration of candidates begins 40 days before and ends
30 days before Election Day (from 2 to 11 August).

1. Legal regulation
In order to be registered as a candidate, the applicant shall submit to the corresponding DEC a set
of documents specified in Art. 66 of the Electoral Code, including a statement of consent to run in
the elections, biographical data, copies of documents confirming the information on education and
place of employment, income and property statement.
In accordance with the amendments to the Electoral Code, as amended in 2013, the applicant
should also submit information on previous convictions. When nominating a candidate through the
collection of signatures, signature sheets should also be submitted to the DEC. According to the 2013
amendments, the registration documents can be submitted both by the potential candidate and his
or her representative on the basis of power of attorney.
Following a verification of submitted documents and authenticity of signatures, the DEC shall
decide on the registration of candidates and issue corresponding certificates within two days after the
registration of candidates.
In 2013, the Electoral Code was supplemented by Art. 68-1, which provided for the cases when
the DECs are obliged and when they have the right to refuse to register a candidate.
The DEC shall refuse to register a candidate in the event of: non-conformity of the person
nominated as the candidate to the requirements of this Code; failure to notify of or the presence
of an unexpunged conviction of the person nominated as a candidate; non-compliance with the
requirements of the Code for the nomination of a candidate; failure to submit one or more documents
necessary for the registration of the candidate; insufficient number of authentic voters’ signatures
collected in support of the nomination as a candidate; use in the interests of election of monetary
means or other material assistance of foreign countries and organizations, foreign citizens and stateless
persons, international organizations, organizations the founders (participants, owners of property)
of which are foreign states, foreign organizations, international organizations, foreign citizens and
stateless persons; presence of more than 15 percent of inauthentic signatures of the total number of
verified signatures of voters in the signature lists on nomination of the candidate for deputy; in other
cases of non-compliance of the order of nomination with the requirements of this Code.
The DECs may refuse to register a candidate in the event of: submission of the data having
essential nature, which do not correspond to reality, in the declaration on incomes and property
of the person nominated as a candidate; using advantages of an official position in the interests of
election; participation of the administration of an organization in gathering signatures, coercion in
the course of gathering signatures and rewarding voters for putting their signatures; repeated violation
by the person nominated as the candidate or an initiative group of the requirements of the Code or
other acts of legislation of the Republic of Belarus on elections, if they had been previously issued a
warning.
The amendments of 2013 also affected the procedure for appealing against decisions to refuse
registration of a candidate. The DECs’ decisions to refuse registration shall be appealed to the
superior election commission, and its decision — to the Regional (Minsk city) Court (earlier, the
decision of the DEC was appealed to the Central Election Commission, and its decision — to the
Supreme Court).

2. Registration of nomination groups
According to Article 65 of the Electoral Code, one of the possible ways of nominating a candidate
for Parliament is the collection of signatures, which is carried out by the nomination group of at least
10 people.
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2.1 Legal framework
For the registration of the nomination group, the nominated person shall submit not later than
65 days before Election Day to the corresponding district election commission a written application
for registration of the nomination group, copies of passport pages proving Belarusian citizenship
and registration on the territory of the Republic of Belarus, as well as the list of members of the
nomination group.
The district election commission shall consider the application within five days from the date of its
receipt, register the nomination group and issue its members certificates and signature sheets for the
collection of signatures in support of the person proposed for nomination as a candidate for Parliament.
Registration can be denied in case of violation of the requirements of the Electoral Code.
The district election commission’s decision to refuse registration of the nomination group may be
appealed by the nominated person to the territorial election commission within three days from the
date of its adoption. The territorial election commission’s decision may be appealed to the Regional
(Minsk City) Court within three days after its adoption. The court shall consider the complaint
within three days, its decision is final.

2.2 Procedures for the registration of nomination groups
The process of registration of nomination groups (initiative groups) of candidates for the House
of Representatives was more democratic than that during the previous election campaign. However,
there were separate cases of malfunctioning by election officials when receiving registration documents
and certain hindrance to activities by the members of opposition candidates’ nomination groups.
In the first days of work by the election commissions, observers of the campaign Human
Rights Defenders For Free Elections documented individual cases of absence of the commissioners at
their workplace during working hours, which prevented several candidates from submitting their
applications. On June 29, Tatsiana Malashchanka, a contender in Baranavičy, was not initially able to
submit her application to district election commission No. 5.
A similar situation occurred on June 30 in the Škloŭ-based district election commission No. 90.
Piotr Shymbaliou, an activist of Tell the Truth from Bialyničy, managed to apply only after a long
search for the commission members in the offices of the local executive committee. The commission
chairman Aliaksandr Hurynau said that the problem was due to certain difficulties typical of the first
days of work, despite the fact that the first meeting of the DEC was held the day before.
Henadz Nazaranka, a member of the Slonim-based district election commission No. 58, refused
to accept documents for the registration of the nomination group of Ivan Sheha. The official argued
that part of the members of the candidate’s nomination group resided outside the Slonim district,
which allegedly did not meet the requirements of the law. Ivan Sheha asked Henadz Nazaranka to
clarify the controversial question with the commission chairperson Alena Machalina. Ms. Machalina
said that Sheha was right and ordered Nazaranka to receive the registration documents. However,
Nazaranka said that the passports of every member of the nomination group should be produced
when receiving the documents. Ivan Sheha again said that the official was incompetent. It was only
after this that the registration documents were received.
Ales Mekh, a Kobryn-based member of the organizing committee of the Independence Movement,
was only able to submit his registration documents after the second attempt. The candidate could
not initially get through to the district commission. Hanna Brynchuk, an employee of the district
executive committee’s organizational department, told him that the meeting that was expected to
consider the registration of his nomination group was scheduled for July 5. The following day it
became known that the documents had been verified with the passport office. It was only on July
5 that the election commission received an answer saying that all the members of the nomination
group were citizens of Belarus.
Similarly, the documents were submitted in the Sluck DEC No. 67 by Alina Nahornaya: the
commission members arrived to receive the documents only after the contender’s phone call to
the CEC.
There is evidence of pressure exerted on members of some nomination groups. Maryna
Khomich, a contender of the BCD party in the Minsk-based constituency No. 104 (chaired by
Zinaida Zhaholkina), said that an unnamed representative of the commission phoned each of the 39
members of her nomination group and questioned the seriousness of their intent to participate in the
collection of signatures.
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Supporters of contender Leanid Dubanosau faced intimidation in the town of Luniniec, Brest
region: two young people were urgently summoned to the military enlistment office, a woman was
threatened with deprivation of parental rights, eventually forcing her to leave the nomination group.
Yury Liashenka, an opposition activist in Svietlahorsk, said that after the registration of his
nomination group he received a claim for eviction from the house for temporary accommodation.
He regards it as pressure in connection with his involvement in the elections.
District election commission No. 105 (chaired by Mikalai Bury) refused to register the nomination
group of a UCP member Mikalai Kazlou after certain errors were found in the list of the nomination
group. Mikalai Kazlou appealed the decision to the Minsk city election commission. As a result,
the commission ruled to cancel the initial ruling of the DEC and authorized the registration of his
nomination group, excluding from the group several members with ‘incorrect data’.
The same DEC refused to register the nomination group of former presidential candidate
Mikalai Statkevich. The formal reason for the denial was the contender’s unexpunged conviction.
The commission’s decision refers to Part 7, Art. 60 of the Electoral Code, which prohibits this type
of persons to run in the elections. At the same time, the EU demanded the rehabilitation of former
political prisoners after their release, including the restoration of their right to run in the elections.
Uladzimir Ushakou, a Kryčaŭ-based member of the Communist Party of Belarus, was not allowed
to register his nomination group. Ushakou argues that the district commission first allowed him to
submit a handwritten list of members and later, shortly before the end of the registration period,
the commission deputy chairman and simultaneously head of the district executive committee’s
organizational and personnel department Mikhail Miashkura asked him to provide a printed list. The
official also reportedly phoned members of the nomination group and threatened them, saying that
they were elderly people and would not be able to collect signatures. Uladzimir Ushakou says that the
official put pressure on some members of his nomination group in order to force them to leave the
group. According to Ushakou, the refusal to register his nomination group was due to the fact that
the district commission was instructed to reduce the number of candidates running in district No.
83, which was aimed at minimizing competition to Chairperson of the District Council of Deputies
Tatsiana Marachkava, who was running in the district.

2.3 Results of registration of nomination groups
According to the CEC, a total of 479 applications were submitted to the district election
commissions, 3 applications were withdrawn9.
446 nomination groups were registered, 30 groups were denied registration, which was 6.2 %
of the total number. The largest number of denials was reported in Minsk: 25 groups out of 139
applications, or 18%.
Year

Number
of nominations

Number
of denials

Number
of registered groups

Percentage
of denials

2008

455

23

423

5%

2012

440

85

354

19.3 %

2016

479

30

446

6.2%

The number of denials of registration corresponded to the figures documented during earlier
elections. The high percentage of denials of registration during the 2012 parliamentary elections was
due to the fact that the nomination groups of Mikalai Statkevich and Ales Mikhalevich applied for
registration to several DECs at a time, which is prohibited by the law.
Of the total number of persons whose nomination groups were registered, there were 160 (33%)
party members. The largest number of registered nomination groups belonged to representatives
of the United Civil Party: 39 (24% of the total number of party members nominated by collecting
signatures), with the Belarusian Left Party Fair World having 23 registered groups (14%), the BPF
Party 29 (18%) — registered nomination groups and of the Belarusian Social Democratic party
Hramada — 16 (10%).
9

http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6-Elect5.pdf
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3. Collection of signatures
According to the Electoral Code and the Election Schedule, the collection of signatures for the
nomination of candidates was carried out from the moment of registration of the nomination groups
till 1 August 2016 inclusive.

3.1 Legal framework
According to Article 65 of the Electoral Code, a person to be nominated as a candidate is to get
support of at least 1,000 voters residing in the district.
Article 61 of the Code says that the signature sheet shall indicate the voter’s name, date of birth,
place of residence, series and number of the passport of the citizen of the Republic of Belarus or
details of a document to be determined by the Central Election Commission. The data about the
voter is to be handwritten on the signature sheet. The voter puts, by his or her own hand, the date of
signing and his or her signature. The signatures shall be enumerated.
Participation of administration of an organization in gathering signatures as well as coercion
during the gathering of signatures and rewarding of voters for putting their signatures is not allowed.
Violation of these requirements may be the basis for rejection to register or revocation of the decision
about registration of the candidate.
Gathering of signatures may be carried out in the form of picketing. Acquisition of permission
for picketing for the mentioned purposes is not required if it is held in places not prohibited by local
executive and administrative bodies.
The signature sheet shall be verified by a member of the nomination group who has gathered the
signatures. When verifying the signature sheet, the member of the nomination group shall put his or
her signature and the date, as well as indicate his or her name and initials.

3.2 Designation of unauthorized locations for the collection of signatures
As part of the preparation for the collection of signatures, local authorities decided on the
places where it was prohibited to hold signature-collecting pickets. In accordance with the Election
Schedule, the procedure was completed by June 27.
The general trend shows that in many cities the number of banned locations was reduced in
comparison with previous elections. In numerous territories, campaigners were allowed to collect
signatures on the territory of educational institutions, medical facilities, cultural and sports facilities,
social services, and religious institutions.
For example, unlike the parliamentary elections of 2012, the Hrodna officials allowed signaturecollecting in the territory of organizations that ensure the country’s defense capability, state security
and livelihoods of the population (public transport, enterprises of water, heat and electricity supply,
etc.). They also removed an extremely imprecise wording of the “places posing danger to life and
health of citizens, impeding the work of enterprises, institutions, organizations and traffic.”
A similar situation was reported in Mahilioŭ: the city executive committee lifted a ban on picketing
on the territory of sports facilities, social services, at a distance of less than 50 meters from the
enterprises employing more than 300 people, at a distance less than 200 meters away from buildings
and agencies housing editorial offices of television and radio stations.
In Salihorsk, the officials first introduced, but later reduced the list of banned locations: in
particular, they lifted a ban on the collection of signatures near the monuments of architecture,
history and culture. The new rules did not mention the absurd ban on the collection of signatures
at pedestrian crossings, introducing instead a more precise definition of railway and road transport
facilities. The decision took into account criticism of local activists, who pointed to the lack of a
clear list of particular organizations, which previously created the risk of conflict in the collection of
signatures by the candidates’ nomination groups.
In Maladziečna, the list of prohibited areas no longer featured facilities of public transportation,
enterprises of water, heat and electricity supply, as well as health care and education institutions.
The Sluck authorities allowed to collect signatures near the buildings of rural executive committees,
preserving the ban on collecting signatures near the central district hospital.
In Vaŭkavysk district, pickets could be carried everywhere, even next to the buildings of the
executive and administrative authorities, on the territory of educational and medical institutions,
as well as at train stations, which was not allowed in other district centers of the Hrodna region. In
Vaŭkavysk pickets could not be staged only on the pedestrian bridge over the railway, and at several
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overpasses, as these locations were considered dangerous to human life and health.
In the Viciebsk region, conditions for collecting signatures were unequal in different districts.
For example, the websites of the Dokšycy, Biešankovičy, Čašniki and Polack district executive
committees said that the only restriction on the pickets was a distance of 20 meters from the buildings
of executive committee, courts, prosecutor’s offices and police departments. In Pastavy, Haradok and
Liepieĺ districts, signature collectors could not also approach military offices, district departments of
emergency situations, security departments, educational institutions and kindergartens, enterprises
of water, heat and power supply, healthcare organizations (in Liepieĺ district), hospitals and the
territory of a military unit (Haradok district). In Šarkaŭščyna district, collectors of signatures
were not able to arrange pickets closer than 20 meters from the above administrative buildings. In
addition, the collection of signatures was forbidden in the territory of the central park adjacent to the
Lenin Square. In Talačyn and Orša districts, local executive committees decided that the buildings
of executive and administrative bodies, courts, prosecutor’s offices, military offices, emergency
departments could not be approached at a distance of more than 50 meters. In Talačyn district, the
list of objects that can be approached at the distance was supplemented by the ‘facilities of railway
and road transport’, ‘train and bus stations’, as well as ‘the territories of organizations and enterprises’.
The most favorable conditions for the collection of signatures were provided in Miory. According to
a decision by the district executive committee, pickets for the collection of signatures could not be
carried out only on the territory of educational institutions and health care organizations.
In Minsk, as compared to the last parliamentary elections (2012), the restrictive list was
supplemented with several new objects. In particular, pickets could not be staged in underground
pedestrian crossings, on the territory of Yakub Kolas Square, and State Flag Square. However, this
time the list of banned sites did not include the territory of organizations providing the livelihoods of
population (public transport, enterprises of water, heat and power supply, pre-school and secondary
education institutions, health care organizations). There were no restrictions on the pickets and the
distance from the territories of nuclear facilities, facilities for the production or storage of radioactive
substances and materials, nuclear waste, as well as buildings and structures housing editorial boards
of television and radio stations.
However, in a large number of cities the conditions did not change for the better. The authorities
of numerous cities and towns prohibited signature-collecting in the central squares (Babrujsk,
Salihorsk, Sluck, Maladziečna, Minsk, and others).
In some districts, e.g. in Bialyničy, the list of prohibited locations was based on earlier decisions
taken during the presidential election of 2015.
In Babrujsk, the officials expanded the list of places for picketing. For example, back in 2012,
the ban covered areas adjacent to media outlets, businesses of water supply, nursery schools, general
secondary education institutions, health care organizations. At the same time, the list included the
only underground pedestrian crossing (outside the city’s largest industrial enterprise, JSC Belshina).
The picketers were also prohibited to approach (at a distance of less than 50 meters) the objects of
railway and road transport (railway stations, bus stations, platforms), buildings of representative,
executive and administrative bodies, courts, prosecutor’s offices, military units.
According to the decisions of Hlusk, Drybin, Kličaŭ, Kasciukovičy and Čerykaŭ district executive
committees, it was prohibited to collect signatures on the territory of educational, culture, health
care, physical culture and sports facilities; in the territories of railway and bus stations; at a distance
of less than 50 meters from the buildings of local representative, executive and administrative bodies
and their departments, prosecutor’s offices, courts, territories of organizations securing the country’s
defense, state security and livelihoods of the population. The Drybin executive committee additionally
prohibited collecting signatures inside facilities of trade and consumer services. The Kličaŭ executive
committee banned pickets in the central part of the town and in the premises of shops and catering
enterprises of all forms of ownership.
It should be noted that in many parts of the country decisions of local executive bodies on
prohibited locations were eventually amended to expand the number of allowed places. This
happened, for example, in Mahilioŭ, Drybin, Bialyničy, Sluck, Salihorsk districts etc.

3.3 Conditions for the collection of signatures
Nominations groups collected signatures at street pickets and through door-to-door campaigning.
Pro-democratic nominees chose to picket in the streets, as this was the only opportunity to express
themselves in the absence of access to the state-owned media.
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The collecting of signatures was marred by cases of unequal conditions for the candidates’
nomination groups depending on their loyalty to the authorities.

3.3.1 Abuse of administrative resources
There were cases of abusing administrative resources when campaigning for the nomination of
separate candidates. However, there were no large-scale violations, as compared to earlier elections.
In Svietlahorsk, the managers of local government-owned enterprises advised their employees to
put their signatures in support of Halina Filipovich, current member of the House of Representatives
for constituency No. 46, head of the regional branch of the Belarusian Union of Women, and to
ignore the other contenders. Signatures for Mrs. Filipovich were collected at JSC Svietlahorsk Pulp and
Paper Factory, JSC Svietlahorskchimvalakno, and JSC Svietlahorsk Plant of Reinforced Concrete Structures.
In Sluck, employees of the housing maintenance and utilities board documented cases of forced
collection of signatures for the nomination of Valiantsina Razhanets, editor of the Slucki Kraj
newspaper.
In Maladziečna, administrative resources were used by the nomination group of Liudmila
Kananovich, deputy chair for social issues and ideology of the district executive committee: signatures
were collected during working hours at the public sector enterprises.
In Orša, teachers were recalled from annual leaves and sent to collect signatures in support of the
current member of the House of Representatives for electoral district No. 26 Liudmila Dabrynina.
The same situation was documented in Hrodna: teachers collected signatures in support of Liliya
Kirak, headteacher of secondary school No. 13, running in electoral district No. 51.
A visitor to a clinic in Polack was offered to sign for the nomination of Natallia Huivik, incumbent
member of the House of Representatives for electoral district No. 28. During the incident at the
doctor’s office, a nurse assisted in illegal canvassing by filling in the signature sheets. After the patient
complained to the CEC, a response said that no violations of the electoral legislation was registered:
a member of the nomination group went to work in her spare time, while the buildings of medical
institutions are not on the list of places where collecting signatures was forbidden.
On July 6, an employee of the Navapolack Thermal Power Station collected signatures in
support of Vadzim Dzeviatouski during working hours. Part of the signature sheets specified her as
the signature collector, while some of the papers said it was her immediate supervisor, head of the
personnel department. Each of the members of the pro-regime candidates’ nomination group at the
plant received instructions on the number of signatures to be collected for his nomination.
In Vierchniadzvinsk, the nomination group of a pro-governmental candidate included people
working at major enterprises. 120 persons were collecting signatures for the nomination of Andrei
Yunitsyn, head of a local telecom center. As a result, each member was tasked to collect only 10
signatures at their workplace.
Administrative resources were abused when collecting signatures in support of Tatsiana
Marachkova, chair of the Kryčaŭ District Council of Deputies and member of the pro-government
Communist Party of Belarus, who was running in electoral district No. 83. The managers of JSC
Kryčaŭcemientašyfier were involved in the process during their working hours.
Signatures were collected in support of Mikalai Rasokha, member the House of Representatives,
in the pre-school institutions and enterprises of Mazyr. The employees of the Rečyca-based district
consumers’ society and JSC Rečyca Textile were forced to sign for a pro-regime candidate, Deputy
Chairman of the Homieĺ regional executive committee Baliaslau Pirshtuk.

3.3.2 Obstacles during the collection of signatures
There were no significant obstacles in the collection of signatures on the part of the authorities,
except in the cases of campaigning on the premises of dormitories, where signature collectors reported
acts of aggression by the voters.
On July 6, employees of the Belarusian Medical University’s dormitory in Dziarzhynski Avenue
in Minsk prohibited contender Pavel Stefanovich and a member of his nomination group Dzmitry
Kavalhin to collect signatures on the premises. Police officers offered Stefanovich and Kavalhin to
come to the police station to clarify the circumstances. After an interview that lasted for about three
hours, they were released.
During an incident in Homieĺ, supervisor of a dormitory owned by the Centraĺnaje enterprise did
not allow the nomination group of Yury Hlushkou (electoral district No. 33) to collect signatures on
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the premises. After a phone call to the DEC, the company’s deputy director arrived at the dormitory
to settle the conflict.
The election commissions of Minsk received complaints about the excessive activity of separate
nomination groups who were collecting signatures in the dormitories owned by local state-run
enterprises. In this regard, chairman of the Minsk City Election Commission, Siarhei Khilman, said
at a meeting of the commission that members of nomination groups had to abide by the rules of
visiting dormitories. An order was issued, which allowed collecting signatures only in the halls of the
first floors, as well as near the buildings of local dormitories.
Uladzimir Katsora, a candidate in the Homieĺ-based electoral district No. 32, said that members
of his nomination group were under psychological pressure: on a number of occasions, unknown
persons photographed the activists from a vehicle; he also said that at one of the pickets the police
forced the campaigners to remove a white-red-white flag.
In a series of incidents in Viciebsk and Baranavičy, the security staff of enterprises and outlets
called the police in order to prevent the collection of signatures. However, the police did not interfere
with the collection of signatures, since the locations were authorized by the local authorities.
In particular, on July 13 in Baranavičy members of the nomination group of Tatsiana Malashchanka
staged a picket near the Karona store. However, the store’s security chief requested that the picketers
left the territory. After the picketers said that they did not need a permit, as they were entitled to
collect signatures at the location, the security chief called the police, who, however, allowed the
nomination group to resume the picket. A similar situation occurred in Babrujsk during the collection
of signatures by members of the nomination group of Aleh Zhalnou.

3.3.3 Warnings and other penalties
The Minsk-based district electoral district commission No. 107 issued a warning to a UCP
representative, Volha Mayorava, on the grounds of allegedly being engaged in prohibited election
campaigning at the stage of collecting signatures. The district election commission said that a voter
had found a party leaflet in his mailbox. However, the leaflet did not mention the election campaign,
telling, instead, about the results of a party conference, which elected new leaders of the party’s
district and city offices, including Volha Mayorava.
Opposition activists Yury Kazakevich (Baranavičy electoral district No. 5) and Mikalai Charnavus
(Baranavičy electoral district No. 6) received warnings for ‘illegal campaigning’, namely using slogans
while collecting signatures (including on clothing). This put them at a disadvantage with the progovernment contenders, who faced no penalties for using slogans in their canvassing activities. Both
warnings were eventually cancelled on July 19 after the decisions were appealed to the election
authorities.
Volha Kavalkova, a representative of the Belarusian Christian Democracy Party, was warned
by the deputy chair of electoral district No. 103 against “discrediting the elections in the Republic
of Belarus” and disregarding the rules of staging campaigning pickets. The warning was issued in
response to a complaint about the use of a white-red-white flag with a blue star (allegedly unregistered
symbols) at the candidate’s picket. The election officials also referred to a video that showed the BCD’s
executive secretary Dzianis Sadouski saying at the picket that the MPs had already been selected and
complaining about electoral fraud in the country.
Another representative of the BCD, Pavel Prakapovich, who was nominated for electoral district No.
73 in Maladziečna, received a warning from the district election commission on the grounds that the
collection of signatures for the candidate’s nomination was combined with anti-alcohol propaganda.
Parliament contenders in Viciebsk, Tatsiana Seviarynets, Alena Shabunia and Heorhi Stankevich,
were fined by a court for alleged involvement in an unauthorized gathering. The charges stemmed
from a joint picket staged to collect signatures on July 27. The district police department said that
the picketers could only campaign at one side of Lenin Street, while the other side fell under the
prohibition for the collection of signatures.
On July 29, DEC No. 101 in Minsk issued a written warning to the nomination group of Ales
Lahvinets, deputy chairman of the Movement For Freedom, for violation of para. 10, Art. 61 of the
Code and failure to comply with restrictions on the collection of signatures established by the CEC’s
Decree No. 13. This was manifested, according to the DEC, by the distribution of printed materials
to voters during the collection of signatures, as well as offering financial reward to the voters who
put their signatures in support of his nomination. Ales Lahvinets appealed against the warning to the
Minsk city territorial commission. On August 5, the appeal was considered and dismissed. It should
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be noted that the DEC’s warning incorrectly specified the provisions of Art. 61 of the Electoral Code
(paragraph 10, which deals with the rules of filling in a signature sheet). In addition, the warning
did not specify which printed materials and when were handed out by the nomination group, as well
as what was meant by ‘bribing of voters’. According to Ales Lahvinets, representatives of the DEC
explained that two complaints had been received against the potential candidate. One of them argued
that the Narodnaja Volia newspaper and the applicant’s business cards were handed out at his picket.
When considering the appeal, the Minsk city election commission supported the arguments of the
DEC representatives, who argued that free distribution of newspapers is rewarding voters, which
is prohibited by Art. 61 of the Code. Ales Lahvinets did not deny the fact of distributing cards and
newspapers, saying that it can be viewed as the distribution of printed materials, not as a reward to
voters. It should be noted that, according to the electoral legislation, rewarding the voters is the transfer
of money, gifts and other material values, holding sales or providing services on favorable terms. This
qualification of irregularities during the collection of signatures by Lahvinets’ nomination group is
essential, because, according to Art. 68.1 of the Code, awarding the voters during the collection of
signatures may be grounds for denial of registration without a repeated warning.
Another warning to Lahvinets’ nomination group was issued for arranging a picket to collect
signatures on July 27 in the Minsk district of Sucharava, with the participation of a well-known rock
musician Liavon Volski, whose performance was attended by about 1,500 people. The CEC chair
Lidziya Yarmoshyna condemned the rally, saying that performing at a signature-collecting picket
is election campaigning and constitutes a serious violation. Later, she added that other nominees,
the Communists, were insulted during the rally. It should be noted that Ales Lahvinets did not
receive any reasoned written warning from the DEC, which would indicate the alleged irregularities
committed by his nomination group. According to the electoral law, the warning should be based on
a collective decision of the election commission and registered in the protocol of the meeting and a
written reasoned decision.

3.4 Procedure of signature verification
As before, meetings of the DECs that verified the collected signatures mainly took place behind
closed doors and could not be attended by the observers.
Most observers did not have the opportunity to be present during the verification of signatures by
the district election commissions. The possibility to be present during the verification of signatures
was reported by only 27% of the observers of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections. At
the same time, in 67% of the Minsk DECs observers were given the opportunity to be present during
the procedure, in the Mahilioŭ region — in 57% of cases (in four out of seven DECs), in the Viciebsk
region — 11% (in one out of nine DECs). In the Minsk, Hrodna and Brest regions, observers were
almost never allowed to be present during the signature verification.

TRANSPARENT AND PUBLIC VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION
ABOUT THE CANDIDATES IN THE PRESENCE OF OBSERVERS
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Almost every observer of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections wrote to the DECs
with a request to allow to observe the process of verification of signatures submitted for the nomination of candidates. Almost all of the requests were denied: the DECs referred to Art. 13 of the
Electoral Code, which says that attending the verification of signatures and documents is not in the
powers of the observer. Denial of opportunities to observe the verification of signatures and documents submitted in support of nominations and registration of candidates is a violation of Article 13
of the Code, which states that the elections should be open and transparent. Similar responses were
received by observers in Navapolack, Hrodna, Baranavičy, Žodzina, Mahilioŭ, Salihorsk, Smarhoń,
Mazyr, Maladziečna, Barysaŭ, Biaroza, Viciebsk, Vierchniadzvinsk and other cities. Many observers
appealed against the bans to the CEC and the territorial election commissions. However, their appeals were dismissed.
In particular, Aliaksandr Kaputski, an observer in the Maladziečna election district No.73 applied
for permission to observe the verification of signatures and documents, referring to the principles of
openness and transparency, which are guaranteed by Article 13 of the Electoral Code. In response,
the commission chairman Yurchyk said that the verification of signatures and associated information
submitted for registration of candidates was within the ‘competence of the members of the district
election commission, not an observer.’ “Likewise, the presence of an observer during the verification
is not stipulated in the Electoral Code of the Republic of Belarus. Based on the above, your request
does not conform to the Electoral Code of the Republic of Belarus and cannot be met,” said the
election official.
A similar request sent to district election commission No. 64 in Žodzina by observer Aliaksei
Lapitski was considered at a meeting. The commission chairman Siarhei Afanasenka said that they
‘do not need any assistants’ and proposed to reject the observer’s bid. The commissioners then
supported the proposal. A written response later received by Lapitski read as follows: “Article 13
of the Electoral Code of the Republic of Belarus provides a list of the rights of an observer, which
does not include the right to be present at the verification of signature sheets with voters’ signatures
submitted to the district election commission by the nomination groups of persons nominated as
candidates for the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of Belarus. Moreover, we recall
that the observer does not have the right to create obstacles to the regular work of the commission, as
well as to interfere in its work.”
Observer Siarhei Housha was not allowed to attend the meeting of the Baranavičy-based DEC
No. 5. The refusal was motivated by Article 67 of the Electoral Code, which does not provide the
involvement of observers in the process of signature verification.
Natallia Zhdanovich, chairperson of DEC No. 22, invited an observer from the Belarusian Helsinki
Committee to attend the verification of signature sheets. On August 3, the election official read out
the protocol of ‘preliminary verification’, selected those responsible for the verification and ordered
to verify them before August 5. In response to the observer’s request to have access to the protocol
and other documentation, Ms. Zhdanovich said that those were internal documents.
On August 3, a meeting of DEC No. 52 was held in Hrodna, which determined the order of
selection and methods of verification of signature sheets. Commission chairman Aleh Bialinski
announced legal matters, then asked the observers to leave and handed out signature sheets to be
verified by members of the commission.
However, an analysis of the observers’ reports shows a lack of common approaches across the
country. For example, DEC No. 42 in Mazyr gave the following response to a request by the campaign’s
activist: “The observer accredited with the district election commission has the right to be present
only at the meetings of the corresponding election commission, while the right to have access to the
documents, according to Part 5, Art. 13, is not provided.” At the same time, the commission allowed
the observer to view signatures submitted for the nomination of contender Raman Skuratouski (he
was not registered because of the obvious invalidity of 80.7% of signatures).
At the same time, DEC No. 110 in Minsk allowed the campaign’s observer to attend the verification
of signatures and nomination documents. However, the process was of a formal character: in reality,
members of the commission verified the signatures in silence, some referred to pressing engagements
and promised to do the checking the following day. The observer was not notified of the time and
place of signature verification.
Observers registered in the Babrujsk-based constituencies Nos. 78 and 80 were allowed to attend
the DECs’ meetings and see the signature sheets. In the Polack-based DEC No. 27, the observer
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was present at the meeting, but could not see the contents of the signature sheets. Observer in the
Rečyca-based DEC No. 44 received an oral permission to monitor the verification of signatures, but
was actually placed in extremely unfavorable conditions, after each election commissioner took a
certain amount of signature sheets for verification. In the Homieĺ-based DEC No. 33, the observer
was invited only to the final verification procedure. Prior to that, the commission members had
reviewed the signatures, and only made phone calls to verify details in his presence. In response
to the observer’s request, he was allowed to see the signature sheets of two candidates for a short
time.
According to the experts of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, the opacity of
the signature verification procedures creates opportunities for manipulation and politically motivated
approach in decision-making on either refusing or granting registration to a particular candidate.

4. Results of the registration of candidates
According to the Central Election Commission10, 630 persons were nominated using a number of
nomination means, of which 93 were refused registration, i.e. 14.8% of the total number of nominated
applicants (which is significantly lower as compared to the 24.7% of the parliamentary elections in
2012). Another 16 persons (2.5%) withdrew their candidacies. There were no uncontested electoral
districts in last year’s elections (there were four such districts in 2012).
Representatives of political parties nominated 387 candidates, representing 50.6% of the total
number of nominated applicants. The results of registration of party candidates are as follows:
Number of nominated
applicants

Number of registered
candidates

Number of persons
that were denied registration
(%)

Belarusian Party
of the Greens

5

5

0 (0%)

Belarusian Party
of the Left Fair World

46

38

8 (17%)

Belarusian
Patriotic Party

18

16

2 (11%)

Belarusian
Social Democratic Party
Hramada

29

27

2 (7%)

Communist Party
of Belarus

52

44

8 (15%)

Liberal Democratic Party
(LDP)

90

77

13 (14%)

United Civil Party (UCP)

67

57

10 (15%)

BPF Party

60

49

11 (18%)

Republican Party
of Labor and Justice (RPLJ)

20

18

2 (10%)

Name of political party

99% of those who were denied registration as a candidate were nominated by one entity. Most of
them were nominated by political parties (51%).
The greatest amount of refusals affected the persons nominated by citizens through signature
collection (37%). Among the candidates who were nominated only by political parties, the ratio
is 16% (298 registered out of 354 nominated). Of these, 45% are members of the opposition
parties (UCP, Hramada, BPF, and Fair World). All the candidates who were nominated by political
parties and at the same time by other entities (citizens or citizens and labor collectives) were
registered as candidates (33 people). The election authorities also registered 99% (89 of 90) of
the candidates who were nominated by citizens through signature collection and labor groups at
10

http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6-Elect13.pdf
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the same time. It is worth noting that this type of nomination was mostly used by the governmentbacked candidates.
Among the nominees, there were 28 current members of the House of Representatives and 43
members of local councils of deputies. All of them were registered. The proportion of women among
the registered candidates was 25%.

RESULTS OF CANDIDATE REGISTRATION

The most common reason (in 37% of cases, but not the only one) for refusals of registration was
the submission of invalid signatures.
Ales Lahvinets was not registered due to two warnings imposed on him during the collecting of
signatures (for “non-observance of restrictions on the collection of signatures, which was expressed in
the distribution of printed materials to voters during the collection of signatures, as well as rewarding
voters for putting signatures in signature sheets”; and for arranging a concert of Liavon Volski, which
took place on July 27 in Minsk).
Aleh Harbenka was not allowed to run for the Homieĺ-based electoral district No. 33, because he
provided false data on his income. The applicant said that he had no income and lived at the expense
of his wife. The tax inspection argued that the contender had repeatedly won money at the casino,
including 11 million rubles (USD 550). Therefore, the district commission refused to register him.
Similarly, certain inaccuracies in the income and property declaration resulted in a refusal to
register Katsiaryna Shust, a nominee of the Belarusian Popular Front Party in the Sluck-based
electoral district No. 67.
Valery Matusevich, who was nominated by the Belarusian Left Party Fair World in the Žodzinabased electoral district No. 64, was not registered for failing to declare 150 shares of the Aŭtamahistraĺ
enterprise. The same meeting of the district commission did not register businessman Aleh Navitski,
who was accused of awarding several voters for signing in his support. A number of persons were
invited to the meeting to confirm that they had received the money.
Uladzimir Ushakou, member of the Communist Party of Belarus, asked to cancel the registration
of the nomination group of Tatsiana Marachkava, and then to invalidate her registration certificate
in electoral district No. 83 in Kryčaŭ. He argued that Ms. Marachkava, who was nominated both by
collecting signatures of voters and from the CPB, was illegally elected party member at an extraordinary
meeting, of which he, as well as a number of other members of the CPB’s regional branch, was not
notified in advance. According to him, the meeting did not have the necessary quorum to make a
decision on Marachkava’s membership. At the time of registration of her nomination group, Tatsiana
Marachkava was not member of the CPB, although she indicated her membership in the documents.
According to Ushakou, this fact was sufficient to prevent her from running in the parliamentary
elections. This position was not supported by either the DEC or the CEC. In her response to
Uladzimir Ushakou, the Central Election Commission’s Chairperson Lidziya Yarmoshyna said that
incorrect biographical data was not grounds for the annulment of registration.
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Comparison of the results of registration of candidates in the 2016 elections
with the results of earlier elections
Year

Number
of nominations

Number
of withdrawn
nominations

Number
of denials
of registration

Number
of registered
candidates

Percentage
of denials

2008

365

5

84

276

23%

2012

494

9

122

363

24.7%

2016

630

16

93

521

14.8%

The elections were marked by a greater number of nominations as compared to previous campaigns
and a lower amount of refusals to register candidates.
This stage of the campaign, according to Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, was not marred
by explicitly discriminatory attitudes against opposition candidates.
However, the authorities were not able to completely desist from their repressive measures
against the opposition representatives who announced their participation in elections as candidates.
In particular, after Volha Damaskina, an activist of the movement For Freedom and a member of the
BPF Party, publicly announced her intention to run for the House of Representatives, she was told
that her employment contract as head of the Museum of Traditional Manual Weaving in Polack would
not be extended. When dismissing Ms. Damaskina, the museum had not even found a replacement,
which indicates that the dismissal had not been planned, but was the result of political reasons related
to the elections.

5. Proposals to improve electoral legislation
The campaign’s observers from across Belarus reported that during the collection of signatures
for the nomination of potential candidates their election teams were actively using banners with the
nominees’ portraits, the manufacture of which, obviously, required certain material costs. Hence a
question of violation of equality between the contenders.
Valiantsin Stefanovich, expert of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections,
was debating with Lidziya Yarmoshyna, head of the Central Election Commission, on the financial
opportunities of potential candidates. The question related to the need for changes in legislation.
The issue of costs for the election is governed by Article 48 of the Electoral Code. Part 10 of
the Article prohibits future candidates to use money or other material assistance only in the cases
listed in Part 9 of the same Article, i.e. foreign funds and other aid. There are no other restrictions
on the use of financial and other assistance from political parties, public associations, citizens or
personal funds at the stage of collecting signatures. However, both NGOs and Belarusian citizens can
only donate their money to extra-budget funds, since, unlike in the presidential elections, a person
applying for a deputy’s mandate has the right to establish a special election fund only after their
registration as a candidate, that is they cannot cover costs associated with the collection of signatures
for their nomination.
Since the Electoral Code is not explicit about the funds used by nominees, Valiantsin Stefanovich
asked the CEC to clarify provisions of the Electoral Code on the use of material resources for the
production of information materials at the stage of collecting signatures, as well as the possibility of
further use of these products during the campaigning phase.
Lidziya Yarmoshyna admitted in response that the above issues were not fully resolved by legal
regulations, and noted that the Central Election Commission had no authority to regulate any issues
unless they were settled at the legislative level.
“In turn, the expansion of legal regulation in this area requires an analysis of the actual costs
of the production of information materials, stands, banners, as well as the degree of influence of
this equipment on the will of the voters. Given that such equipment is, as a rule, provided to the
nomination groups by public associations and free of charge, the Central Election Commission
does not have any information that would allow it to make a well-reasoned opinion,” the CEC head
said.
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Ms. Yarmoshyna stressed that the Central Election Commission “holds the position in favor
of simplifying the procedure of collecting signatures” and “eliminating artificial barriers to the
nomination of candidates.”
While welcoming the CEC’s desire to simplify the procedures for the collection of signatures,
increasing the number of places for picketing and other similar measures, Valiantsin Stefanovich said
that he was surprised at Lidziya Yarmoshyna’s statement that equipment was provided to election
activists by public organizations on a pro bono basis.
“Public associations differ a lot. Some of them are financed from the state budget, while others from
membership fees. This results in varying conditions for those who nominate their representatives,”
Valiantsin Stefanovich said. “And we are pleased that the CEC is now liberal in its approach, that it
does not insist on regulating procedures for signature-collecting pickets, but we remember when
these approaches resulted in the CEC’s issuing a warning to a nominee only for laminating a poster in
order to protect it from rain. And it should be emphasized that in this part the law has not changed.”
Taking into account all the facts mentioned, the human rights activist insisted on the need to
resolve the raised issues by the legislator:
“For the sake of equality of all persons who are nominated as candidates, the legislator should
extend to parliamentary campaigns the rules introduced ahead of last year’s presidential election.
It is necessary that both the nominees were given the right to establish a special election fund from
the moment of registration of their nomination groups and that information on these funds was
transparent, i.e. who and how much money has transferred to these funds.”
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CAMPAIGNING
The campaign was held within the time limits set by the Election Schedule (from the date of the
registration of candidates till September 10, inclusive).
525 candidates were registered, of which 40 withdrew; the election authorities cancelled the
decision to register one of the candidates.

1. Legal framework
The procedure of campaigning is regulated by the Electoral Code and decisions of the CEC.
According to Art. 45 of the Electoral Code, citizens of the Republic of Belarus, political parties
and other public associations, labor collectives, authorized representatives of candidates and
nomination groups campaigning for the election of candidates have the right to be engaged in free and
full discussion of the candidates election programs, their political, business and personal qualities,
campaigning for or against a candidate at meetings, in the media, as well as during meetings with
voters.
Campaigning should not contain propaganda of war or calls for a violent change of the constitutional
system etc. It is also prohibited to campaign for the disruption or cancellation, or postponement of
the elections appointed in accordance with the legislative acts of the Republic of Belarus.
Local executive committees select facilities for meetings of candidates with voters, as well as for
campaigning meetings organized by the voters. The same procedure is used to determine locations
for printed campaign materials.
Applications for premises should be submitted by candidates, their election agents and voters
to the corresponding election commissions not later than two days before the scheduled date of
the event. Premises for meetings with voters, election meetings are free of charge and are provided
in the order of receipt of applications. Candidates have the right at the expense of their election
funds to rent buildings and premises for meetings with voters, which are available on an equal
footing.
For the organization of mass events, candidates and their agents shall give notice in the local
executive and administrative body not later than two days before the scheduled date of the event.
According to Art. 46 of the Electoral Code, candidates from the time of their registration should
on an equal footing enjoy access to the state-owned media, which, in turn, are obliged to provide
equal opportunities to air the candidates’ campaign speeches, to publish their election platforms and
campaigning materials.
Decision No. 32 by the Central Election Commission of 28 June 2016 approved the Regulations
on the use of the media by candidates for the House of Representatives of the sixth convocation.
According to the regulation, the candidates have the right to publish their election platforms in one
of the nation-wide newspapers (Zviazda, Narodnaja Hazieta, and Respublika), or in the regional
newspapers, or in the state-owned district (city) newspapers. The volume of this publication may not
exceed two typewritten pages (no more than 4,000 characters including spaces).
The candidate is also entitled to one televised address and one radio speech of no more than five
minutes each. If desired, at least two candidates can hold a televised debate in which each candidate is
entitled to five minutes of airtime. Appearances on television and debates are aired on tape delayю
Candidates have the right to use their election funds for campaigning in the media on the basis
of an agreement with the editorial board or the owner of an Internet resource. At the same time, the
latter have the right to determine the terms of airtime and space for publication, as well as the prices
of the services provided, which should be uniform for all candidates.
The current election campaign was administered by the Electoral Code as amended on 25
November 2013, which established that the cost of production of printed campaigning materials
should be paid only from the candidates’ election funds. The state budget was only used to manufacture
and distribute general information materials about all the candidates.
The procedure for establishment and use of the candidate’s election fund is determined by a
regulation approved by CEC’s decision No. 30 of 8 June 2016. The maximum amount of expenditure
from the election fund cannot exceed 1,000 basic amounts. The fund may consist of personal
donations of the candidate, as well as individuals (up to 5 basic amounts each) and legal entities (up
to 10 basic amounts).
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The regulation does not provide for observers and journalists’ right to check the sources of
donations and expenditures. The legality of the formation and expenditure of election funds can only
be evaluated by the financial authorities and the CEC.

2. Conditions for campaigning
As few as 322 candidates created their election funds, representing 67% of the registered
applicants (484).
The last five days of the campaign (September 6-10) and the early voting overlapped, which is an
obvious drawback of the current electoral law.
Candidates who were registered after appealling against denials of registration, as compared with
the other candidates, had less time to conduct the campaign.

2.1 Outdoor campaigning
By August 1, local executive and administrative bodies in consultation with the corresponding
DECs were expected to decide on the venues for holding campaigning events (following a notificationbased procedure), including out-of-door meetings and pickets, organized by the candidates for the
House of Representatives and their election agents.
The candidates had access to a wider choice of campaigning facilities as compared to earlier
elections. Instead of selecting individual venues, the district executive committees allowed campaigning
virtually everywhere. Exceptions were the railway stations, bus stations, some squares, places located
within a certain distance (20-100 m) of the executive committees, courts, other authorities etc. The
executive officials in Sluck and Salihorsk prohibited campaigning in the central squares. Many suitable
locations fell under such rules (e.g. plazas in front of the executive committees), but the candidates,
including the opposition ones, freely staged their pickets there.
For example, in 2012 Babrujsk officials allowed campaigning in only a few outdoor locations on
the outskirts of the city, while in 2016 campaigners were free to choose a more crowded place, except
for the locations where campaigning was prohibited during the collection of signatures.
A decision of the Homieĺ city executive committee substantially increased the number of outdoor
places for meetings with voters. During the election campaigns of 2012 and 2015, there were only
two similar locations. During the 2016 campaign, meetings with voters could be held at any place
with a few exceptions.
However, some local governments, such as in the cities of Hlybokaje, Smarhoń, Orša, Chocimsk,
Čerykaŭ etc. still applied the negative practices typical of earlier elections.
Cities with administrative division were sometimes marked by different approaches to
determining the places for campaigning. For example, the administration of the Lieninski district
of Mahilioŭ, in contrast to the decision of the Kastryčnicki district administration, did not allow
holding campaigning events on the territory of education institutions and healthcare facilities. But
these differences were later levelled, after the Kastryčnicki district administration supplemented
its decision by a paragraph prohibiting such activities in the territory of education institutions and
healthcare facilities.
According to the CEC, as of September 8, over the period of the election campaign the candidates
and their agents filed 988 notifications for 180,830 mass campaign events under the simplified
procedure. Of these, 488 notifications were filed in Minsk (50%) on 173,717 mass events (96%).11
The elections were characterized by the active use of outdoor events by the pro-government
candidates, which was not observed during the previous elections.
Most of the campaigning events were not obstructed by the authorities, however several
active opposition candidates reported obstacles on the part of representatives of local executive
authorities.
In particular, Ivan Sheha, a candidate in the Slonim-based electoral district No. 58, faced obstacles
during a rally in the village of Mižeryčy, Zeĺva district, as well as when placing printed campaign
materials in approved places of Slonim. Mikalai Charnavus, a UCP candidate in the Baranavičybased electoral district No. 5, was not allowed to hold a number of pickets. The ban referred to earlier
agreements with the opposition candidate’s rival, current member of the House of Representatives
Volha Palityka.
11
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Iryna Yaskevich, a UCP candidate in the Viciebsk-based electoral district No. 20, was not allowed
to hold a picket, after the department of ideology of the Kastryčnicki district administration said
that all locations would be occupied by his rivals, current MP Aliaksandr Tsatsokha, a member of the
Communist Party Uladzimir Yakauleu and a representative of the LDP Dzmitry Ezafatau. However,
none of the pickets was held in reality. On September 9, Iryna Yaskevich faced obstacles when
staging a picket, since the location was occupied by an event organized by a local school. However,
the children’s event was held under electoral slogans and involved campaigners for pro-government
candidate Aliaksandr Tsatsokha. Ms. Yaskevich chose not to disrupt the event, but displayed UCP
flag and posters.
Observers reported facts of abusing administrative resources and authority during the organization
of campaigning events of pro-government candidates. In particular, Andrei Rybak, a proxy for
candidate Tatsiana Yarota, CEO at the Kupalinka sewing enterprise, in the Salihorsk-based electoral
district No. 68, ordered factory workers to organize pickets near the city market during working
hours and using public property.
Siarhei Zanko, head of a department at the local Medical University and a candidate in the
Viciebsk-based electoral district No. 18, used the University’s van for organizing pickets, which took
place during working hours.
Piotr Salauyou, a candidate in the Mahilioŭ-based electoral district No. 87 and Deputy CEO at
JSC Mahilioŭchimvalakno, abused his official position. In particular, representatives of his campaign
headquarters and campaigning equipment were transported to the pickets in a company minibus
driven by a full-time driver.
The campaign’s observers reported violations by pro-government candidates, who held their
campaign activities at the expense of resources that were not part of their electoral funds. On August 11,
candidate Mikalai Rasokha running in the Mazyr-based electoral district No. 42, appointed his agent
in charge of financial matters. On August 15, the Mazyr district office of the Trade Unions Federation
held a rally to distribute printing campaign materials in support of Mikalai Rasokha, which was
covered by the local TV channel. On August 19, the website of the Mazyr district executive committee
published information on the collection and allocation of funds from the candidate’s fund, from which
it followed that Mikalai Rasokha had not spent any money. Distributing campaigning products that
were manufactured at the expense of illegal funds is a direct violation of the Electoral Code.

2.2 Campaigning meetings
Cultural centers, assembly halls of educational institutions, healthcare facilities and enterprises
(in coordination with the administrations) were selected by the authorities as venues for meetings
with voters. Observers generally described these places as suitable.
In particular, the district administrations of Babrujsk selected several (unlike previous election
campaigns) rooms for meetings with voters, which were located in different parts of the districts:
four premises in the Pieršamajski district and four in the Lieninski district.
According to a decision of the Slonim district executive committee, candidates were free to hold
meetings in the city’s Cultural Center, in the Puslouski Palace, as well as in several public institutions
(art school, folk art center, rural culture centers, clubs and other places suitable for the candidates).
Earlier, such meetings could only be held in the auditorium of the Mir cinema hall.
In most regions, the list of indoor events was expanded. However, there were some exceptions.
For example, in the Smarhoń-based electoral district No. 59, two out of five venues were extremely
inconvenient for voters.
According to the CEC12, 1,295 applications were submitted for premises to accommodate 4,014
meetings of candidates and their agents with voters. In contrast to street events, there were less
meetings with voters in Minsk (91 applications to hold 299 meetings — 7% of the total number of
applications and meetings). Most applications for meetings with voters were submitted in the Minsk
and Viciebsk regions — 433 (33%) and 362 (28%), respectively. The greatest number of scheduled
meetings was reported in the Viciebsk region — 1,141 events, or 28% of the total number of meetings,
as well as in the Minsk region — 1,013 (25%).
43% of the observers reported that the local authorities provided to the candidates and their
agents premises other than those specified for meetings with voters; 55% of the observers noted
12
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that all the candidates in their district enjoyed equal opportunities to meet with voters; in 13% of
the electoral districts, local administrations did not allow individual candidates to meet with voters
indoors.
Indoor events were mostly used by the pro-government candidates. Administrative resources
were often used in their favor, which created opportunities that were not available to other
candidates.
Extremely favorable conditions were enjoyed by candidate Dzmitry Zablotski, deputy CEO at
BelAZ and a candidate in the Žodzina-based electoral district No. 64. His agent, chairperson of the
Žodzina City Council Natallia Sushko said at a meeting with voters that the candidate was supported
by the city government. On August 26, Žodzina hosted an event used for campaigning for the same
candidate. The meeting was advertised by the website of the Žodzina executive committee. Dzmitry
Zablotski met with voters on the premises of the BelAZ and Svitanak enterprises.
Valiantsina Razhanets, editor-in-chief of the Slucki Kraj newspaper and a candidate in electoral
district No. 67, was allowed to meet with the employees of the PMK-226 enterprise and the Sluck
Sugar Refinery.
Ivan Markevich, chief of administration at the Minsk regional executive committee and a candidate
in the Maladziečna-based electoral district No. 73, met with voters on the premises of village councils
of Maladziečna district.
Vasil Chekan, head of the department for material reserves of the Ministry of Emergency
Situations, who was running in the Viciebsk-based electoral district No. 19, failed to comply with the
official schedule of meetings with voters and the boundaries of his electoral district. The candidate
announced a meeting with voters to be held on August 24 at a local college. The meeting never took
place. However, it later turned out that the meeting was held the following day and there was no
official information about it. Together with another pro-government candidate, he spoke to voters
in working hours in the Viciebsk Regional Philharmonic Society, which geographically belonged to
another district (No. 20). Employees were invited to the meeting.
There were cases when persons were forced to attend the campaigning events of pro-government
candidates. The school administrations in Smarhoń forced teachers to come to a meeting with progovernment candidate Adam Kavalkou.
On September 5, the Vipra Culture Center in Homieĺ hosted a meeting with candidate Ivan
Korzh, rector of the National Security Institute, who previously headed the Hrodna and Homieĺ
KGB offices. The meeting was attended by the employees of Homieĺkabieĺ, including those who were
registered in other electoral districts.
Pro-government candidates actively used their participation in socially significant events for
campaigning purposes. According to local media reports, within just a few days Chairman of the
House of Representatives of the National Assembly, a candidate for Dokšycy electoral district No.
22 Uladzimir Andreichanka spoke at the opening of a kindergarten in the town of Ušačy, Viciebsk
region, at a teachers’ conference in Hlybokaje, and on the Day of Knowledge he donated computer
equipment to School No. 1 in Dok?ycy.
Halina Filipovich, a candidate for Svietlahorsk electoral district No. 46, had the opportunity to
speak to voters at festivals held on August 19 in the villages of Prudok and Maisiejeŭka. The events
were advertised by the local government-run newspaper, while it failed to mention the candidate’s
involvement. Administrative resources were used for the organization of meetings with the candidate.
Her meeting with voters on September 1 was attended by CEOs of the city’s major enterprises and
BRSM members were involved in arranging the event.
A number of state-owned enterprises of Rečyca hosted meetings with Deputy Chairman of the
Homieĺ regional executive committee, a candidate for electoral district No. 44 Baliaslau Pirshtuk, his
proxies and other persons.
Local governments tended to conceal information on the time and location of meetings with
pro-government candidates. In particular, such violations were observed in electoral districts Nos. 1
and 2 of Brest.
The websites of the district administrations of Minsk published incorrect or false information
about candidates’ meetings with voters. These publications only advertised the campaign events
of pro-government candidates, with no information on the activities of other candidates running
in the same districts. For example, the website of the Maskoŭski district administration published
the schedule of meetings for only three candidates in three electoral districts: Ihar Kamarouski in
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electoral district No. 98, Liudmila Makaryna-Kibak in electoral district No. 99 and Aksana Haiduk
in electoral district No. 100. There was no information on the meetings of the other 12 candidates
running in these districts. A similar situation was observed on the websites of Zavodski and Saviecki
districts.
The Babrujsk-based Trybuna Pracy newspaper published a schedule of meetings of only one of
the five candidates for local electoral district No. 80, Babushkina Krynka Diary CEO Ihar Kananchuk.
An analysis of the schedule of meetings shows that most of them took place during working hours.
Simultaneously, there were obstacles from the authorities that targeted individual candidates.
Aliaksandr Kabanau, UCP’s candidate in the Biaroza-based electoral district No. 9, was not allowed
to meet with voters at the JSC Biarozabudmateryjaly, JSC Biaroza Engine Plant, JSC Cieplaprybor,
and in the office of a local road construction service.
Candidate Aleh Aksionau, running for the Mahilioŭ-based electoral district No. 85, was not able
to meet with voters in the premises of school No. 21, despite an advance agreement.
Opposition candidates were not allowed to meet with labor groups on the territory of the Homieĺbased electoral district No. 36.
Leanid Dubanosau, a candidate in the Luniniec-based electoral district No. 13, was not allowed
to meet with voters. In the village of Kažan-Haradok, an employee of a local executive committee
Halina Malafeichyk denied the candidate’s request, citing the fact that the voters had previously met
with Dubanosau’s rival, pro-government candidate Ihar Nevar.
Viktar Malochka, an election proxy and father of candidate Aliaksandr Malochka, was not
allowed to attend the candidate’s meeting with voters held in the auditorium of Belaruskali. Head of
the company’s HR department, Aliaksandr Tsesavets, warned factory workers against meeting with
the candidate. Those who still wanted to come to the meeting were asked to take an unpaid leave.

2.3 Campaigning through the distribution of printed materials
Most observers reported that facilities for campaign materials were suitable and, as compared
to previous elections, the situation has not changed. Basically, such facilities were advertising and
information pillars in public places, at public transport stops, near the railway stations; information
stands, bulletin boards owned by housing maintenance services, shop windows etc.
Two district executive committees in the Viciebsk region, Braslaŭ and Talačyn, did not publish
a list of sites for placement of posters, leaflets and other campaigning materials, offering general
recommendations instead: printed campaign materials could be placed in shop windows, entrances
to banks, institutions, trade and consumer services, as well as on advertising pillars and bulletin
boards. Absence of specific restrictions can be regarded both as a positive and a negative step: the
candidates’ nomination groups often complained that their campaign materials were removed at
unofficial orders by the heads of some institutions or organizations. Moreover, in the case when a
particular object is indicated as a place for distribution of visual information materials, it is easier to
search for those responsible for the safety of posters or flyers.
The Mahilioŭ authorities allowed to ignore a requirement to agree on posting campaign materials
with the administrations of these institutions and organizations, while in other regions covered by
the observation such requirement remained unchanged. A decision of the Homieĺ city executive
committee set the authorization-based procedure forbidding election advertising in unauthorized
places. The list included only 19 locations for the entire constituency, while the district had over 100
public transport stops.
There were cases when the DECs failed to check the status of places and selected some facilities
that no longer existed in reality.
There were cases of censorship of candidates’ speeches and election platforms (unauthorized
editing etc.), although the current legislation does not provide for approving electoral texts by
printing companies and does not impose such duties on the candidates themselves.
Similar problems were reported, in particular, by UCP candidates Uladzimir Shantsau (Mahilioŭ
electoral district No. 88) and Siarhei Smaliakou (Mahilioŭ electoral district No. 87). Employees of a
local printing company refused to print their leaflets without an advance approval of their content.
There were cases where candidates faced refusals by the district election commissions to publish
biographical information in the form it was submitted. DEC No. 46 in Svietlahorsk refused to publish
the biography of Yury Liashenka, a candidate from the Green Party, as it reportedly featured illegal
content, namely the candidate’s engagement in social activities, creating jobs and helping people
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with disabilities. Yury Liashenka sent a complaint to the Central Election Commission, who replied
that the district commission was ordered to publish the full text: “The CEC recommends the election
commissions in the preparation of the text of the poster to take into account, first and foremost,
the interests of the voters, that is, to provide information that will allow them to gain an objective
understanding of the candidates.” Subsequently, the DEC assured that Liashenka’s biography would
be printed without cuts and editions.
A. Melnik, a candidate for electoral district No. 9, submitted his CV to the district commission,
saying that he was “an Orthodox believer.” The commission deleted the information. The applicant
filed a complaint with the Brest regional election commission. On August 23, the TEC announced
that the candidate’s complaint had been met.
In the preparation of a general information poster, district election commission No. 85 in Mahilioŭ
used a picture of a BPF candidate Dzmitry Salauyou that was not approved by the candidate. Salauyou
submitted to the district election commission a photo showing him against the backdrop of the BNF
Party banner with the Pahonia coat-of-arms. However, the poster was eventually published with a
picture in which the candidate was wearing different clothes against a white background.
Some candidates had difficulty placing their campaign posters in authorized places. During an
incident at the central post office in Slonim, candidate Ivan Sheha was not allowed to put up his
posters without a consent from the chief of the district postal communication center. Meanwhile,
a decision of the Slonim district executive committee of July 22 allowed placing printed campaign
materials in shops, post offices, pharmacies etc. A similar ban was reported by head of Sheha’s
electoral headquarters Viktar Marchyk. A shop assistant in the village of Surynka refused to put up
the candidate’s poster, saying that she might be “fired if she did.”
Volha Damaskina, a candidate from the BPF party in Polack electoral district No. 27, was not
allowed to hang out her campaign products in a local shop, despite the fact that an advert about a
pro-government candidate running in the same district was already on the bulletin board.
Yury Liashenka, a candidate from the Green Party in Svietlahorsk electoral district No. 46, also
had to overcome administrative obstacles to place his campaign posters and other products.
Leanid Dubanosau, a candidate in Luniniec electoral district No. 13, reported that his campaign
materials were damaged by unknown persons. A similar problem was voiced by a candidate in
Salihorsk, Aliaksandr Malochka.
In different regions of the country observers recorded facts of dissemination of campaign materials
advertising pro-government candidates, which were manufactured in violation of the law.
In particular, in the town of Chocimsk, campaigners distributed campaign leaflets in support
of Tatsiana Marachkava, a candidate for electoral district No. 83 in Kryčaŭ and chairperson of the
District Council of Deputies. The leaflets lacked the necessary details: address of the organization
that produced the printed materials and the customer’s name. Ms. Marachkava’s leaflets were also
distributed in the territory of the Klimavičy district.
Similar violations were found in the printed campaign materials of Tamara Krasouskaya, a
candidate in the Barysaŭ-based electoral district No. 63.
Both candidates for Žodzina electoral district No. 64 violated the rules of production and
distribution of printed campaign materials. The leaflets, posters and calendars of Dzmitry Zablotski,
as well as the leaflets of Aliaksandr Hurynenka lacked the necessary information: address of the
organization that produced the printed materials; number and date of issue of the certificate of state
registration of print media products; name of the customer. For these violations, the district election
commission issued at its meeting on September 8 warnings to both candidates.
For violation of the law, district election commission No. 89 in Asipovičy issued a warning to
Mikalai Kaltunou, deputy of the House of Representatives running for Parliament. The penalty
stemmed from a complaint by a BHC observer at polling station No. 2 in Hlusk Ihar Kiryn, who
noticed that Kaltunou was distributing campaign products made in violation of the Electoral Code.
The candidate’s campaign posters were hung inside the polling station, as well as in several shop
windows. His posters also lacked some information.

2.4 Campaigning in the media
All the candidates had the opportunity to appear on TV and had their election platforms printed
in the state-owned media, but some refused to do so. 416 candidates presented their televised
speeches (80% of the total number of registered candidates and 85% of the number of candidates
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who continued to run for Parliament); 380 candidates spoke on the radio (72% of the total number
of registered candidates and 77% of those who continued to run for Parliament)13; 227 candidates
appeared in televised debates (43% of the total number of registered candidates and 46% of those who
continued to run for Parliament)14. 385 candidates submitted their election programs for publication
in newspapers. This represented 74% of the total number of registered candidates, or 79% of the
number of candidates who continued to run for Parliament.15
Some candidates reported censorship of their campaign speeches and texts in the press. There
were separate cases of prohibition to air the televised and radio addresses of candidates.
Representatives of the Viačerni Brest newspaper urged Ihar Maslouski, a candidate from the
Belarusian Social Democratic Party (Hramada) for the Brest-based electoral district No. 4, to edit
his election platform. Acting editor-in-chief Natallia Vasiuk said that the platform could not be
published because it contained expressions that could be perceived as “an insult to the people of
different professions.” In particular, the candidate wrote the following: “Do not vote for doctors,
soldiers and other good people — all of them are pro-government candidates. All of them are good
people as long as they are in their place, but they are all dependent on the authorities and will turn
into bad MPs. These good people will vote for what they are told to vote. It was their silent agreement
that helped raise the retirement age, reduce the record of service of those who served in the army,
those on maternity leave, in university etc. They supported a tax on the unemployed and did nothing
to create new jobs.” After the intervention of the election commission, the newspaper withdrew its
claims. However, it was not the only complaint by the candidate. In his complaint sent to the DEC
and the Viačerni Brest newspaper, he pointed out that his election platform was published in issue
No. 67 of the newspaper, which had a circulation of 4,300 copies. However, the election platform of
Uladzimir Bazanau, a current member of the House of Representatives running in the same district,
was published in the same newspaper, but in an issue with a circulation of 10,000 copies. “Accordingly,
the election program of Uladzimir Bazanau was received by 5,700 more families than mine,” said he.
“With an average of 3 voters living in the apartment, the figure can reach about 17,100 voters.” At the
same time, state-owned media and outlets that are partly financed from the state or local budgets, as
well as the media, one of the founders of which is a government body or organization, are obliged to
provide equal opportunities to the candidates’ campaigning activities.
The Smarhoń-based government-run newspaper Svietly Šliach (issue No. 35 of August 26)
published the election platforms of candidates Iryna Veshtard and Adam Kavaliok. Veshtard’s
program was printed in small type and therefore occupied approximately 20-25% less space. The
candidate said that she had edited the program, but the newspaper published the initial text.
The election platform of Yury Khashchavatski, a candidate for the Svislač-based electoral district
No. 93, was rejected by the Viačerni Minsk newspaper. The newspaper’s editor-in-chief referred to
the requirements of Art. 47 and 75 of the Electoral Code. The articles prohibit propaganda of war,
appeals for forcible change of the constitutional system, violation of the territorial integrity of the
Republic of Belarus, propaganda of social, racial, national, religious or linguistic supremacy, appeals
to encourage or urging to disrupt or cancel or postpone the election period appointed in accordance
with the legislative acts of the Republic of Belarus, insults or slander in relation to official persons of
the Republic of Belarus and other candidates. The candidate suggested that the editors could view
as an insult his characteristic of the President as a “poorly educated person”, or a statement that he
“usurped by deceit the right to be elected for life.”
The Smarhoń-based TV channel cancelled the broadcast of a televised address by a UCP candidate
Mikalai Ulasevich, which was scheduled for August 25. According to the BelaPAN news agency,
Ulasevich spoke about the recent incident at the construction site of the Astraviec nuclear power plant
and possible threats related to this. Earlier, the official newspaper of the Astraviec district executive
committee refused to publish Ulasevich’s election program. The ban argued that the candidate’s
platform failed to meet the requirements of Part 1, Art. 47 and Part 1, Art. 75 of the Electoral Code,
which deal with the prohibition of inciting the disruption of the country’s constitutional order,
inciting ethnic or social hatred and insulting and defaming officials. The editorial board offered to
edit the text, instead. The candidate did not manage to challenge the ban in the Astraviec District
Court.
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Not all of the recorded speeches were eventually aired. TV officials rejected the address of Pavel
Stefanovich, a candidate from the United Civil Party, who ran for the Minsk-based electoral district
No. 98. The bulk of the candidate’s speech dealt with the legalization of marijuana. According to the
chairperson of the Central Election Commission Lidziya Yarmoshyna, the address was not aired
because it violated the rules of law related to fighting drug trafficking.
On August 16, the Belarus 3 TV Channel aired the address of a UCP candidate Uladzimir
Niapomniashchykh (Homieĺ electoral district No. 31). Part of the inscription “For Belarus without
Lukashenka” on his clothes was covered by the channel’s editors.
On September 1, the Belarus 3 Channel aired a TV debate of candidates running in the Biarozabased electoral district No. 9, a member of the United Civil Party Aliaksandr Kabanau and a member
of the Fair World Party Aliaksandr Melnik. Some of the statements by Aliaksandr Kabanau were later
removed from the debate.
Tatsiana Shambalava, a candidate for the Kryčaŭ-based electoral district No. 83, together
with her proxy Vital Rymasheuski, filed complaints with district election commission No. 83, the
Mahilioŭ regional election commission and the Central Election Commission against a violation of
electoral legislation during a televised debate. On August 23, during the recording of the debate, the
presenter, editor-in-chief of the Mahilioŭ TV and Radio Company A. Skarabahatau interfered with
Rymasheuski’s speech. At the same time, the journalist was neutral towards the other participant in
the debate, chairperson of the District Council of Deputies and Shambalava’s rival in the elections
Tatsiana Marachkava.
The National TV and Radio Company prohibited the publication in the social media of campaigning
videos earlier aired on the Belarus 3 Channel, citing a copyright restriction. Chairman of the Mass
Media Supervisory Board, Deputy Minister of Information Ihar Lutski explained the rules for the use
of social networks in the election campaign: “The candidate for deputy is not prohibited to use social
networks for campaigning purposes, provided that no funds are invested in such activities.”16 Experts
of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections said that the statement raised many questions
in the absence of detailed procedures for the application of such rules.
The activities of opposition candidates were almost completely ignored by the state-run media,
while the campaigns of pro-government candidates received extensive media coverage.
In addition to the publication of electoral platforms, local media wrote about the pro-government
candidates in the context of socially significant events. The press advertised incumbent MP Vadzim
Dzeviatouski, who was running in the Navapolack-based electoral district No. 24, current MP and
a candidate for Dokšycy electoral district No. 22 Uladzimir Andreichanka, incumbent MP and a
candidate for Svietlahorsk electoral district No. 46 Halina Filipovich, MP and a candidate for the
Hrodna-based electoral district No. 50 Viktar Rusak, MP and a candidate for Lida electoral district
No. 55 Andrei Naumovich etc.
The content and size of publications devoted to pro-government candidates in some regional
publications were evidence of unequal approaches to participants in the electoral process.
The Svietlahorskija Naviny newspaper (issue No. 62 of August 16) published a detailed article
about one of the five candidates for electoral district No. 46, the then MP Halina Filipovich.
The Polacki Viesnik newspaper (issue No. 64 of August 16) published on the first page a message
about the opening of a bank account, as well as the schedule of meetings with the proxies and the
voters of candidate Natallia Huivik (electoral district No. 27), also an incumbent member of the
House of Representatives. Information about the other three candidates was later published in one
less detailed publication.
The Žodzinskija Naviny newspaper (August 16) published an article focusing on candidate
Dzmitry Zablotski, CEO at JSC BelAZ, who ran for electoral district No. 64. The title resembled the
slogan of the candidate’s electoral platform.
It is worth noting that even before the registration of candidates government-owned outlets
actively published materials about the pro-government candidates. On August 3, the Hrodna regional
TEC examined a complaint by observer Raman Yurhel against a series of articles about the progovernment candidates published in the Hrodzienskaja Praŭda newspaper owned by the Hrodna
regional executive committee. The observer argued that the following articles featured elements of
hidden campaigning:
16
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– article “So That the Heart Could Go On” about Tamara Dalhashei, member of the Council
of the Republic of the National Assembly, Chief Physician of the Hrodna Regional Cardiology
Clinic, who was running for electoral district No. 52 (issue No. 55 of July 13);
– article “Trade Unions Are Always There” about Valery Sauko, who was running for electoral
district No. 60 in Ščučyn (issue No. 57 of July 20);
– article “We Care About Their Fate” about Liliya Kiryiak, head teacher of School No. 13 in
Hrodna, who was running for electoral district No. 51 (issue No. 58 of July 23);
– article “From Idea to Implementation” about Ala Sopikava, the then member of the House of
Representatives, who was running for electoral district No. 58 in Slonim (issue No. 58 of July 23);
– article “Best Practices for Workers” about Siarhei Litvin, rector of the Skidzieĺ State
Agricultural Vocational School, who was running for electoral district No. 53 in Hrodna (issue
No. 58 of July 23).
At the same time, the newspaper did not publish a single article about other hopefuls who were
nominated for registration as candidates.
However, the TEC said that the publications contained no hidden campaigning for the progovernment candidates and no administrative resource was abused in their favor. The election
officials argued that neither the journalists nor other employees were members of the candidates’
nomination groups. They also said that the articles were a random coincidence, as the newspaper
regularly published information about the reputable people of the region. According to one of the
members of the commission, “the newspaper just cannot write about the unemployed who have not
achieved anything in their lives.” Chief editor of Hrodzienskaja Praŭda also denied any connection
with the regional executive committee and claimed that he received no orders to print such articles
and did not use the administrative resource; he also argued that the newspaper did not receive any
funding from the state budget.
The same trend of covering exclusively the pro-government nominees continued after the
registration of candidates. Raman Yurhel filed a complaint to the Central Election Commission
against the use of administrative resources by government-owned newspapers in campaigning for the
loyal candidates. A response from the CEC said that the question was considered at a meeting of the
Mass Media Supervisory Board. The newspaper was recommended to refrain from such publications
in the future. At the same time, the Supervisory Board requested that the Hrodna regional election
commission strengthened the monitoring of compliance with the rules of campaigning in the
media.

3. Mass Media Supervisory Board
Andrei Bastunets, chairman of the Belarusian Association of Journalists, was elected member of
the Mass Media Supervisory Board, after his candidacy was approved by the CEC’s Decree No. 43 of
August 3.
Chairperson of the Central Election Commission Lidziya Yarmoshyna said that the CEC had
received an application from BAJ head Bastunets, who requested that he and a member of BAJ’s
Executive Board Aleh Aheyeu were elected members of the Supervisory Board. However, Yarmoshyna
only agreed to include Bastunets. After reading his biography, Yermoshina said that he was an
experienced professional in the field of journalism, especially from a legal perspective. “I think that
his opinion will be different from the views of the other members of the Board and will help take
high-quality decisions in disputes during the election campaign,” said the CEC head. CEC Secretary
Mikalai Lazavik said that a similar application had been received during the 2015 presidential
election, but was rejected after representatives of government-owned media “flatly refused to work
with representatives of the opposition journalists’ organization.”
Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections welcomed the decision as a positive step. However,
on August 29 the Central Election Commission refused to invite a representative of the Belarusian
Helsinki Committee to a meeting of the Supervisory Board. As noted in the CEC response,
the electoral law only provides for the rights of national observers accredited by the election
commissions to attend the meetings of these commissions. According to current practice, meetings
of the Supervisory Board can only be attended by special media analysts of long-term international
observation missions. In a telephone conversation with a representative of the Belarusian Helsinki
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Committee, Alena Dzmukhaila, head of the CEC’s organizational and personnel department, said
that international observers enjoyed greater rights than national ones. The work of the Mass Media
Supervisory Board was still closed from the public, as the CEC did not inform about the nature of
disputes and the results of their consideration.
It was only Andrei Bastunets’s comments that helped reveal certain details about the complaints
heard by the Board.
The first meeting of the Board17, to which the BAJ representative was invited, considered a
complaint by Siarhei Trafimchyk, a BPF candidate for Ščučyn electoral district No. 60. Trafimchyk
asked to give a legal assessment of several publications in the state-owned newspapers Zara Nad
Niomanam, Hrodzienskaja Praŭda and Dziannica. The articles were published after the registration
of the nomination groups and concerned the activities of another contender in the district,
chairman of the regional branch of the Belarusian Trade Union of Government Employees Valery
Sauko. They told about the pickets that collected signatures for the contender and the events he
was involved in. In addition, two outlets printed an interview with Sauko. Trafimchyk requested
that the editorial boards of the above media should be recommended to prevent violations of equal
conditions for candidates and to abstain from creating benefits for one candidate over the other in
the interest of their nomination or election. According to Bastunets, most members of the Board did
not agree that the publications contained violations since the election legislation does not regulate
the activities of the media before the registration of candidates and the launch of the campaign,
while any interference in the editorial policy of the media is prohibited. In addition, most of these
publications did not mention the elections, nor did they announce Sauko’s intention to run for the
House of Representatives. As for the publications about the pickets, the Board members argued
that there were no pickets by the other potential candidates. Bastunets’s opinion was different from
the conclusions of the majority of the Board members, as he drew attention to the chronology of the
appearance of publications — immediately after the registration of Sauko’s nomination group —
and a far-fetched pretext for an interview with him (the 60th anniversary of the regional trade
union organization, which was celebrated in the spring). He suggested that this publication used
administrative resources in support of a particular candidate and contained hidden advertising for
one of the contenders, although the elections were not mentioned. Quite unexpectedly, Bastunets’s
position was partially supported by the CEC Chairperson Lidziya Yarmoshyna. She agreed that
the editors were aware of the registration of Sauko’s nomination group and should have been
more attentive when publishing an interview with him. According to her, if such materials were
printed after the start of the campaign period, it could even be basis for bringing the editors of state
newspapers to administrative responsibility. But since the publications came at an earlier stage, no
rules of law were violated, and we can only talk about the inappropriateness of their behavior. The
Supervisory Board’s decision in the case fixed the following position:
– there was no violation of the electoral law in the case, as the Electoral Code only regulates
situations in respect of already registered candidates (which Sauko wasn’t at the time of the
publication);
– nevertheless, a number of publications were inappropriate.
– the decision will be sent to the newspapers with recommendations for correct operation
during the election period.

The next meeting of the Supervisory Board18 considered the complaints of candidates Yury
Khashchavatski, Maksim Krupeichanka, as well as an observer of the Belarusian Helsinki Committee
Raman Yurhel.
A member of the United Civil Party, Khashchavatski asked the Supervisory Board to invalidate
the refusal of the newspaper Viačerni Minsk to print his election program. Andrei Bastunets was
the one who advocated that the complaint should be met. The remaining members of the Board —
representatives of the Ministry of Information and the state-run media — said that the journalists
acted within their authority when they refused to publish the program. The BAJ representative
insisted that state media had no right to censor candidates’ platforms and that the disputed issues
should be resolved by the court, not the editors.
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The consideration of Raman Yurhel’s complaint actually repeated what was considered at the
previous meeting of the Board on the situation with the publications in a number of governmentowned newspapers in the Hrodna region. Since some publications had already been the subject
of consideration, the Board decided to reiterate the recommendations on proper coverage of the
campaign. The head of the Board, First Deputy Information Minister Ihar Lutski said that those
recommendations should be also sent to private media outlets. Bastunets reminded that the
Electoral Code does not regulate the operation of private media, so they can print any materials
for or against this or that candidate, provided the law is not broken, as opposed to the state media,
which are obliged to provide equal opportunities for all candidates.
The third complaint concerned a publication in a private media. Maksim Krupeichanka, a
candidate for the Minsk-based electoral district No. 94, asked the Board to consider a publication
in the online newspaper Solidarity, which was entitled “5 Facts about the Richest Candidate for
Parliament”. The candidate did not like that the journalist suggested that the Parliament seat in his
district would be won by another person. Bastunets had to again say that the Electoral Code does
not regulate the work of private media. As a result, the Board did not find any violations of the
law.
Andrei Bastunets offered his comments on the work of the Supervisory Board in an interview
with Deutsche Welle19. Bastunets said: “The Supervisory Board is a purely formal authority, rather
an imitation of democratic activity to camouflage the situation around the election coverage. I do
not know how as a result the conclusions and decisions of the Board were formulated, as they were
prepared by representatives of the CEC Secretariat. I believe that there is no need for such a Board.
There should be no advisory ersatz authorities that are not responsible for their findings. Disputes
should be considered in court. In addition to court hearings, there is the ethical self-regulation of
the media.”
The BAJ chairman explained his participation in the Board’s work by several reasons: “Firstly,
because we try to use every opportunity to communicate, but at the same time we say what we
think. Secondly, we know now what and how was discussed there. Thirdly, I provided detailed
information to the observers about the Board’s work. I would stress that the national observers
were not allowed to attend the Board’s meetings on the grounds of a lack of vacant seats. At the
same time, OSCE observers were able to hear the arguments and counter-arguments.”
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EARLY VOTING
Early voting started on September 6 and ended on September 10, 2016.
364 short-term observers of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections observed the
phase of early voting throughout the five days at 182 polling stations across the country, which
constituted a representative sample and allowed the observers to estimate the basic tendencies of
early voting.

1. Legal framework
According to Art. 53 of the Electoral Code, a voter who has no opportunity to be present on
the day of elections at the place of their living shall be entitled not earlier than five days before the
election to come to the polling station and vote. The Code requires no official confirmation of the
reasons for the impossibility of the voter to come to the polling station on Election Day.
Early voting is not conducted in sanatoria, preventoria, rest homes, hospitals and other stationary
medical treatment and prevention institutions, for the citizens, serving sentences in the form of
arrest, as well as citizens held in activity and therapy centers (LTPs).
Early voting is carried out from 10 till 14 hours on working days and from 16 till 19 on days-off in
the presence of not less than two members of the precinct commission. A separate ballot box should
be used bearing a seal made on the first day of early voting according to the rules established by Part
3, Art. 51 of the Electoral Code. The sealing procedure may be attended by an observer.
Every day after the time of holding voting ends the chairperson or deputy chairperson of the
precinct commission shall seal the slot for dropping ballot papers in the ballot box with a sheet
of paper. The chairperson or deputy chairperson and a member of the precinct commission shall
put their signatures on this sheet. Opening of the slot shall be done daily before the beginning of
early voting by the chairperson or deputy chairperson of the precinct commission. The opening
procedure may be attended by an observer. In the period of early voting daily the chairperson and
deputy chairperson of the precinct commission shall compose a protocol where the number of ballots
received by the precinct commission, the number of citizens who received the ballots for voting (on
the last day of early voting – the total number of citizens who have received ballots for voting), the
number of spoilt ballots and the number of the ballots not used shall be indicated. The protocol shall
be signed by the chairperson or deputy chairperson and a member of the commission. A copy of the
protocol shall be put up for general familiarization in the premises of the precinct commission.
The storage of the ballot box shall be provided by the chairperson of the commission. After the
closure of the polling station, the guarding of the polling station should be secured by the Ministry
of Internal Affairs. The premises should be equipped with a burglar alarm controlled by the Ministry
of Internal Affairs. Neither the Electoral Code nor the CEC regulations govern the storage of ballots
and voter lists during the non-working hours of the election commission. The only document that
regulates these matters is a collection of guidelines for the PECs, which was approved by the Central
Election Commission, according to which voter lists and ballot papers in the period from 19.00 till
10.00 and from 14.00 till 16:00 hours should be stored in safes or metal cabinets. The safe (metal
cabinet) should on a daily basis at the end of voting at 19.00 be sealed by the chairperson of the
commission or their deputy.

2. Coercion to early vote
As a result of monitoring the phase of early voting, experts of the campaign Human Rights
Defenders for Free Elections noted absence of any progress in comparison with previous elections. As
before, early voting was marked by administrative coercion organized by state-owned enterprises,
institutions, universities and local executive authorities. In some cases, voters were forced to
participate in early voting through elements of control over their participation in voting and threats
of various disciplinary sanctions. This is a gross violation of the constitutional rights of citizens and
the principle of free participation in the elections. It also runs counter to the international principles
of free and democratic elections. It is also worth noting that neither the managers of businesses nor
the university administrations are, according to the current electoral law, among the entities in charge
of conducting the elections.
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Coercion to vote and the organized nature of early voting continued to be one of the key violations
reported by the campaign’s observers in at least 18% of the PECs.
On September 6, Mahilioŭ State University hosted a meeting of Rector with the students, which,
in fact, was used to order the students to vote early. During his speech, Rector Kanstantsin Bandarenka
openly threatened the students who did not wish to vote with blacklisting them as ‘losers’. Head
of University’s department for discipline Liudmila Nabokava warned that such students would be
certainly found (an audio recording of the meeting was posted on the website of Viasna’s Mahilioŭ
branch).
“And one more thing. Many of you are going home... and will vote later. Well, you may think you
can come back on Sunday and vote. But, what if the bus does not come. Or you’re sick. Or something
else can happen. Well, unforeseen circumstances. And you do not manage to come on Sunday to make
it by the end of voting time. And then you find yourselves in the so-called ‘list of losers’. To avoid this,
do not put it off. Take your passport. We have these polling stations working... Vote and quietly go
home... Early voting has already begun. Today I was at a meeting with the governor, and there was a
half-hour discussion, and each rector had to report to the governor on what they had done to ensure
that the elections took place and we organized them properly. We do not look worse than the others
on the general background. But I want to sincerely say to you. Say, by Saturday we need to know the
approximate number of people who voted early. I will say it again: for whom — it does not matter, no
one will ask you about that,” Rector said. Liudmila Nabokava, head of the University’s department
for discipline, warned that the students who did not vote would be surely identified. “Our employees,
I know, have voted at the polling station located in the University, fulfilled their civic duty. Boys and
girls. It is very easy to check if you have voted or not. There are many controllers, including curators
and deputy deans, who also, by the way, are present at this meeting. But the chief controller, who
must determine your behavior, it’s your conscience,” said the official.
On September 5, students living in BSU’s dormitory No. 11 in Minsk were told that they should
go to vote the following day. On September 6, those who had not voted were threatened that they
would be evicted from the dormitory or sent to “share rooms with students from Turkmenistan”. They
were also warned that those who did not vote in the first days of early voting would have problems
with the administration. The students were advised to vote instead of going to classes, and their
absences would be covered by the deputy dean. They were also instructed to tell the journalists that
their choice to vote early was due to a chance “to go home for the weekend”.
Pressure on students through group presidents, BRSM activists or trade union members was
observed in the Baranavičy State University, Belarusian State Pedagogical University, BSU’s
State College of Law. In the Viciebsk State Academy of Veterinary Medicine, Belarusian National
Technology University, Belarusian State University of Informatics and Radio Electronics, the
Belarusian State Academy of Arts, the Belarusian State Academy of Communications, the Belarusian
State Agricultural Academy students were threatened with academic failures and expulsion. Some
universities promised to give official days-off on 9 and 12 September, reportedly to ensure that the
students were well rested at home.
The students of the Belarusian State Agricultural Academy were recommended for whom to
vote — the candidate who was nominated by the Academy’s employees, Vice-Rector for Academic
Affairs Alena Kalesneva.
Fifty students of the Institute of the Ministry of Internal Affairs voted in 25 minutes at polling
station No. 17 in the Mahilioŭ-based electoral district No. 84.
91 people voted on the first day of early voting at polling station No. 26 in Babrujsk, which was
located in the building of the local Medical College. All of them were college students who were
dressed in medical gowns. There were small queues outside the polling station on the second day of
early voting.
The students of a local medical college ensured 20% of voter turnout on the first two days
of early voting at polling station No. 21 in Sluck electoral district No. 67. The precinct election
commission, which mainly consisted of college employees and was chaired by the Deputy Director
Alena Kazlouskaya, chose the largest box for early voting, leaving the smaller one for Election Day.
During the first four days of early voting, voter turnout was about 40% of the voters registered at
the polling station. Information on the compulsory nature of voting was confirmed by evidence:
one of the students admitted that the persistent requests to vote early were coming from the group
curators.
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The government used another reliable way to ensure high early voter turnout, namely parents’
meetings (a large number of polling stations were located in schools).
In particular, on the first day of early voting, School No. 21 in Baranavičy hosted a school-wide
meeting with parents who were asked to bring their passports. Volha Palityka, a member of the House
of Representatives and a candidate for Parliament seat, spoke at the meeting. After a short speech,
the school head teacher said: “Here is our candidate, let’s support her.” On the second day of early
voting, there was a meeting with the parents of children in Grades 1-3. A meeting for the parents of
4-6 Graders had been scheduled for September 8 and so on. And on Election Day, the parents were
invited to a school concert. Parent meetings were held during the early voting phase at School No. 16
in Baranavičy, which accommodated polling station No. 19. On September 7, parent meetings were
held in almost every school of the city; in School No. 4, a parent meeting was held on September 9.
Volha Palityka again spoke at the meetings in secondary school No. 15 and a local gymnasia.
The same situation was documented in Babrujsk schools. For example, on September 7 the
administration of gymnasia No. 2 (the school housed polling station No. 4) gathered the parents of
pupils in elementary grades, on September 8 a meeting for the parents of high school students was
scheduled. A parent meeting in gymnasia No. 3 was visited by the BRSM’s first secretary and a proxy
of candidate Iryna Ryneiskaya (head of the city executive committee’s department of education,
sports and tourism). School No. 9 also held parent meetings; on 8 and 9 September similar meetings
were held in other Babrujsk schools.
Four polling stations were located in Salihorsk school No. 1. The school, whose staff were actively
involved in the elections as members of precinct election commissions, with the school head teacher
being chairperson of one of them, arranged parent meetings on almost every day of early voting.
Voters registered at polling station No. 19 of Salihorsk electoral district No. 68 admitted that they
were forced to vote early because of pressure by the employers. In particular, such information was
provided by the employees of Belaruskali.
Anatol Bolaz, an independent observer at polling station No. 13 in Sluck electoral district No. 67,
reported instances of coercion to vote early. In particular, he referred to reports from the employees
of the city utility service, who were forced by the administration to go to the polls early.
Voters in the village of Broža, Babrujsk district, told the observers that local authorities were
very concerned about low voter turnout: only 12 people voted here in the first two days of early
voting. On September 7, the village was visited by the chairman of the district executive committee
Aliaksandr Osipau, and then polling station No. 4 began showing a better turnout: on the third day
of early voting, there were 39 early voters. Local residents told the observers that the employees of
the Village Council openly forced them to go to the polls and to cast their votes for Ihar Kananchuk,
CEO at Babushkina Krynka dairy.

3. Fraud reports on early voter turnout
One of the most common types of electoral violations was a mismatch between the observers’
reports and the official data on the number of early voters. In at least 55% of the PECs, the observers
witnessed such discrepancies in voter turnout.
The total percentage of discrepancies in the data during the five days of early voting was a 14%
overstatement. During the 2012 parliamentary elections, the total percentage of overstated turnout
was 10.4%.
Differences between the PECs’ data and the observers’ estimates of voter turnout were reported
throughout the five days of early voting. Separate polling stations were marked by an unprecedented
difference between the official data and the observers’ reports, with some PECs claiming a ten-fold
voter turnout as compared to the campaign’s estimates.
During the first day of early voting, the abnormally large discrepancy between the numbers in
the official protocols and the data reported by the observer was documented in the following polling
stations: PEC No. 46, DEC No. 3 in Svietlahorsk (PEC data — 49, observers’ reports — 18), PEC
No. 11, DEC No. 84 in Mahilioŭ (217 and 85, respectively), PEC No. 17, DEC No. 52 in Hrodna
(77 and 29, respectively), PEC No. 122, DEC No. 94 of Minsk (105 and 9, respectively), PEC No.
401, DEC No. 103 in Minsk (80 and 66, respectively), PEC No. 420, DEC No. 103 (56 and 19,
respectively), PEC No. 8, DEC No. 6 in Baranavičy (57 and 30, respectively), PEC No. 12, DEC No.
59 in Smarhoń (57 and 19, respectively).
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During the second day of early voting, discrepancy between the numbers in the official protocols
and the data reported by the observers was documented in the following polling stations: PEC No.
1, DEC No. 46 in Svietlahorsk (PEC data — 59, observers’ reports — 33), PEC No. 21, DEC No.
68 in Salihorsk (103 and 83, respectively), PEC No. 30, DEC No. 73 in Maladziečna (175 and 103,
respectively), PEC No. 28, DEC No. 46 (94 and 43, respectively), PEC No. 10, DEC No. 72 in
Maladziečna (106 and 45, respectively), PEC No. 29, DEC No. 2 in Brest (81 and 31, respectively),
PEC No. 11, DEC No. 84 in Mahilioŭ (198 and 73, respectively), PEC No. 6, DEC No. 44 in Rečyca
(120 and 60, respectively), PEC No. 31, DEC No. 42 in Mazyr (48 and 23, respectively), PEC No.
420, DEC No. 103 in Minsk (91 and 73, respectively).
It should be noted that some of the polling stations that were not marked by the abnormal
difference in voter turnout in the first day of early voting showed such discrepancies on the second day
of voting. At the same time, the PECs where the campaign’s observers reported the highest difference
in data on the first day reduced their activity during the second day of early voting.
During the third day of early voting, large discrepancy between the numbers in the official
protocols and the data reported by the observers was documented in the following polling stations:
PEC No. 38, DEC No. 85 in Mahilioŭ (PEC data — 263, observers’ reports — 46), PEC No. 11, DEC
No. 84 in Mahilioŭ (184 and 81, respectively). During the first three days of early voting, overstated
voter turnout has been reported in electoral district No. 46 in Svietlahorsk: according to PEC No. 17,
on September 8, 187 people voted at the polling station, while the campaign’s observers said there
were 55 votes; in PEC No. 23 — 115 and 50, respectively; in PEC No. 28 — 107 and 62, respectively;
in PEC No. 22 — 131 and 68, respectively.
In PEC No. 2 of DEC No. 29 located in Brest, 157 people voted according to the commission, and
the observers said there were 45 people. In PEC No. 8 of DEC No. 6 in Baranavičy — 210 and 67,
respectively. The situation is similar in the Homieĺ region: PEC No. 6, DEC No. 44 in Rečyca (181
and 61, respectively), PEC No. 9, DEC No. 32 in Homieĺ (350 and 135, respectively). Observers in
Minsk and Minsk region also report a high difference between their estimations and the official voter
turnout: PEC No. 420, DEC No. 103 in Minsk (117 people voted according to the commission, and
68 according to observers); PEC No. 91, DEC No. 93 in Minsk (165 and 26, respectively), PEC No.
402, DEC No. 103 in Minsk (127 and 93, respectively), PEC No. 21, DEC No. 68 in Salihorsk (145
and 74, respectively).
During the fourth day of early voting, an unprecedented difference between the PEC data and
the observers’ estimates was documented at polling station No. 9, electoral district No. 32 in Homieĺ,
where, according to the PEC, 584 people voted early, while, according to the observers, only 106
voters came to the polls. In PEC No. 1, DEC No. 35 Homieĺ, 125 people voted according to the PEC,
with only 56 voters according to the observers.
Large discrepancies between the numbers in the official protocols and the data reported by the
observers were documented in the following polling stations: PEC No. 91, DEC No. 93 in Minsk
(PEC data — 115, observers’ reports — 25); PEC No. 420, DEC No. 103 in Minsk (128 and 33,
respectively); PEC No. 10, DEC No. 72 in Maladziečna (183 and 114, respectively); PEC No. 22,
DEC No. 84 in Mahilioŭ (236 and 77, respectively); PEC No. 11, DEC. No. 84 in Mahilioŭ (183 and
114, respectively); PEC No. 29, DEC No. 2 in Brest (249 and 68, respectively); PEC No. 21, DEC
No. 5 in Baranavičy (224 and 154, respectively); PEC No. 10, DEC No. 5 in Baranavičy (131 and 46,
respectively); PEC No. 8, DEC No. 6 in Baranavičy (219 and 72, respectively); PEC No. 28, DEC
NO. 6 in Baranavičy (141 and 41, respectively); PEC No. 17, DEC No. 42 in Mazyr (255 and 155,
respectively).
It was noted that the polling stations that were not covered by observation showed a considerably
higher turnout than those where observers were following the voting procedures. For example, voter
turnout at polling station No. 32 in the Homieĺ-based electoral district No. 34 was 24-25 people in
the first and second day of early voting when there were observers at the station. On the third day,
when no observers were present, but some only came in the evening, the protocol said there were 131
votes. 200 people voted early during the third day at a neighboring polling station, which was located
in the premises of the same school; this happened when there were no observers at the station.
About 150 people cast their ballots during the four days of early voting at polling station No. 24
in the Salihorsk-based electoral district No. 68, which was covered by observation. At a neighboring
station No. 23, which by its size and the socio-demographic composition was extremely similar to
station No. 68, the official figure of those who took part in the vote for the same period was twice as
much. The former polling station was not covered by independent observation.
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The observers also reported facts of interference in the work of elections commissions by
unauthorized persons in at least 14.44% of the PECs (the trend was evolving incrementally: 8.6% —
on the first day, 12% — on the second day, 12.8% — on the third day, and 9.4% — on the fourth day
of early voting). There were documented cases when final protocols with early voting turnout were
not pubished by the commissions. There were also instances of the election commissions’ failure to
observe official working schedule.

EARLY VOTING STATISTICS OVER TIME

Representatives of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections concluded that the
practice of early voting remained one of the systemic problems of the country’s electoral process, as
it creates a broader stage for various manipulation and falsification. In this regard, the OSCE ODIHR
recommendations regarding changes to early voting procedures remain valid after the elections
to the House of Representatives of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus of the 6th
convocation.

4. Conditions for observation
During the early voting phase, 5% of the campaign’s observers encountered obstacles in the
implementation of monitoring and refusals of election officials to provide information under the
current electoral law.
Members of the precinct election commissions said that the observers could only be seated in
specifically designated parts of the polling station, which sometimes voided the very meaning of the
observation or created significant obstacles. Observers at polling station No. 12, which was located in
School No. 1 in Smarhoń, were placed in such a way that they could not see the process of issuing the
ballots to the voters or the process of casting the votes into the ballot box. The observers only faced
the entrances to the voting booths.
The head teacher’s office at School No. 20 in Babrujsk accommodated two polling stations —
Nos. 35 and 36. The observers were first allowed to sit on the couch in the waiting room, but later
they were sent outside. Halina Smirnova, a proxy for candidate Aleh Zhalnou, was threatened with
a removal from the polling station after she approached the polling station closer than three meters.
At polling station No. 2, which was located in the Babrujsk Leisure and Arts Center, the commission
members also selected an extremely inconvenient place for the independent observers: behind a
column. If the observer sat on one side of the table, he only saw members of the commission, if he
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chose the other side of the table — only the ballot box. The observer was only allowed to move to a
more convenient place after an appeal to the district commission.
Observers in some cases faced aggressive opposition for trying to point to the commissions’
shortcomings. Mikhail Sashko, a proxy for candidate Ales Masiuk in Slonim electoral district No. 58,
who observed voting procedures at polling station No. 9, remarked that the commission members
failed to seal the safe and the room that stored the box and ballot papers. However, he was replied
that it was “not none of his business”.
In many polling stations, the observers faced unjustified bans on taking photos and video
recording. On the first day of early voting, independent observers in Hrodna noticed that at polling
station No. 14 in electoral district No. 51 (located in secondary school No. 2) the lid did not fit
tightly to the ballot box. The slot in the box was sealed with an ordinary adhesive tape, which could
be removed at any time. Representatives of the district commission did not allow the observer to take
a photo of the box. Precinct election commission No. 33 in Kryčaŭ first allowed, but the following
day barred observer Siarhei Niarouny from photographing at the polling station. On September 6, he
wrote to the local election commission for permission to take photographs of the voting process, and
on September 8 received a positive response. But the following day, the PEC reviewed its decision
and informed the observer that no photos were allowed at the polling station.
The government, as in previous election campaigns, initiated the nomination of numerous progovernmental observers. A separate guideline was issued for them (discovered by independent
observers in Homieĺ), which defined as follows the purpose of their activity: “The purpose of your
presence is to assist the commission in the observance of the electoral legislation, so if someone wrongly
accuses the commission of any violations, your explanations may help resolve the misunderstanding.
In this connection, it is recommended to reflect the results of observation in corresponding reports.”
An appendix contained a sample statement and a sample irregularity report. The statement was
expected to indicate that “the voting process was organized and conducted in accordance with the
requirements of the Electoral Code of Belarus.” The observers were asked to pass the statement and a
copy of the report to international observers. The irregularity report was recommended to document
violations by independent observers, who “frequently approach the table where ballots are issued,
voice their claims to the polling station commission and offer their recommendations.” Such an act
was to be sent to the Prosecutor’s Office and the territorial election commission. Preparation of a
statement and a report was among the 10 basic requirements for domestic observers under paragraph
9, while paragraph 4 mentioned “openness to dialogue and credibility with international observers.”
Thus, the pro-government observers were not instructed to monitor the integrity of the electoral
process, but to report to international observers that the elections were held in accordance with the
law, as well as to serve as tools of stripping accreditation from independent monitors and observers
from the opposition parties.
Uladzimir Shyla, an independent observer at Salihorsk polling station No. 24, electoral district
No. 68, said that there were no other observers at the polling stations without any independent
observation. Similar polling stations, which were attended by representatives of the campaign
Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, were monitored by pro-government observers. According to
Shyla, the observers admitted that they were forced to come by their employers. There were cases
where such observers knew nothing about the elections taking place and which candidates were
running in their districts. At the above polling station, in addition to the chairman and members of
the commission being a manager and employees of Belaruskali, the pro-government observers were
employees of the same enterprise, too. Mr. Harbachou, chairman of the commission, openly gave
orders to the observers when to come to the polling station and when to go back to work.
The observers of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections faced open opposition from
the commissions in exercising their powers.
In particular, on the last day of early voting, Katsiaryna Pilnik, an observer at polling station
No. 126 in the Minsk-based electoral district No. 94, was forced to leave the room by members of
the commission at 6:50, i.e. 10 minutes before the end of voting, while the election officials stayed
inside, locking the door with a key. The woman, together with Ina Mudrachenka, an observer from
the neighboring polling station No. 125, waited for the commissioners to leave the room and asked
to announce the results of the last day of early voting. They also asked for permission to make a
copy of the protocol. However, the chairperson of the commission refused to open the room, saying
that the working hours were over and that the key had allegedly been taken by a police officer. The
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observers concluded that since the chairperson of the commission did not want to open the door and
to show the final protocol, it could have never been published. The observers also noted that during
the previous days of early voting members of the commission did not inflate voter turnout, while the
ban on access to the final protocol was due to the fact that on the last day the commission decided
to add votes to the protocol. As a result, the observers were told that they had to come the following
day if they wanted to see the protocol. The commission also refused to receive a complaint, since it
was not submitted during the working hours.
Observer Yury Belski was arbitrarily deprived of accreditation at polling station No. 28, DEC No.
27 in Polack. The observer complained to the commission that a woman was given a ballot, although
she was not a citizen of Belarus and had no right to vote. Belski noticed that she produced a Russian
passport. The precinct election commissions had to admit that the complaint was valid, but then
there was a complaint against the observer, who was reportedly interfering with the work of the
commission. On this basis, he was removed from the polling station.
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ELECTION DAY
In accordance with the President’s Decree No. 190, the elections to the House of Representatives
of the National Assembly of the sixth convocation were appointed for and held on 11 September
2016.
On this day, voters could vote both at the polling stations and at the place of their residence.
According to Art. 50 of the Electoral Code, voting was held from 8:00 to 20:00 hours.
Findings on voting and vote count on Election Day are based on reports from 326 polling stations
covered by the observation of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, which had been
processed by 6 am, 12 September 2016.

1. Voting at the polling stations
Before the voting starts, the ballot boxes should be checked and sealed. The ballot is issued to the
citizen by a member of the PEC on the basis of the voter list upon presentation of a passport or other
document specified by the CEC.
Voting at the polling stations was traditionally held at a high technical level. Voting procedures
generally met the provisions of the Electoral Code. A positive step is expanded opportunities for
participation in the vote of people with disabilities.
However, only 42% of the polling stations were accessible to people with reduced mobility. Where
such conditions were not provided, in 65% of cases the commissions were able to assist a person with
disabilities to enter the polling station. At 7% of the polling stations where there were voters with
visual impairment, the PECs failed to provide opportunities to vote by means of a magnifying glass
or a stencil.
The impossibility to see the tables for the issuance of ballots, voting booths and ballot boxes was
reported by the observers from 7% of the polling stations covered by the observation: PECs Nos.
320, 321, 322, DEC No. 100; PEC No. 28, DEC No. 33; PEC No. 85, DEC No. 93; PECs Nos. 4 and
13, DEC No. 25; PEC No. 24, DEC No. 6; PEC No. 50, DEC No. 63; PEC No. 11, DEC No. 64; PEC
No. 1, DEC No. 84; PEC No. 62, DEC No. 85 and others.
The main reason for that was the fact that the observers were placed in inconvenient places, or at
a considerable distance from the table for the issuance of ballots.
YES,
%

NO,
%

Were the observers provided with information about the number of voters
at the polling station?

96.6%

3.4%

Were the observers able to learn the number of ballots received
by the voters?

97.4%

2.6%

85%

15%

Were the observers able to see the tables for the issuance of ballots,
voting booths and ballot boxes?

92.3%

7.7%

Were there any facts of issuing several ballots to one person?

2.6%

97.4%

Were there any cases of campaigning at the polling station?

2.2%

97.8%

Were there any complaints about the work of the commission?

16.7%

83.3%

Were the voters with visual impairment provided with the opportunity
to vote by a magnifying glass or a stencil?

88.9%

11.1%

Was the polling station accessible to people with reduced mobility?

41.6%

58.4%

Question

Were the observers provided with information about the number of voters
who applied for mobile voting?

Some restricted polling stations showed 100% of voter turnout, which casts doubt on the
voluntariness of voters’ participation in the elections. In particular, at closed polling station No. 60 in
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electoral district No. 92, which was located in Minsk’s 10th City Hospital, voter turnout was 100%,
with all the 605 registered voters casting their ballots. There was doubt whether patients in intensive
care could actually vote independently or vote at all.
Patients in the Biaroza hospital were allowed to vote without an ID by Viachaslau Sakovich,
deputy chairman of precinct election commission No. 62 and deputy chief physician at the hospital.
Observer Tamara Shchapiotkina was not allowed to follow the commission members to the wards
with “critical patients.” The observer was not allowed to monitor the vote even from the hall, which,
according to Sakovich, could “disturb the patients.”

2. Mobile voting
The PEC is obliged to provide the opportunity to participate in the voting to voters who for
health or for other valid reasons cannot come to the polling station on Election Day. On the basis
of oral and written requests from such citizens, the PEC organizes mobile voting procedures.
No official confirmation of the reasons for the person’s inability to come to the polling station is
required.
As in previous elections, there were facts of organizing mobile voting without voters’ proper
applications. In particular, in the villages of Smaliavičy district, people voted by mobile ballot boxes
both without proper requests and without a voter list.
In 68% of cases, the observers were allowed to follow the commission members to observe mobile
voting procedures. The remaining 32% of the observers were not allowed to do so. At several polling
stations in the Hrodna-based electoral district No. 52, observers were denied the right to observe
the process of home voting by the voters who had requested the option by a written application.
Such bans were reported by observers Andrei Kotsia (PEC No. 25, chairperson Halina Koshur)
and Aliaksandr Navumau (PEC No. 27, chairperson Zhanna Kazlovich). The chairpersons told the
observers that they were not obliged to take them for mobile voting.
Mobile voter lists contained persons who had not requested to vote at home in 14% of the polling
stations covered by the observation, including PEC No. 8 in Navapolack DEC No. 24, PEC No. 61 in
Biaroza DEC No. 9, PEC No. 39 in Mahilioŭ DEC No. 85, PEC No. 92 in Minsk DEC No. 93, PEC
No. 6 in Polack DEC No. 28, PEC No. 10 in Brest DEC No. 2, PEC Nos. 1 and 10 in Mahilioŭ DEC
No. 84.
Some polling stations were marked by an abnormally high number of mobile voters. For example,
in PEC No. 28 of Barysaŭ DEC No. 62, the observers documented only 86 requests from voters,
while the opening of a mobile ballot box revealed 321 ballots.
Ihar Kiryn, an observer at polling station No. 2 of electoral district No. 89 in the town of Hlusk,
reported incredible turnout during mobile voting: “Members of the commission Andrei Mazaleuski
and Sviatlana Basiakova several times took the portable ballot box out. The total time spent was 323
minutes. When summing up the results of voting, the commission chairman Berazouski said that
there were 472 mobile voters, which made up more than 32% of the number of voters who took
part in the vote (1,437). It turns out that the visiting group spent an average of less than 1 minute
per voter,” said the observer. Meanwhile, according to the commission chairman, there were only 12
requests for mobile voting as of the morning of September 11.
Vanda Arkhipenka, an independent observer at polling station No. 42 in Babrujsk, filed a complaint
after it was announced that there were 175 voters on the list of mobile voters, while the commission
members received 200 ballots before leaving the polling station. The commission members prepared
additional lists, which were not signed by the chairman. As a result, 200 people were said to have
voted at the place of residence and 117 votes were cast at the polling station. Observers at the polling
stations in the Lieninski district of Babrujsk also reported inflated voter turnout. 259 voters came to
the polls at polling station No. 26, while 120 more people voted at home. At polling station No. 24,
150 voted at home and 301 people came to vote. At polling station No. 20, 268 votes were cast at
the station, and 217 people voted at home. At polling station No. 37, there were 206 applications for
voting at the place of residence as of lunchtime, but, according to observers, this list was considerably
expanded afterwards.
The PECs usually included in mobile voter lists elderly people without their request, as well as
persons with reduced mobility. However, there were instances when the lists featured voters without
special needs.
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During mobile voting at polling station No. 14 in Hrodna DEC No. 51 four citizens said they had
not requested to vote at home, two of them refused to vote, and two more voted.
Ryhor Kastusiou, a candidate in the Škloŭ-based electoral district No. 90, filed a complaint
with the DEC after he learned that during the mobile voting many members of precinct election
commissions were caught stuffing the ballots, thus skipping many voters. As an example, Kastusiou
mentioned an incident at polling station No. 17 in Bialyničy district. Two residents of the village of
Bachani, Aleh Listapadau and Mikhail Tsaranok, came to the polling station located in the school of
village Ciachcin. However, it turned out that the documents already had signatures opposite their
names.
In 16% of the polling stations covered by the observation, the observers were not provided with
information on the number of those who wished to vote at home.
In 26% of the polling stations, the number of mobile voters did not coincide with the number of
ballots used by the PECs.
During mobile voting in the temporary detention facility of the department of internal affairs of
the Viciebsk regional executive committee, voters were issued ballots without proper check of their
identity. Some voters faced problems with filling the ballots, after the police officers took their wirerim glasses, and the PEC members did not have a magnifying glass or a voting stencil.
YES,
%

NO,
%

91%

9%

13.6%

86.4%

Were the observers provided with information on the number of persons who requested
to vote at home?

84%

16%

Did the PEC members in charge of the organization of mobile voting receive
the number of ballots corresponding to the number of voters on the list?

75%

25%

Were the observers allowed to follow the PEC members to observe the mobile
vote procedures?

68%

32%

Were there any cases when voters said that they had not applied for mobile voting
after they were visited by the PEC members?

11.7%

88.3%

Were there any cases of direct or hidden campaigning by the PEC members
during the organization of mobile voting?

4.2%

95.8%

Were the mobile voter lists updated after 18:00 hours?

0%

100%

Were the mobile ballot boxes stored in a place visible for the observers?

91%

9%

Did the number of mobile voters coincide with the number of ballots used
by the PEC members?

74%

26%

Question
Was there a separate list for mobile voters?
Were there any facts of entering persons who had not applied for mobile voting
into the voter lists?

3. Vote count
The basic principle of the ballot counting is separate counting: first, the ballots from early voting
ballot boxes are counted, then — ballots from the mobile ballot boxes, and finally — votes from the
boxes for voting on Election Day. The results of this counting are announced, and then the results
of separate counting shall tabulated at a meeting of the commission and recorded in the protocol
on voting results. A copy of the protocol on the voting results shall be posted for public review. The
observer has the right to make a copy of the protocol on voting results. This copy is not signed or
sealed by the commission members.
It is essential that the law does not provide a description of the vote-counting procedure. This
circumstance is one of the main problems of the Belarusian electoral legislation. The recommendations
and proposals of the OSCE ODIHR and the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, which
were aimed at improving the counting procedures, were not taken into account by the authorities.
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On 12 February 2016, the Central Election Commission established an interdepartmental expert
working group to review the OSCE ODIHR recommendations on the improvement of the electoral
process in Belarus. Representatives of the campaign Human Rights Defenders For Free Elections wrote to
the CEC head Lidziya Yarmoshyna, offering their assistance in the work of the group. The experts
underlined that in their work they focused on the OSCE/ODIHR recommendations that would not
require introducing respective amendments into the Electoral Code and other legislative acts, i.e.
they could be implemented before the electoral campaign of the next parliamentary elections kicked
off by means of regulations of the Central Election Commission.
On March 15, Lidziya Yarmoshyna said that the working group had developed a series of proposals
on measures to improve the electoral process. According to her, “each agency has developed its
proposals taking into account their views on the legislation and taking into account the proposals that
were put forward not only by the OSCE ODIHR, but also by the campaign Human Rights Defenders
for Free Elections.”
However, a later response from the Central Election Commission was contrary to previous media
statements made by Lidziya Yarmoshyna. “Please inform the proponents that their opinion on the
possibility of implementing many of the recommendations made by the OSCE ODIHR with the help
of explanations by the Central Commission for Elections and National Referendums are not based
on law. The powers of the Central Commission as an enforcement authority, which are provided for
by the Electoral Code of the Republic of Belarus, do not allow it to set or amend the rules of the
electoral law, which is required by a majority of the OSCE ODIHR recommendations. For example,
the recommendation to demonstrate each ballot to the observers, to provide them with certified
copies of the final protocols and others,” said the response.
The ODIHR recommendation was not about the “demonstration of each ballot to the observers”,
but about the exact regulation of vote counting procedures: the counting should be carried out by one
member of the commission and each ballot should be shown to all present, including the observers.
This was one of the main recommendations dealing with vote counting procedures. Considering that
the Electoral Code does not contain any description of any procedure, this recommendation does not
run counter to the Electoral Code. Moreover, according to the responses that Human Rights Defenders
for Free Elections received from the CEC, including during the previous presidential elections, the
procedure of vote counting is set independently by each election commission.
On April 27, Lidziya Yarmoshyna met with President Lukashenka to agree on amending the
electoral process in accordance with the OSCE recommendations. Four major innovations were
announced: local executive committees were expected to select members of the precinct election
commissions only after discussing the candidates; results of hearing all electoral disputes will be
published online; international observers were allowed to monitor the receipt of ballots by the
district election commissions. With regard to the counting of votes, members of the precinct election
commissions were instructed not to obstruct with their backs the observation of the vote counting
process, but to line up on one side of the table, instead. According to Ms. Yarmoshyna, “it was agreed
that the entire process of the counting of ballots would be held on the same side of the table. Observers
will have full opportunity to see the counting process. In addition, the observers will have acess to
information that is not provided for in Art. 13 of the Electoral Code, for example, information about
the number of registered voters and voter turnout.”
Representatives of Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections were quite reserved in their attitude to
the innovations, saying that it was not enough to have members of the election commission on one
side of the table, and observers — on the other one. The experts expressed regret that their proposals
to arrange the count by one member of the commission and to display the choice on the ballot were
not accepted by the CEC.
The campaign’s fears that the CEC innovations were not likely to increase the transparency of
counting the ballots were eventually confirmed: 95.31% of observers noted that the vote-counting
procedures were extremely non-transparent. During the observation of the parliamentary elections
in 2012, this figure was 92.3%.
It is worth adding that a number of observers wrote to the precinct commissions asking to establish
a clear vote-counting procedure with the possibility to see the mark on each ballot, but these requests
were not met. In particular, all the precinct election commissions of Salihorsk and Sluck promised to
count the votes in accordance with Article 55 of the Electoral Code. Precinct election commission
No. 9 in Salihorsk electoral district No. 68 even gave an official explanation of the compliance: “The
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procedure for the counting of votes, as established by the Electoral Code, does not provide for the
demonstration and announcement of the mark on the ballot.” A response to observer Aliaksandr
Vaitseshyk from chairman of precinct election commission No. 21 in Baranavičy electoral district No.
5 said: “The electoral law does not provide for displaying the ballot in the process of vote counting.”

VOTE COUNT

Thus, the vote count at the majority of polling stations was not carried out in a transparent manner,
with all the commission members counting the ballots simultaneously, without announcing the choice
in each ballot. The observers (60.94%) reported that they were seated at such a distance from the table
where the vote count was conducted that they were unable to see the content of ballots.
The joint and simultaneous counting of ballots by all the PEC members made it impossible to
monitor the vote-counting procedure. 85.94% of the observers noted that they could not see the
content of ballots. 89.64% said that the commissions did not consider the complaints received at the
meetings of the PECs.
At polling station No. 2 (Kalinkavičy district), members of the PEC sent observer Dzianis
Rabianok to sit 10 meters away from the table with the ballots. Obviously, in such circumstances, he
could not really see the vote count.
During the counting of the ballots at the Hlusk-based polling station No. 2 in electoral district
No. 89, according to observer Ihar Kiryn, the table was about 10 meters away, surrounded by
members of the commission. The commission chairman ignored the observer’s request to provide
proper conditions for observation in accordance with the recommendations of the Central Election
Commission. As a result, Kiryn could not follow the vote-counting process. The observer also said
that the commission only published one side of the final protocol. Moreover, the commission did not
meet to approve voting results. The final protocol featured incredible figures: 460 voters took part in
early voting, 566 persons voted at home, with only 421 voters coming to the polls on Election Day.
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At polling station No. 45 in Homieĺ, observers were allowed to monitor the counting of votes
from a distance of 5-6 meters. According to the observers, 371 people voted at the polling station on
Election Day, but the official protocol said there were 587 votes.
Ales Bialiatski, chairman of the Human Rights Center “Viasna”, observed the vote count at polling
station No. 595 in the Minsk-based electoral district No. 107. He noted that ballots for early voting
were counted first — simultaneously by all the commission members. Then the secretary summed
up the figures that were either told her in a whisper or written on a sheet of paper. Then the mobile
voting ballots were counted. After that the remaining ballots were poured on the table and counted
by 10 members of the commission. 7 observers sat 4 meters away from the table. Each commissioner
was in charge of one candidate. When asked to announce the calculations, the chairman said that
“only the chairman or the secretary has the right to announce the numbers.” The secretary then came
up to each commissioner and quietly put down the calculation results. He then sat down at the table
and summed the numbers with a calculator. At 8.55 pm the results were announced. The calculation
took 55 minutes.
The inability to control the vote count was reported by independent observers in Salihorsk
electoral district No. 68 and Sluck electoral district No. 67. Despite the fact that the observers were
allowed to observe the counting of the votes from the distance of three meters, the entire procedure
remained intact: each member of the commission counted part of the ballots, which were then passed
on to the secretary. The secretary passed the ballots to the chairman, and the two calculated the final
figures. This calculation took more time than the counting of votes and was accompanied by work
with the calculator, pencil notes and whispering, which could not be heard by the observers. As a
result, the observers were outraged by a huge overestimation of voter turnout in the final protocols of
the precinct election commissions. According to the protocol, 926 people participated in the vote on
Election Day, while the actual number was less than 470 people. Observation and parallel vote count
was conducted absolutely without interruption, said an observer at Salihorsk polling station No. 24
Uladzimir Shyla. The figure was simply added to the protocol without any ballot stuffing, because
it was clear that there were not so many ballots. Gross falsification was reported by an observer at
Salihorsk polling station No. 9 Aleh Stakhayevich. According to the final protocol, the number of
voters who came to the polls on Election Day was 694 people. In fact, there were 548 people. Mobile
voting results were also inflated: two boxes reportedly contained 181 ballots, despite the fact that
there were only 46 requests from the voters.
The observers, who worked at polling station No. 17 in Babrujsk, witnessed small stacks of ballots
turn into large numbers. On Election Day, voter turnout was extremely low and it was clear that the
commission members were nervous about the fact. The station was visited by OSCE observers, one
of whom asked the chairperson of the commission about the number of voters. The chairperson
said that she did not know and ran off to make a phone call. She returned and announced that there
were 500 votes. The observers were surprised, because their estimates were about 200. They told
the OSCE representatives about the fraud. During the counting of votes, the observers saw a rather
large stack of early voting ballots, and the commission members announced the figure of 481 votes.
After counting a small stack of Election Day ballots, the commissioners said there were 625 votes.
According to the calculations of the observers, there were 218 ballots, and it was obvious even
visually. The observers asked the commission members to display each ballot, but their request was
rejected. Thus, the members of the commission simply announced the numbers, and the amount of
ballots on the table was not essential for them.
Aliaksandr Hekht observed at polling station No. 17 in the Homieĺ-based electoral district No.
33. On Election Day, he never left the room and said that there were 218 voters. After the counting
of votes, the chairman of the commission said that voter turnout was 345 people. The observers were
not allowed to stand close to the table during the vote count.
Voting results differed at the polling stations where the observers did not document any violations
during early voting or on Election Day. In particular, Siarhei Kolyshkin observed at polling station
No. 9 in the Homieĺ-based electoral district No. 33, where the elections were not recognized as valid,
since turnout was just over 30%. The observers could actually see the vote count, and the tables were
set up so that the process was visible to all present.
The opacity of the vote-counting procedure does not allow to draw conclusions about the actual
will of the voters, and repeats the negative practices of previous election campaigns.
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ELECTION OBSERVATION
The elections were observed by a number of international missions, including the CIS
Interparliamentary Assembly, OSCE ODIHR EOM, Council of Europe’s PA mission, and
representatives of the diplomatic corps in the Republic of Belarus. In addition, small missions
were deployed by the OSCE’s Parliamentary Assembly and the Commonwealth of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization.
Besides the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, domestic monitoring was also
carried out by the campaign Prava Vybaru (“Right to Elect”), which brought together eight political
groups (Belarusian Social Democratic Party Hramada, Belarusian Christian Democracy, United Civil
Party, Movement For Freedom, the Party of the Belarusian Popular Front, the Belarusian Party of the
Greens, Independent Trade Union of Radioelectronic Industry, and the organizing committee of the
Party of Freedom and Progress) and may be viewed as an observation initiative by the opposition
political parties and movements.
Some pro-government public associations and political parties (Belaya Rus, Belarusian Republican
Youth Union, Belarusian Unionof Women, Federation of Trade Unions etc.) traditionally sent large
amounts of observers. However, their activities were primarily focused on exercising control over
other observers, supporting the activities of the election commissions, preparing complaints against
observers in order to justify their removal from the polling stations. It should be noted that the
results of observation carried out by the pro-governmental public associations and political parties
have never been announced or published.
A total of 37,834 domestic observers were accredited with the election commissions of all
levels.20
In the process of election observation, observers of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for
Free Elections faced pressure from the authorities, refusals to provide information from the election
commissions, and removals from the polling stations. Separately, the campaign stresses an unjustified
ban on using photo and video equipment at the polling stations, opposition to the observers during
the counting of voter turnout, as well as observation of the counting of votes at the polling stations.
The campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections reported 5 cases of illegal deprivation of
accreditation of the campaign’s observers.
Legal analysis of Decree No. 20 of 8 June 2016 “On approval of the procedure of delegating
observers in the preparation and conduct of the elections of deputies of the House of Representatives
of the National Assembly of the Republic of Belarus of the sixth convocation”21
The Decree regulates the procedure of delegating and receiving accreditation for observers during
the parliamentary elections.
The basic principle of sending observers, as set forth in paragraph 2 of the Decree, is that political
parties, public associations, labor collectives and their structural units, and groups of voters have the
right to send only one representative (or more than one with the consent of the election commission)
to a meeting of the election commission or the polling station.
It should be noted that the Decree provides for the possibility of sending observers by national
public associations and political parties to the election commissions of all levels, including at the
polling stations, located in the territory of the Republic of Belarus, irrespective of the availability of
local branches in the corresponding territory.
This order reflects a positive approach to observers, primarily representing opposition parties,
because in most cases they do not have officially registered local offices, as well as public associations
that lack local branches in accordance with their Charters. Earlier, the CEC often banned sending
observers by unities other than local branches of political parties and public associations. Under the
rule, a public association, which had no local offices, could only send observers to the meetings of
the CEC.
Paragraph 17 of the Decree provides for a new procedure for the termination of the powers of
observers at the polling station. In particular, in accordance with this paragraph, the term of powers
of an observer at the precinct election commission and at the polling station starts from the moment
20
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of his or her accreditation by the commission and expires after the tabulation of results at the polling
station and at the district, regional and Minsk city election commissions, i.e. on the day of the
announcement of voting results in the district, region, and the city of Minsk, respectively. At the
same time, in accordance with Part 6, Article 13 of the Electoral Code (the version of 2013), the
powers of the observer start from the moment of his or her accreditation and expire on the day of the
announcement of voting results by the corresponding commission.
In practice, this wording may be treated in such a way that an observer at the polling station will be
denied the opportunity to appeal vote count results and the final protocols of election commissions
in connection with the expiration of his or her powers.
Special attention should be paid to paragraph 15 of the Decree, which specified the rights of
observers, finding that during early voting and on Election Day observers have the right to receive
information about the number of voters included in the voter lists and the number of voters who took
part in the vote.
In addition, it specifies the rights of observers registered in the district election commissions to
observe the reception of protocols from precinct election commissions.
It is worth noting that earlier representatives of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free
Elections criticized bans on allowing observers registered in the territorial commissions to observe
the transfer of protocols from precinct election commissions. These bans referred to claims by
commission members saying that observers, in accordance with Art. 13 of the Electoral Code, have
the right to attend only the meetings of election commissions, while receiving protocol with voting
results, according to the CEC, is not a meeting of the election commission. Thus, the observers were
deprived of the opportunity to observe the process of establishing election results on the territory
or each district. They were only invited to the meetings of territorial or district commissions that
approved election results, which took place a few days later.
Position of the campaign’s experts is that Art. 13 of the Code only contains a suggested list of the
rights of observers, while the exhaustive list of prohibited activities does not contain prohibitions on
receiving information regarding the number of registered voters and the number of votes, as well as
a ban on observing the work of regional election commissions during the transfer of protocols from
precinct election commissions.
We welcome a more detailed interpretation of the rules of Art. 13 of the Code provided in the
Decree, but we do not believe that in this way the CEC moved beyond the Electoral Code.
At the same time, the CEC secretary Mikalai Lazavik noted that the CEC “had a lot of comments
from international observers, who wanted to see the protocols being received by the district
commissions. We have taken into account their wishes, although it expands the scope of the law.”
It is surprising that the CEC used a selective approach to the possibility of “expanding the scope
of the law”, as in the case with the proposals of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections
on the regulation of the vote counting procedures the CEC’s position was that these procedures could
not be settled by the CEC regulations, since they were contrary to the provisions of the Electoral
Code. At the same time, the Code does not contain a description of vote counting by the polling
station election commissions. In addition, in accordance with para. 3 of Part 1, Art. 33 of the Code,
the Central Election Commission can only clarify electoral legislation for its uniform application.
We also believe that the OSCE ODIHR recommendation regarding observers’ rights was not
taken into account to the full extent, since observers are still prohibited to receive a copy of the
protocol with voting results and to have access to voter lists.
The day before Election Day, the Central Election Commission amended its regulations on the
procedure for sending observers to election commissions, minimizing the number of candidates’
proxies. Noting the rapid and secret nature of these changes, experts of the campaign Human Rights
Defenders for Free Elections regards this as a political move aimed at reducing the transparency of the
vote count.
The changes affected paragraphs 3 and 15 of the Regulation “On the procedure for sending
observers” of 8 June 2016, which was approved by CEC’s Decree No. 57. The amended text was
published on the CEC website on 10 September 2016.
Paragraph 3 read as follows:
“The proxies of the candidate for the House of Representatives shall have the right to observe
at meetings of the district and precinct election commissions, at the polling stations of the electoral
district in which the candidate is running.
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The meetings of the district and precinct election commissions held at the polling station may be
attended by no more than one observer from the number of proxies of the candidate for the House of
Representatives (with the prior consent of the commission — more than one).”
Part 2 of paragraph 15 read as follows:
“Observers accredited with the district election commissions have the right to be present in
these commissions during the receipt of protocols with voting results from the precinct election
commissions. Only one observer from the number of proxies of the candidate for the House of
Representatives has the right to present in the corresponding district election commission (with the
prior consent of the commission — more than one).”
Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections separately stressed the fact that the Decree was approved
secretly. The Central Election Commission, in violation of their own guidelines, according to which
the Commission was obliged to invite observers to each session, held a secret meeting. None of the
independent observers and observers from the opposition political parties, which were accredited
by the Central Election Commission, was not invited to the meeting. Observer Dzmitry Charnykh
says that he did not receive an invitation to this meeting, either by phone or by a text message.
The meeting focused on limiting the number of authorized representatives of candidates at polling
stations. Earlier, there were no such restrictions on the number of observers.
The secret and hasty nature of the adoption of this decision (in fact it was adopted within one
day before the main Election Day, after five days of early voting) indicated to the fact that it was only
aimed at making the vote count as opaque as possible. As a result, sending proxies to the polls could
not secure a comprehensive observation of the entire vote-counting procedure.
In addition, the campaign’s experts once again emphasized the inconsistency of the CEC’s
approaches, as the country’s key election management body had repeatedly argued that it was
impossible to amend electoral laws (as requested by the Venice Commission and the OSCE ODIHR)
within less than six months before the start of the elections.
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APPEALS AND COMPLAINTS
According to official information of the CEC, as of September 16, 1,716 complaints and appeals
were submitted to deal with the preparation and conduct of the elections, of which 82 (4.7%) related
to the issues not associated with the preparation and conduct of the elections, 87 (5%) — to the
issues related to the interpretation of the electoral legislation, and 229 (13%) — to other issues
related to the preparation and conduct of the elections22. During early voting, according to the data,
there were 938 complaints.
A significant part of appeals and complaints dealt with voting procedures and the counting of
votes, 589 (34%). At the stage of election campaigning, 139 appeals were filed (8%); at the stage of
nomination and registration of candidates, 114 complaints were submitted (6.6%). 115 complaints
(6.7%) were filed to challenge the recognizing of the elections as invalid and to request a recount of
the votes; the activities of election commissions were appealed in 250 complaints (15%).
According to the CEC, the majority of complaints were received by the DECs (524 or 30%). It
should be pointed out that 486 applications (28%) were received by the PECs, most of them dealt
with the voting and the counting of votes (63%).
Noteworthy is the negative practice not to provide information on the number of disputes
considered by the election commissions and the courts. The Central Election Commission published
statistics on all appeals in general, instead. At the same time, the data did not specify the number of
complaints that were submitted in the cases related to the Electoral Code: appeals against decisions
of local executive committees on the formation of election commissions, decisions of election
commissions on the refusal of registration to nomination groups and candidates, imposition of
warnings to nomination groups and candidates etc.
According to experts of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections, lack of statistical
information on electoral disputes is not conducive to the implementation of the principle of openness
and transparency of the elections, enshrined in Art. 13 of the Electoral Code.
According to the CEC’s decision No. 22 of 8 June 2016 “On informing the citizens about the
work for the preparation and holding of the elections to the House of Representatives of the National
Assembly of the sixth convocation”, the regional (Minsk city) executive committees on their official
websites in special sections “Vybary-2016” should publish decisions of the TECs and DECs on
electoral disputes. However, in practice most of these decisions were not made public.
In some cases, executive committees only published summaries of the decisions taken. This
practice may be due to the fact that the electoral law does not define the notion of ‘electoral dispute’.
The CEC’s Guidelines for the DECs and TECs approved by decision No. 9 of 17 May 2016 provided
no explanation as to which appeals can be considered as electoral disputes.
According to the official websites of regional courts and the Minsk City Court, eight appeals
were submitted against joint decisions of the presidiums of the Regional (Minsk City) Councils
of Deputies and the regional (Minsk City) executive committees on the formation of regional and
district election commissions. None of the complaints was met.
Thirteen appeals were filed against decisions of local executive committees on the formation
of the PECs, according to the campaign’s lawyers, of which none was met. No general statistics is
available on appeals against decisions on the formation of the PECs, as the courts did not publish
their decisions.
Twenty-one appeals were filed in the TECs to challenge decisions to refuse registration of
candidates, one of them was met. The courts received 16 appeals against decisions of the TECs to
dismiss the complaints of potential candidates, three of them were met.
According to the CEC, 139 complaints were filed at the stage of campaigning. As already noted,
the CEC failed to specify what percentage of this figure were appeals, nor did it report what questions
were dealt with in these communications. It is still a matter of concern that the websites of local
executive committees published only a few decisions taken by the CEC, making it impossible to
collect general statistics on campaigning-related complaints.
For example, according to the lawyers of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections,
22 complaints were filed, while less than 10% of the decisions on these complaints were published.
These complaints generally concerned the following violations of the electoral legislation: violation
22
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of the requirements on imprint in campaigning materials; refusals by printing firms to manufacture
campaign materials; obstacles in campaigning during pickets; changes in the candidates’ curricula
vitae; failure to publish election programs; refusal to air TV appearances of candidates; use of
administrative resources by the pro-government candidates.
As before, the 2016 parliamentary elections were marked by arbitrary interpretation of the
Electoral Code rules of appealing. Thus, according to the electoral law, complaints are usually
submitted within three days after the adoption of a corresponding decision. Since the running of the
time limits is not set by the Electoral Code, lawyers of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free
Elections insist that the general rules defined in the Civil Procedure Code should be applied in these
cases (the period for filing a complaint should be measured from the following day). But in practice,
the courts and election commissions interpret the rule in a restrictive way counting the day of the
adoption within three days scheduled for appealing. If the decision is adopted in the evening, and
the decision itself is usually handed out the following day, many complaints miss the deadlines and,
accordingly, are not considered.
These cases are examples of restricting the right to appeal against illegal decisions. We believe that
this problem must be resolved through appropriate additions and changes to the Electoral Code.
After Election Day, the Central Election Commission considered two complaints of former
candidates, who asked to invalidate voting results in their electoral districts. The complaints were
filed by Viktar Mikhalchyk, who ran in the Hrodna-based electoral district No. 5, and Siarhei Kaliakin,
a candidate in the Orša-based electoral district No. 25. The candidates argued that the election
commissions in the districts were formed with gross violations. In addition, there were unreasonable
restrictions on election campaigning, obstacles to observers working at the polling stations, rigged
voter turnout, and other abuses. Having considered the complaints, the CEC said that it “did not
establish violations of electoral law committed during the elections or during the vote count, which
influenced the results of the elections or did not allow to reliably determine the results of the voters’
will.”23
It should be noted that the Electoral Code does not provide for the possibility to appeal against the
CEC decisions, which were taken on the complaints of candidates asking to recognize the elections
as invalid. According to the Electoral Code, the candidate may only appeal to the Supreme Court
against the CEC decision to invalidate the election. In general, the right to judicial review of actions
and decisions taken by election commissions is only limited by cases expressly provided for in the
Electoral Code, which contradicts the constitutional right of access to court.

23

http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6-post69.pdf, http://rec.gov.by/sites/default/files/pdf/Elections-PPNS6post70.pdf
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recent amendments to the Electoral Code did not take into account the majority of recommendations
made by the OSCE ODIHR and the Venice Commission following the observation of previous
elections, as well as proposals of the campaign Human Rights Defenders for Free Elections. Most of these
recommendations have not lost their relevance after the presidential election of 2015. The election
showed that with no detailed regulation of the procedure for the formation of election commissions,
voting and vote count it is impossible to ensure the holding of elections that would meet international
standards for free and fair elections, in particular the OSCE 1990 Copenhagen Document.
The campaign also stressed the need to ensure true equality of candidates in the field of access to
the media and the expansion of observers’ rights. The below proposals on reforming the electoral law
would bring Belarusian elections in line with international standards and increase confidence in the
results of the elections both on the part of the citizens of Belarus and the international community.

Election commissions
The Electoral Code should be amended with a provision that would secure the guarantees of
membership in the election commissions for representatives of political parties and contribute
to a pluralistic composition of the commissions. It is necessary to ensure that the political parties
participating in the elections, including parliamentary elections, enjoyed the right to delegate
one representative to each of the territorial, district and precinct election commissions. Local
administrative and executive bodies cannot have the right to claim the vacant seats in the election
commissions except in case a political party has not used this right. Similarly, the priority right to
nominate their representatives to the election commissions should be enjoyed by the candidates. In
addition, the criteria for selecting candidates to the election commission (delegating by a political
party, education, other professional knowledge) should be legislatively defined, which would
reduce the possibility of their arbitrary selection and could be taken into account by the court when
considering corresponding complaints.

Registration of candidates
It is necessary to exclude the possibility of using administrative resources in collecting signatures,
in particular, to prohibit the collection of signatures by unauthorized persons. In addition, it is
necessary to provide for the right of observers to be present during the verification of signatures
submitted for the nomination of candidates.

Voter lists
For the sake of increasing the transparency and accountability of the voter registration process, it
is necessary to create a national voter list. Citizens and observers (including election agents, media
representatives and international observers) should enjoy full access to the list. Every citizen shall
have the right to have access to voter list before voting. In addition, observers should be able to have
access to these lists during voting. The number of voters registered at the polling station should be
announced by the election commissions before voting and after its completion. It is necessary to
create a single register of all voters of the Republic of Belarus.

Election financing
The Electoral Code allows the CEC to independently administer the state budget funds for
the production of information leaflets with the general information about the candidates, instead
of financing costs associated with the candidates’ printed campaign materials. This resulted in
a low activity of most of the candidates in the production of campaign materials. Therefore, it
is necessary to re-enforce at the legislative level the state funding of candidates’ costs of printed
campaign materials. This should include the possibility of opening special funds from the moment of
registration of nomination groups for the payment of expenses associated with collecting signatures
for the nomination of the candidates, by analogy with the presidential election.
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Campaigning
The legislation provides a period of no more than 1 month for the duration of the election campaign.
This rule limits both the candidates’ opportunity to campaign and the citizens’ right to obtain full
information about the candidates and their election platforms. It is proposed to extend campaigning
period for up to at least two months. In addition, it is necessary to discharge the entities in charge
of political advertising of any liability for the content of advertising provided by the candidates or
political parties.

Judicial appeals against decisions relating to elections
The Electoral Code provides for a limited list of grounds for submitting appeals to the courts. It
is necessary to provide for the possibility of judicial review of any decisions by election commissions
and other state bodies in matters relating to elections. First of all, it is necessary to allow the judicial
review of decisions of the DECs, which approve the election results.

Early voting
The procedure for early voting in its current form allows the authorities to carry out various
manipulations during the vote count. In this connection, it is proposed to consider the complete
abolition of early voting.
If early voting is not canceled, it is proposed to introduce criteria, compliance with which gives
the voter the right to vote early. Such criteria should be grounds, which clearly prove the impossibility
for the voter to vote on Election Day, e.g. a departure abroad or other documented evidence.
The legislation should also specify in detail the procedure for the storage of ballot boxes during
early voting and the sealing of the premises where the ballot box is stored. It is necessary to prohibit
the presence of unauthorized persons, including police officers, in the voting premises and rooms, in
which the ballot boxes, ballots and other election materials are stored. It is also necessary to provide
for the right of observers to be present on the premises for voting outside the working hours of
election commissions (lunch break, period after the end of voting) in cases when members of the
election commissions choose to stay.
Every PEC should be provided with single-part transparent ballot boxes with plastic tapes for
sealing (with individual polling station numbers). Online surveillance throughout the days of early
voting should be organized. Every PEC should also be provided with individual seals bearing an
individual number. The security of ballots should be provided with corresponding signs.

Mobile voting
It is necessary to determine that the right to mobile voting should be enjoyed by persons with
significant health problems (documented by certificates issued by a healthcare institution), which
prevent them from arriving at the polling station. The Electoral Code should specify that the citizen’s
right to vote under mobile voting procedures only occurs after the transfer to the PEC on Election
Day of a written request about the impossibility of voting at the polling station.

Vote count
The current counting procedure is not transparent. One of the main reasons for this is the absence
of a detailed description of the vote counting process in the Electoral Code. In this connection, it
is necessary to legislate the following principles of the procedure of vote counting: counting of the
votes shall be carried out publicly in the presence of observers who can monitor the accuracy of the
voters’ choice on each ballot (i.e. to see the content of each ballot); counting of the votes shall be
conducted by one of the commission members, who shall announce the voter’s choice and display
each ballot to all the commission members and observers; counting of the votes shall be separate for
each ballot box, and the results of separate counting of the votes shall be reflected separately for each
ballot box in the final protocol. A copy of the final protocol shall be certified by the chairperson and
secretary of the election commission, secured by the commission’s seal and issued to the observers
at their request.
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It is also proposed to legislate the right of observers and candidates’ agents registered with the
TECs to attend and observe the procedures for the transfer of ballots and protocols with voting results
from the polling stations to the TECs. It is necessary to provide for the possibility of publishing on
the website of the CEC of voting results in all electoral districts with separate voting results for each
polling station.

Election observation
In order to strengthen confidence in the elections in Belarus, it is necessary to expand the rights
of observers through amending electoral legislation. The observers should enjoy the right to access
the materials of the commissions relating to its composition, the types of nomination of its members,
voter lists, storage of ballots and ballot boxes during early voting, as well as to use video and photo
equipment during the implementation of election observation.
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People with an election banner in the background. Žodzina, 20 August 2016

Information on the elections on the building of the Kamaroŭski market. Minsk, 25 August 2016
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Informational stand reading
“11 September 2016. Elections”.
Minsk, 19 August 2016

Election
advertisement.
Babrujsk,
August 2016

Information banners
on the parliamentary elections
in Belarusian and Russian.
Viciebsk, July 2016

Election preparations
in Mahilioŭ. August 2016
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A meeting
of the Presidiums
of the Mahilioŭ
regional executive
committee
and the Mahilioŭ
Regional Council
of Deputies to
form regional
and district
election
commissions.
Mahilioŭ,
27 June 2016

A meeting
of the Presidiums
of the Minsk City
Council of Deputies
and the Minsk city
executive committee
to form the Minsk city
and district election
commissions.
Minsk, 27 June 2016

Entrance
to the Viciebsk regional
election commission.
Viciebsk, July 2016
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A meeting of the Biaroza district executive committee to form precinct election commissions. Biaroza, 28 July 2016

A meeting of the Maladziečna district executive committee to form precinct election commissions. Maladziečna, 27 July

At a meeting of the Smarhoń district executive committee on the formation of precinct election commissions. Smarhoń, 26 July 2016
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Potential candidate Mikalai Ulasevich and members of his nomination group during the collection of signatures.
Smarhoń, 28 July 2016

A picket to collect signatures in support of Alina
Nahornaya, who was nominated for the Sluck-based
electoral district No. 67. Sluck, July 2016
Collection of signatures
for the nomination
of a representative
of the Fair World Party
Uladzimir Siakerka.
Dobruš, July 2016

Collection of signatures
for the nomination
of Volha Damaskina.
Polack, July 2016
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A picket staged near the Dormition
Cathedral in Žyrovičy to collect signatures in support of a BCD nominee Ales
Masiuk. Slonim district, 10 July 2016

The first picket
to collect signatures
in support
of the nomination
of a UCP activist
Uladzimir
Niapomniashchykh.
Homieĺ, 4 July 2016

A picket to collect signatures
for the nomination of representatives
of the Belarusian Social Democratic Party
Hanna Kanius and Ihar Maslouski.
Brest, 11 July 2016
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The center-right coalition staging a joint picket
to collect signatures near the building
of the National State TV and Radio Company.
Politicians holding portraits of journalist
Pavel Sheremet, who was assassinated in Kyiv.
Minsk, 20 July 2016

A photo
of Pavel Sheremet
with a mourning
ribbon at a picket
staged by potential
candidate
Taisiya Kabanchuk.
Babrujsk,
21 July 2016

A trailer carrying
national flags
and stands
with information
about potential candidate Ales Lahvinets.
Minsk, July 2016
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A representative
of the BPF
Party Dzmitry
Salauyou during
the collection
of signatures.
Mahilioŭ,
July 2016

A joint picket
for the nomination
of candidates
Tatsiana Seviarynets,
Alena Shabunia
and Heorhi Stankevich.
Viciebsk,
27 July 2016

Collecting signatures for potential candidate Ivan Sheha. Village
of Jelka, Zeĺva district. 14 July 2016

One of the leaders of the Tell the Truth campaign Tatsiana Karatkevich helps activist Aliaksandr Snarau collect signatures.
Viciebsk, July 2016
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Unknown man with a camera pushing
one of the leaders of the Belarusian
Christian Democracy
Vital Rymasheuski during a picket
to collect signatures for the nomination
of a party member Pavel Prakapovich.
Maladziečna, 29 July 2016

An elderly man attacking a picket staged by representatives of the UCP and the organizing committee of the BCD.
Mahilioŭ, 28 July 2016

Security guards
of the Karona mall
attempting to send
off picketers. The picket
was staged by members
of the nomination
group of Tatsiana
Malashchanka.
Police interceded.
Baranavičy,
13 July 2016.
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BRSM activists collecting
signatures for the nomination of
head of the Department
of Material Reserve
of the Emergency
Situations Ministry
Vasil Chekan.
Viciebsk, July 2016

BRSM activists
collecting signatures
for the nomination
of Vasil Barannika,
CEO of the Gradostroitel’
enterprise.
Barysaŭ, July 2016

Activists of Belaya Rus
collecting signatures
for Aliaksei Sokal.
Electoral district No. 107.
Minsk, July 2016

Belaya Rus activists
collecting signatures
for the nomination
of the CEO of the Pinsk
bus fleet Ivan Rabkavets.
Pinsk, July 2016
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A meeting on the registration
of candidates by district election commission No. 110.
Minsk, 8 August 2016

BPF’s potential candidate Ryhor Kastusiou submitting registration
documents to district election commission No. 90.
Škloŭ, 27 July 2016.

A meeting on the registration of candidates by district election commission No. 5. Baranavičy, 11 August 2016

A UCP member Aliaksandr Kabanau receiving a certificate of registration as a candidate in electoral district No. 9.
Biaroza, 11 August 2016
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A meeting on the registration
of candidates by district election
commission No. 64. Maryna
and Siarhei Shyryns giving testimony
on the receipt of money for the
signatures in support
of Aleh Navitski.
Žodzina, 10 August 2016

A meeting of the Viciebsk
Regional Court to hear appeals
by Mikalai Manokhin
and Siarhei Vasiliyeu against
refusals to register them
as candidates.
15 August 2016

A meeting of the Minsk regional election commission to hear an appeal against a warning issued to candidate Alina Nahornaya.
5 September 2016
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Election poster and campaigning products of candidate Iryna Ryneiskaya.
Babrujsk, August 2016
Campaigning products
of candidate
Halina Filipovich.
Svietlahorsk,
August 2016

Information about the candidates for the Asipovičy electoral district. Hlusk, August 2016
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A joint opposition campaigning rally in Mahilioŭ. 2 September 2016

A center-right coalition campaigning picket dedicated
to the 25th anniversary of the proclamation of independence of Belarus.
Minsk, 25 August 2016

A picket in support of a United Civil Party member
Aliaksandr Malochka. Salihorsk, August 2016

A picket entitled “From Candidate with Love” in support of a UCP candidate Dziyana Kastsiukovich. Brest, 15 August 2016
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Tatsiana Umarava,
Chairperson
of the Tulava executive
committee, Zeĺva district
putting down personal data
of the members
of the electoral
headquarters of candidate
Ivan Sheha.
Village of Mižeryčy,
26 August 2016

An eco picket in support of Yury Hubarevich.
Minsk, 22 August 2016 (photo from social networks)

A joint center-right coalition campaigning picket near the TSUM
department store. Minsk, 1 September 2016

A campaigning concert in support of candidate Yury Stukalau. Mahilioŭ, 30 August 2016
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Candidate Uladzimir Katsora
meeting with voters,
after which he withdrew
his candidacy.
Homieĺ, 23 August 2016

A woman brings 8 kilograms of letters to a meeting with candidate Aliaksandr Staravoitau, but the candidate did not turn up.
Mahilioŭ, 5 September 2016

A general parent meeting at school No. 21 in Baranavičy provides audience for pro-government candidate Volha Palityka
and secures early voting turnout at polling station No. 15 in electoral district No. 5. 6 September 2016
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A poster by the Belarusian Union of Women with a call to take part
in the elections without an imprint. Baranavičy, 8 September 2016
Election poster
with a call to participate
in the elections
without an imprint.
Baranavičy,
September 2016

BRSM activists
call on the residents
of Hlusk to come
to the polls at a picket near
the Orion cinema.
18 August 2016

“I will come”,
a campaign by BRSM
to call on the residents of
Mahilioŭ to come
to the polls, in particular,
during the early
voting days.
Mahilioŭ,
6 September 2016
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The students of the
Baranavičy
State University
line up to vote early
at polling station No. 19
in electoral district No. 6.
7 September 2016

Medical college students line up to vote early
at polling station No. 26. Babrujsk,
7 September 2016

The students
of the Sluck Medical College
going to vote early.
Electoral district No. 67,
polling station No. 21.
7 September 2016

Soldiers brought to vote early
at polling station No. 21
in electoral district No. 5.
School No. 21 in Baranavičy,
10 September 2016
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Vote count at polling station No. 17.
Babrujsk, 11 September 2016

The process of the vote counting through the eyes
of an observer at polling station No. 27.
Sluck, 11 September 2016
Counting of votes at polling station No. 9 in electoral district No. 64. Ballots counted
on a separate table located at the distance of 5 meters from the commission members
and 10-12 meters from the observers. Žodzina, 11 September 2016

Receiving protocols from the precinct election commissions at district election commission No. 86. Mahilioŭ, 11 September 2016
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Representatives
of the campaign Human
Rights Defenders
for Free Elections
Valiantsin Stefanovich
and Aleh Hulak
announce the launch
of election observation.
Minsk, 7 June 2016

A meeting of experts
of the campaign Human Rights
Defenders for Free Elections
Valiantsin Stefanovich
and Pavel Sapelka
with representatives
of the OSCE ODIHR
observation mission.
Minsk, 8 August 2016

Coordinators
of the campaign
Human Rights Defenders
for Free Elections
Uladzimir Labkovich
and Aleh Hulak during
the campaign’s final
press conference.
Minsk, 12
September 2016
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Addendum 1

Belarusian Association of Journalists
The Coverage of the 2016 Parliamentary Election in the Belarusian Media
(4 July – 21 September, 2016)

Final Report
1. Introduction
2. Summary
3. Key Findings
3.1 State-owned Media
3.2 Direct Access
3.3 Independent Media
3.4 Assessments of the Election
4. Conclusions
APPENDIX 1. Charts
APPENDIX 2. Methodology

1. Introduction
The report summarises the ﬁndings of the monitoring of the 2016 parliamentary election coverage in the
Belarusian media.1
The main objective of the monitoring was to promote unbiased coverage of the parliamentary campaign
that would meet high professional standards in journalism.
The monitoring was conducted by the Belarusian Association of Journalists (BAJ), which endeavoured
to draw the attention of the journalist community to the importance of giving the electorate undistorted,
unbiased and comprehensive information about the election, the candidates’ agendas and their supporters’
and opponents’ opinions.
The methodology of the monitoring enabled us to reveal both the overall model of the election coverage
and instances of poor professional standards. We offer both quantitative and qualitative analysis of media
items.2 The decisive criteria for their assessment were based on internationally accepted standards of
reporting on elections and ethics in journalism.3
The report encompasses the data accumulated throughout the monitored time span.

1 The monitoring covered Panarama (Panorama) news programme on Belarus 1 TV station; Nashi Novosti (Our News) news
programme on ONT TV station; Glavny Efir (Most Important Air) weekly programme on Belarus 1 TV station, Radyjofakt (Radiofact)
on the 1st Channel of the National Radio; news on Radyjo Stalica radio station, Naviny. Homiel of the Homiel Regional TV and Radio
Company, Naviny-rehijon (Regional News) of the Mahiloŭ Regional TV and Radio Company; Viciebski Vieśnik. 7 dzion (Viciebsk Herald.
7 days) weekly programme of the Viciebsk Regional TV and Radio Company; www.tut.by and www.belta.by online media; and such printed
media as the Belarus Segodnya (Belarus Today), the Narodnaja Vola (People’s Will), the Komsomolskaya Pravda v Belorussii (YCL Truth
in Belarus), the Zarya (Dawn) (Brest)and the Mogilevskaya Pravda (Mahiloŭ Truth); the Hazieta Słonimskaja (Słonim Paper), the Intexpress and Słonimski Vieśnik (Słonim Herald).
2

See Monitoring Methodology (Appendix 2).

3

The report encompasses the data accumulated throughout the monitored time span.
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2. Summary
The state-owned media covered the 2016 parliamentary campaign in their conventional manner, as
described below:
 It was the CEC and other election commissions that remained the dominant ﬁgures of the election
ﬁeld as presented in the state-run media. Their representatives (most commonly their chairpersons)
had the highest share of airtime among all the personiﬁed monitored actors. At the same time the
state-owned media presented the election commissions as the most competent source of information
about the election.
 The news programmes adhered to predominantly depersonalised coverage of the candidates.
However, once in a while the state-owned media offered a group portrait of the candidates, dividing
them into different categories.
 The state-run media still did not turn the spotlight on the political parties standing for parliament,
presenting them under the generic heading ‘political parties’ and giving them a marginal proportion
of election-related airtime and space.
 Any debates between voters were non-existent. The electorate was typically presented in a
depersonalised manner.
 The state-run media gave about the same amount of their attention to the CIS observers and the
OSCE/ODIHR Mission, assessing their work in a predominantly neutral light.
 The share of election coverage in the news programmes was either commensurate with that of sport
and weather or even smaller. When the Summer Olympic Games came to an end, it entailed neither
a fall in the airtime given to sports nor a signiﬁcant increase in election-related issues.
 Although the candidates were able to address the electorate on TV and on the radio, the stateowned printed and electronic media did not draw the voters’ attention to their media appearances.
TV guides presented them under the heading Election’2016 or Speeches of candidates standing for
the Chamber of Representatives of the National Assembly of Belarus of the sixth convocation. No
names or exact time of each candidate’s TV and radio appearances were given.
 The websites of the leading state-run media did not offer any precise information on the date and
time of the candidates’ broadcasts, either.
 The independent media focussed more on the candidates and political parties standing for
parliament. However, neither www.tut.by nor the independent printed media were able to become
real competitors of the state-run TV and radio stations.
 After the voting day, the state-owned and independent media differed in their assessments of the
voting procedure, ballot count and election as a whole.

3. Key Findings4
3.1 State-owned Media
When the candidates were campaigning, the state-run media began to give them more attention,
presenting them nevertheless in a predominantly depersonalised manner. At the same time, the CEC and
regional election commissions remained in the lead in terms of their share of coverage5. According to the
aggregated ﬁndings for the period between 11 July and 11 September, 2016, they had nearly 44% of the
airtime given to all the monitored election actors in Glavny Eﬁr weekly programme on Belarus 1, 17%
in Nashi Novosti on ONT and about 34% in Radyjofakt on the 1st Channel of the National Radio. The
regional TV programmes, such as Naviny. Homiel of the Homiel Regional TV and Radio Company and
Naviny-rehijon of the Mahiloŭ Regional TV and Radio Company were dominated by the regional election
commissions and polling station boards, which received up to 40% of the airtime given to all the monitored
election actors.
The charts show that the state-run media, as well as the observers of the CIS Mission and the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) were unanimous in their positive assessment of these bodies. For example,
the spokesman for the CIS Mission Tashinbaev said, ‘We would like to point out that the chairpersons of
the constituency commissions are well prepared and the heads of the polling station boards show high
professional skills.’ (Radyjofakt, 02/08/16.) Meanwhile, CIS observer Viktor Meleshko said, ‘During my time
4

The documents that provide the framework for qualitative analysis are as follows: The Code of Ethics in Journalism (adopted at
the Convention of the BAJ in 2006); The Declaration of the Guidelines of Journalists’ Professional Ethics; Media Coverage of Elections
(Belarus). 2016 and International Standards of Election Coverage in the Media.

5

Thus, according to Panarama on Belarus 1 on 16 September, 2016, ‘In the three months following the launch of the election, CEC
members were interviewed over five hundred times.’
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in Słonim district, I have visited a number of polling stations, both urban and rural, and observed the work
of the constituency election commission. The election process in Słonim district meets high organisational
standards.’ (Słonimski Vieśnik, 14/09/16.) The members of election commissions spoke positively of their
work, too.
In contrast to the election commissions and state ofﬁcials, the nominees and registered candidates were
presented in the monitored programmes mostly in a depersonalised manner, i.e. without their names or
political afﬁliation. Here is a typical report given by a journalist of Naviny-rehijon on the Mahiloŭ Regional TV
and Radio Company, ‘Besides the intelligentsia, people employed in industry, transport and construction,
are going to stand for parliament; they account for 8% of all the candidates. Representatives of state
institutions also make up 8%. A quarter of all the candidates are women. 8% are young people under thirty.
It was said at the news conference that eighty ﬁve prospective candidates submitted to the constituency
commissions of the region one hundred and eight applications for registration. The distribution of the types
of nomination was as follows: forty two were nominated by voters’ signed endorsements, and eighteen were
nominated by the staff of organisations and companies.’
On 21 August, 2016 the Chairperson of the Belarusian TV and Radio Davydźka divided the candidates
in Glavny Eﬁr into three groups after watching their media appearances, ‘The ﬁrst group are, you know,
successful and experienced people, such as school headmasters and CEOs of production companies.
They are self-conﬁdent. As a rule, they are well prepared to make an address; they know what they are
doing and why they are going to parliament. And the camera loves them.
‘The second group are those to whom their party said, “you must do it,” and they answered “yes,” to put
it plainly. They may not really believe in their victory, but they are trying to make their brands, their parties
and themselves recognisable, well, to the best of their abilities.
‘Finally, the third group is the most interesting sample, in my opinion, of new people that have made their
way in our electoral history in general. These are “happy-go-lucky” candidates. They do not rely on any
experience, they don’t know why they are standing for parliament, actually, they cannot present themselves
and they often talk nonsense.’ His evaluation of each of the three groups explicitly prompted the voters for
whom they should cast their ballots.
Another participant in the discussion, the Editor-in-Chief of the Źviazda state-run paper Karlukievič,
offered an addition to this classiﬁcation, ‘I think there is also a category of very well-known individuals in the
information ﬁeld… Their agendas are shaped by their pre-conceptions that people know that the authors of
these agendas are only going to criticise and put forward certain slogans, that these slogans without any
grounds are enough.’
Mr Jakubovič, the Editor-in-Chief of the Belarus Segonya, aired an opinion that responsible candidates
‘must give up all rhetoric and say things like, “I’ll help the authorities with the parking lots, for example, if I
am elected, I’ll help the authorities to put the following things right in the district…”’ The proposal evidently
limited the prospective parliamentarians’ status as lawmakers; moreover, it undermined the principle of the
division of powers in Belarus.
By describing the candidates in this fashion, the monitored programmes allotted to them a considerable
share of their election-related airtime (between 7% and 14%, depending on the programme). This created
an impression of the candidates’ presence in the media ﬁeld, but did not give the voters any information
about the candidates’ and their parties’ political agendas.
As for the political parties’ media presence, it was not just less pronounced but marginal, if any at all. For
instance, Nashi Novosti on ONT, Panarama on Belarus 1 and Glavny Eﬁr on Belarus 1 avoided referring
to deﬁnite political parties whatsoever. When they were mentioned, their shares of airtime and space were
less than 0.5% (see, for example, the Charts for www.belta.by or Radyjofakt).
Instead of deﬁnite opposition parties, the state-owned media presented the ‘opposition’ as a
depersonalised actor. All the same, it received a meagre amount of media attention, as compared to the
earlier elections.
It was the Belarusian National Youth Union (BNYU) that became a real personiﬁed actor of this
parliamentary campaign. It had not played such a prominent role in the previous year’s presidential race.
This pro-governmental organisation was presented in a positive light exclusively and its representatives
were given an opportunity to appear on air in Nashi Novosti on ONT on 3 August, 2016, to give just one
example, by contrast with all the opposition political forces and NGOs.
The increased media attention to the BNYU can probably be attributed to the organisation’s versatile
activities during the election. According to its First Secretary Andrej Bielakoŭ, ‘the Youth Union has always
taken quite an active part in all political campaigns, including the current one… Six BNYU members have
been included in the regional and Minsk City election commissions, ninety BNYU people are members of
constituency commissions and about thirty-ﬁve hundred are on polling station boards. As of 1 August, one
hundred and eight observers have received their accreditation and we are planning to have accredited at
least ﬁfty-ﬁve hundred BNYU members by 20 August… we are going to join in the campaigning.’ (Radyjofakt,
08/08/2016.) In other words, the BNYU was not only engaged in mobilising young voters, counting ballots
and observing the count, but also campaigned for its candidates. As it eventually turned out, the BNYU
leader has been appointed member of the upper chamber of the Belarusian parliament.
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Voters were for the most part presented anonymously. Their voices were heard mainly in the context of
mobilising the electorate to go to the polls.
As we have mentioned above, the CIS observers and the OSCE/ODIHR Mission received a commensurate
amount of coverage. Every now and then the state-run media brieﬂy interviewed their representatives,
featuring them in a predominantly neutral manner. At the same time, it is necessary to point out that the
representatives of the CIS Observer Mission aired their opinions in the electronic media more often than
their OSCE/ODIHR counterparts. To give just one example, Panarama granted the CIS observers direct
access to air, rather than let reporters interpret their words, according to the data for the period between 25
July and 10 September, 2016. Moreover, the CIS observers featured on air twice as much as their western
counterparts and the opinions of the latter were sometimes assessed negatively.
The state-owned electronic media also presented the opinions of observers of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation, albeit much less prominently.
Even though the monitored media offered quite a lot of information about the election, or, to be more
precise, its organisational technicalities, election-related issues were far from their priority list. As we have
pointed out in our interim reports, the four-year cycle of parliamentary elections in Belarus is in sync with
that of the summer Olympics. However, in 2004, 2008 and 2012 candidates were registered when the
Olympics had ﬁnished, but this time the key stage of campaigning coincided with Olympic broadcasts. As a
result, the share of time allotted to the parliamentary election was either lower than that of sports news, as in
Nashi Novosti on ONT or Naviny on Radyjo Stalica or commensurate with the latter, as in Radyjofakt on the
1st Channel of the National Radio or Naviny-rehijon of the Mahiloŭ Regional TV and Radio Company (see
the Charts). Furthermore, election-related items did not open the news broadcasts but were sandwiched
between other reports. In some instances, the shares of election-related issues were commensurate with
those of weather forecasts.
3.2 Direct Access
The candidates were able to appear in the electronic state-run media, such as Belarus 3 and CTV TV
stations and the local radio as well as had their programmes printed free of charge in the state-owned
papers appointed by the CEC. The candidates’ appearances were televised from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. and
broadcast on the radio from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. on weekdays.6
They were presented in the TV guide for Belarus 3 as Election’2016. It deserves mentioning that not
only the candidates’ speeches but also debates were televised under this generic heading. The TV guide
did not give any information as to what was to be expected on air or who the guests were.
Admittedly, the TV guide for CTV did highlight the candidates’ appearances on air – Speeches of candidates standing for the Chamber of Representatives of the National Assembly of Belarus of the sixth
convocation. However, it did not give the candidates’ names or the exact time of their addresses. The TV
guide also had a heading Election’2016 followed by inconspicuous ‘Debates’. Neither this speciﬁc type of
infographics nor the heading itself, which encompassed the candidates’ appearances on Belarus 3, drew
attention to these broadcasts.
While the TV guides were not precise enough about the candidates and debates, they did not only
highlight the titles of feature ﬁlms and series in bold capitals but also provided their brief strips with the
virtual names of the protagonists. For example, this is how the TV guide for Belarus 2 presented DECEIVE
ME-2 series: ‘CRIME. Murder Squad of the Municipal Criminal Police. The most high-proﬁle cases are to
be looked into… by Captains Filippov, Lerner and Ilyinsky and Senior Lieutenant Strelnikova.’ (Belarus 2,
29/08/16.)
Last but not least, it should be pointed out that neither the TV stations themselves, nor the information
portal Election’2016 (http://vybory2016.by/), which had got a lot of hype in the state-run media, nor the
BelTA special project called Parliamentary Election’2016 (http://parlament2016.belta.by/), nor the ofﬁcial
website of the Belarusian Television and Radio Company gave comprehensive information about the
candidates’ media appearances or debates, including the date, time and names. Moreover, none of the
candidates’ media appearances were uploaded on the website of the Belarusian Television and Radio,
which deprived the voters who could not watch or listen to these broadcasts of the opportunity to get an
idea of the candidates’ agendas.7
6

For purposes of comparison: during the 2012 parliamentary election, the candidates’ speeches were televised at the same time, while
the radio addresses were broadcast from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.

7

A tell-tale fact: when some of the candidates uploaded their media appearances on the Internet, this was how the Belarusian TV and
Radio Company reacted, ‘Certain participants in the campaign even went so far as to decide to promote themselves at the expense of our
media holding by uploading their TV appearances, professionally recorded by the Belarusian TV employees, on the Internet, without asking
permission from the proprietor of the video materials, namely the Belarusian National TV and Radio Company, and then went on to blame
it for blocking the illegally uploaded content.’ (http://naviny.by/new/20160819/1471612696-bt-vozmushcheno-razmeshcheniem-v-setivystupleniy-kandidatov-v-deputaty).
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To sum it up, the absence of any meaningful informational support of the candidates’ media appearances
and debates or comprehensive information about who exactly was going to speak and when ﬁtted perfectly
into the general trend towards depersonalised coverage of the key election actors in the state-run media.
Furthermore, Belarus 3 also showed Soviet Russian documentaries under the heading Election’2016, for
example, a forty-minute-long ﬁlm featuring the construction of an old Soviet car ZIL on 29 August, 2016.
Such a vague heading as Election’2016 was misleading for the electorate, as it hindered the voters from
forming an informed opinion of the candidates and their agendas.
3.3 Independent Media
The independent media obviously focussed less on organisational details and technicalities of the election
procedure. Moreover, they tried to avoid the depersonalised manner of presentation. This was particularly
true of www.tut.by and the Narodnaja Vola paper. These media outlets tried to minimise references to
generalised notions and depersonalised actors, such as ‘political parties’, a ‘candidate’ or the ‘electorate’.
Following the ofﬁcial registration of candidates, www.tut.by began giving a lot of candidates’ names and
information about them. The same can be said of the political parties, which were more or less presented
under their ofﬁcial names. The portal had a special video programme Госць.tut.by, which showed interviews
of the leaders of the parties participating in the election. Each programme lasted between 35 and 55
minutes, the guests being one to three leaders of both oppositional and pro-governmental parties. The host
normally took a critical stance on the parties’ agendas and candidates.
The online information portal featured the candidates predominantly in a neutral tone, with balanced
positive and negative assessments.
Unlike www.tut.by, the Narodnaja Vola nationwide paper offered more polarised assessments of the
CEC, the government, the present parliament, the president, the polling stations, etc., for the most part
showing them in a negative light. At the same time, the paper gave individual candidates mainly neutral
coverage.
The ‘thick’ edition of the Komsomolskaya Pravda v Belorussii for a certain monitored time span did not
publish any election-related contributions. When it eventually began writing about some candidates, they
received only a negligible amount of space and the political parties were only mentioned in passing.
At the initial stage of the parliamentary campaign the regional independent press, such as the Intexpress and the Hazieta Słonimskaja, did not bring the election in the spotlight, either. Later on, however, they
quite often featured their local parliamentary candidates, writing about them neutrally.
3.4 Assessments of the Election
According to the tradition that has run for decades, journalists working for the state-owned media and
their interviewees assessed the election positively.
‘It has been the most liberal election in the past twenty years,’ said the CEC Chairperson Lidzija Jarmošyna
in Glavny Eﬁr on Belarus 1 on 11 September, 2016. The Head of the CIS Observer Mission Lebedev
described the election as democratic: ‘It was democratic and transparent. Most importantly, it guaranteed
the citizens of Belarus the right to free vote.’ (http://www.belta.by/politics/view/lebedev-proshedshie-vyborystali-svidetelstvom-dvizhenija-belarusi-po-puti-demokratizatsii-209855-2016/).
The SCO Observer Mission described the election as a model to be used by others: ‘What we have
seen certainly qualiﬁes as a model parliamentary election.’ (http://www.belta.by/politics/view/missijanabljudatelej-ot-shos-nazvala-vybory-v-belarusi-obraztsovymi-209817-2016/).
The state-run media were ambiguous in their interpretations of the position taken by the OSCE/ODIHR
Mission.
For example, Belarusian ofﬁcials claimed, ‘We have implemented all the OSCE/ODIHR recommendations.
There were 75% of transparent ballot boxes and observers were able to see the vote count. They were
standing right at the tables were the ballots were being counted and were allowed to see the procedure at
every polling station.’ (Nashi Novosti, 12/09/16.) However, a few days later the state-run online information
resource www.belta.by wrote, ‘Lidzija Jarmošyna stated that she had received a photo from Staravilenskaja
constituency in Minsk, which was ranked among the most liberal ones, showing the backs of the polling
station board counting the ballots.’ (http://www.belta.by/society/view/ermoshina-nedovolna-chlenamikomissij-kotorye-spinami-zakryli-ot-nabljudatelej-protseduru-podscheta-210558-2016/).
‘Belarus has a long way to go to meet the OSCE standards,’ said OSCE PA Ad Hoc Working Group on
Belarus Chair Kent Härstedt. ‘The Belarusian authorities have partially fulﬁlled their promises. There was
progress in some areas, while in others the same old practices were still at work… We are disappointed at
the slow progress. A lot could have been done this year, but it was not.’ (http://news.tut.by/politics/511771.
html).
The Narodnaja Vola independent paper gave voice to independent Belarusian observers. For example,
according to Mr Kalakin, one of the coordinators of the campaign ‘For Fair Elections’, ‘The ofﬁcially announced parliamentary election returns do not correspond to the actual choice made by voters.’
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Mr Uchnaloŭ, another coordinator of the campaign ‘For Fair Elections’, said, ‘There was no transparency
or objectiveness, the candidates nominated by the oppositional parties faced tough discrimination.’ According to him, the observers recorded ‘numerous instances when polling station boards skewed upwards the
numbers of voters who had gone to the polls’ during the early voting.
‘Blatant violations were recorded in all the constituencies,’ conﬁrmed Dzianis Sadoŭski, the coordinator
of the campaign ‘The Right to Choose’. (Narodnaja Vola, 13/09/16.)
Last but not least, the independent online information resource www.tut.by quoted one more opinion,
‘US Doubts Fairness of Belarus’ Parliamentary Election’: ‘The United States welcomes the peaceful
conduct of the September 11 parliamentary elections in Belarus. We recognize some improvements in the
electoral process, and we note that alternative voices will be represented in parliament for the ﬁrst time in
12 years. Still, the elections fell short of Belarus’ international obligations and commitments to free and fair
elections,’ noted John Kirby, Assistant Secretary and Department Spokesperson for the Bureau of Public
Affairs. (http://news.tut.by/politics/511849.html).

4. Conclusions
The mode of election coverage invariably practiced by the state-run media for decades leaves no room
for any serious engagement of the voters in electoral campaigns. This premise is supported both by the
depersonalised coverage given to candidates and the absence of any sufﬁcient information about their
media appearances during campaigns.
When technical and organizational details are accentuated and the key election actors are depersonalised,
it results in voters’ detachment from elections and has a negative impact on their political engagement.
Another tangible element of ‘low-key’ elections is the marginalisation of the political parties, particularly
those opposing the current regime, who have no voice in the mainstream media. As parliamentary elections
overlap with the Olympics, the former are in fact overshadowed by sports news.
As neither the electorate nor the expert community discuss the political parties’ platforms or the candidates’
agendas, elections are depoliticised and deprived of any meaningful political competition.
By contrast with the state-run media, the independent ones have a more productive strategy of election
coverage. They have been more oriented towards featuring the candidates and their political forces.
However, the inﬂuence of the independent media is not strong enough to have any sufﬁcient impact on
parliamentary campaigns and their outcomes. The atmosphere of predetermined election results does
not only have its impact on the candidates’ activities but also frames the mode of election coverage in the
media.
The state-owned and independent media practise very different modes of election coverage, which
becomes particularly evident in their assessments of elections after the voting day.
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Addendum 4

Elections of the members of the Council of the Republic
of the National Assembly of Belarus.
Notes by an observer in the Hrodna region
The Council of the Republic is one of the two chambers of the National Assembly of Belarus. It is
composed of 64 members. 56 members are elected at the meetings of members of local councils and
members of the Minsk City Council of Deputies: 8 from each region and the city of Minsk. Another 8 of the
Council members are appointed by the President.
A member of the Council of the Republic may be a citizen of the Republic of Belarus who has reached
30 years of age and has lived on the territory of the region or the city of Minsk for not less than ﬁve years.
Citizens with an unexpunged criminal record cannot be nominated as candidates for the Council. A member
of the Council cannot simultaneously be a member of the government, the President of the Republic of
Belarus, a member of the House of Representatives, and a judge.
All members of the Council of the Republic shall be inviolable. Only 7 members of the Council receive
a salary: the Chairman, his or her deputy and the chairpersons of the standing committees. The rest only
arrive at the Council’s sessions to consider proposed bills and to vote. Members of the Council receive
citizens and can send requests to all authorities and organizations.
The elections of the members of the Council of the Republic of the sixth convocation were held on a
single-candidate basis. The Presidiums of the local councils and the respective executive committees and
in the city of Minsk — the Presidium of the Minsk City Council of Deputies and the Minsk City Executive
Committee — nominated exactly the same number of candidates who were later elected by secret ballot,
namely eight people each. As a result, all of the candidates, 56 of 56, were elected members of the
Council of the Republic without any competition. Eight members of the Council were appointed by the
President.
After the nomination of candidates by local councils and executive committees, the elections to the
Council of the Republic turn into a purely formal procedure. In fact, the elections take place at the time of the
nomination of candidates, while it is important that this step became competitive and transparent. However,
the process of the selection of candidates was not public.
Media coverage of the procedure was extremely scarce. State-controlled media published occasional
formal reports with a list of candidates and their regalia and a description of the election procedure. For
example, the website of the Belarusian Telegraph Agency (BelTA) published only three messages on the
nomination of candidates from speciﬁc regions: Hrodna and Brest regions, and the city of Minsk1. The
websites of regional executive committees reposted messages by other media (mainly BelTA). More details
were reported by the independent media, but these publications provided little information due to the closed
nature of the entire process.
In only one of the seven regions (six regions and the city of Minsk), the Belarusian Helsinki Committee
was allowed to organize the observation of the process of the nomination of candidates to the Council of
the Republic, namely in the Hrodna region.
In violation of Art. 13 of the Electoral Code, the nomination of candidates for the Council of the Republic
in the Hrodna region was of a formal character, bearing a hidden and secret nature. The selection of
candidates was mainly run by the directorate for organizational and personnel work of the Hrodna regional
executive committee, who exercised full control of the entire process (including receiving references from
the KGB, the Interior Ministry and the Presidential Administration on the positive characteristics of the
candidates). This underlines the uncontested nature of the selection of candidates, which was based on the
criteria of loyalty to the current government.
Local media only published general information (with reference to BelTA) when speaking about the
nomination of candidates. The public was not aware of who and how was nominated by the Presidiums of
local councils and the respective executive committees.
The nomination of candidates for the Council of the Republic of the National Assembly of the sixth
convocation in the Hrodna region was completed on August 19. The Presidiums of the city and regional
councils of deputies and the executive committees held joint meetings to nominate the candidates. The
media did not publish the names of the candidates, but only general information: “All the nominated
candidates are senior ofﬁcials and top managers in various ﬁelds, well known to the residents of the
region and beyond. Among them are the CEO of the Aziory Farming Company, CEO of JSC “Hrodna
Meat-Packing Plant”, head physician of the Regional Infectious Hospital, Rector of the Hrodna State
1

http://parlament2016.belta.by/sovrep
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Medical University, chairman of the Vaŭkavysk district executive committee, two members (chairman of
the Regional Council of Deputies and the Lida District Council of Deputies) and the chairman of the Red
Cross’s regional branch2.
All the eight nominees for the Council of the Republic were non-partisan candidates. Their registration
was carried out between August 20 and August 24.
Members of the Council of the Republic from the Hrodna region were elected on September 13, when
members of local councils met in the auditorium of the Hrodna regional executive committee. 368 deputies
were registered, i.e. 67% of the total number of deputies.
The meeting discussed the candidates for the Council of the Republic. At the same time, Art. 103 of
the Electoral Code states that “the nomination of other candidates for the Council of the Republic shall
not be carried out at a meeting of deputies of local councils of deputies of the base level”. Thus, both
in the nomination of candidates for the Council of the Republic and at the joint meetings the electors,
representatives of opposition political parties and public organizations, have restricted abilities to nominate
their representatives and to discuss other nominations.
The ballots were issued without any violations, one to each participant of the meeting upon presentation
of deputies’ certiﬁcates. Before the beginning of voting, a transparent ballot box had been veriﬁed and sealed
by the chairman of the counting commission in the presence of members of the counting commission.
Each participant of the meeting voted in person. Counting of votes was held directly by members of
the counting commission without interruption until the voting results were established. The content of the
ballots could be seen by anyone present.
The results of the vote count were considered at a meeting of the counting commission and entered into
the protocol. Two copies of the protocol were signed by all members of the counting commission. Following
a report of the counting commission, an open vote at the meeting of deputies decided to approve the voting
results.
In order to be elected to the Council of the Republic, a candidate should receive more than half of the
votes of deputies who took part in the vote. The deputies supported all the proposed candidates:
Ramaniya Skamaroshka, chairperson of the Hrodna regional branch of the Belarusian Red Cross Society,
was supported by 360 deputies;
Mikhail Sitsko, chairperson of the Vaŭkavysk district executive committee — 361 votes;
Inesa Belush, chairperson of the Lida District Council of Deputies — 362 votes;
Alena Karatkova, head physician of the Hrodna Regional Infectious Hospital — 363 votes;
Viktar Sniazhytski, Rector of the Hrodna State Medical University — 363 votes;
Anatol Hryshuk, CEO at JSC “Hrodna Meat-Packing Plant” — 366 votes;
Ihar Zhuk, chairperson of the Hrodna Regional Council of Deputies — 366 votes;
Aliaksandr Shyshko, CEO of the Aziory Farming Company — 366 votes.
During the meeting, there were no dissenting opinions or opposition to the candidates. Members of the
counting commission did not voice any dissenting opinions, either.
Mikhail Miasnikovich, Chairman of the Council of the previous convocation, was unanimously elected by
secret ballot Chairman of the Council of the sixth convocation. His candidacy was proposed by Maryiana
Shchotkina, ex-Minister of Labor and Social Protection. Ms. Shchotkina was unanimously elected Deputy
Chairperson of the Council of the Republic.
Chairpersons of the ﬁve standing committees were elected by open ballot, but also unopposed. Uladzimir
Pantsiukhou was elected Chairman of the Committee on Economy, Budget and Finance; he chaired the
commission at the Council of the ﬁfth convocation. Former Deputy Minister of Justice Alla Bodak was elected
Chairperson of the Committee on Legislation and State Construction. Former Rector of the Mahilioŭ State
Regional Institute of Education Development Iryna Staravoitava was elected Chairperson of the Committee
on Education, Science, Culture and Social Development. Former Belarusian ambassador to Japan Siarhei
Rakhmanau was elected Chairman of the Committee for International Affairs and National Security. Former
Deputy Prime Minister and Deputy Head of the Presidential Administration Aliaksandr Papkou was elected
Chairman of the Committee on Regional Policy and Local Self-Government.

2 http://parlament2016.belta.by/sovrep/view/vybory-2016-v-grodnenskoj-oblasti-zavershilos-vydvizhenie-kandidatov-v-chlenysoveta-respubliki-234
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